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Abstract
In the past 30 years, crucial techniques have been developed to manipulate and to control physical systems on the quantum scale. The theoretical
and experimental developments in quantum optics opened new research directions in quantum foundations and for technological applications on the
single quantum level. Recently, quantum physics at larger scales has become
increasingly accessible in experiments. Matter waves can now be controlled
over large distances and quantum interference experiments can be performed
with complex molecules. The interaction of light with a mechanical resonator can today be used to study and to manipulate the quantum properties of nano- and micro-scale mechanical devices, with masses ranging from
picogram to kilogram scales. With new light-matter interactions, the ability
to control quantum systems in new physical regimes and to perform high
precision measurements opens the route to probe our current understanding
of physics.
In this thesis, large quantum systems are theoretically studied in light of
possible experiments to test the interplay between quantum theory and general relativity [1–5]. To this end, the work includes two main lines of research.
In the first line of research, new interaction regimes of opto-mechanical systems are studied. It is shown that pulsed opto-mechanics can be used to
prepare quantum states of massive mechanical resonators by measurements
of light, and that pulsed opto-mechanics also offers the ability to perform full
quantum state tomography of the resonator [1]. A scheme based on the pulsed
interaction regime is then presented, which allows for experimental tests of
some phenomenological models of quantum gravity: possible deformations
of the canonical commutator of the center-of-mass mode of the mechanical
resonator can be probed to very high accuracy [2]. Such deformations may
occur for quantum systems due to possible quantum gravity induced modifications of the Heisenberg uncertainty relation. It is shown that the proposed
experiment could put stringent bounds on such models for massive quantum
systems.
The second line of research presented in this thesis is the study of general
4

relativistic time dilation within low-energy quantum theory [3–5]. It is shown
that general relativistic corrections to Newtonian gravity, that stem from
time dilation, lead to entirely new effects in quantum theory with no classical
analogue. The slowdown of the time evolution of internal states of a quantum
system in a gravitational field causes entanglement of the internal states to
the position of the system. This results in periodic reduction and revival of
quantum interference for matter-wave interference experiments that include
internal clock-states [3]. A similar phenomenon for quantum states of light
can be probed due to the Shapiro delay of single photons [4]. In addition,
it is shown that the time-dilation-induced entanglement between internal
states and the position causes universal decoherence of all composite quantum
systems [5]. The thermal oscillations within any composite particle will cause
its position degree-of-freedom to become classical. Thus time dilation causes
the transition to classicality and the decoherence on Earth takes place on
time scales that could in principle be observed in matter-wave experiments
with large molecules or with microspheres.
The results of this thesis show that new phenomena arise when gravity
is considered in quantum theory. Various quantum systems are considered
which operate in new parameter regimes in terms of mass and size, and how
they can be used for testing low energy quantum theory on a fixed background space-time and quantum gravity phenomenology. Thus it is shown
that precision measurements in quantum theory allow for tests of the interplay between quantum theory and general relativity.

5

Zusammenfassung
In den letzten 30 Jahren wurden neue Möglichkeiten entwickelt physikalische
Systeme auf der Quantenskala zu kontrollieren und zu manipulieren. Theoretische und experimentelle Entwicklungen in der Quantenoptik haben neue
Wege für Grundlagenforschung und technologische Anwendungen eröffnet.
Vor Kurzem wurde es möglich, Quantenmechanik auf grösseren Skalen zu
erforschen. Materiewellen können heute über grössere Distanzen kontrolliert
werden und Quanteninterferenzexperimente mit komplexen Molekülen sind
möglich. Ausserdem kann die Wechselwirkung zwischen Licht und einem
Spiegel dazu genutzt werden, die Quanteneigenschaften eines nano- oder
mikro-Spiegels zu erforschen und zu manipulieren. Dieses neue Forschungsfeld der Optomechanik ermöffnet den Zugang zu Quantenphänomenen auf
makroskopischen Grössenordnungen und wird in verschiedenen Experimenten
erforscht, von pico-gram Resonatoren bis zu kg-Spiegeln. Mit den neuen
Materie-Licht-Wechselwirkungen und den damit verbundenen neuen Methoden der Quantenkontrolle werden neue Möglichkeiten eröffnet, unser derzeitiges Verständnis der Physik zu testen. Obwohl die Quantentheorie auf kleinen
Skalen sehr genau überprüft ist, ist der Übergang zur klassischen Physik und
vor allem die Wechselwirkung mit der Gravitation weitgehend unerforscht.
In dieser Dissertation werden grosse Quantensysteme theoretisch studiert,
um vor allem neue Möglichkeiten zu finden, die Wechselwirkung zwischen
Quantenmechanik und der allgemeinen Relativitätstheorie experimentell zu
erforschen [1–5]. Die Arbeit umfasst zwei Hauptforschungsrichtungen. Zum
einen wird ein neues Regime der opto-mechanischen Wechselwirkung untersucht. Es wird gezeigt, dass gepulste opto-mechanische Systeme dazu genutzt
werden können, Quantenzustände eines massiven Spiegels durch Messungen
des Lichts zu präparieren, und dass das gepulste Regime eine vollständige
Tomographie des mechanischen Zustands ermöglicht [1]. Aufbauend auf
der gepulsten opto-mechanischen Wechselwirkung wird gezeigt, dass bestimmte phänomenologische Modelle der Quantengravitation experimentell
überprüft werden können [2]. Solche Modelle umfassen mögliche Modifikationen des kanonischen Kommutators, die aufgrund einer Modifikation der
6

Heisenberg’schen Unschärferelation auftreten können. Es wird gezeigt, dass
für die Schwerpunktskoordinaten des massiven Spiegels diese Quantengravitationsmodelle sehr genau gemessen werden können.
Als zweite Hauptforschungsrichtung wird die gravitative Zeitdilatation in
niedrig-Energie Quantensystemen studiert. Die Zeitdilatation ist für klassische Systeme genau gemessen, in der Quantenmechanik jedoch wurde bis
jetzt nur die Newtonische Gravitation beobachtet. Es wird gezeigt, dass
relativistische Korrekturen der Newtonischen Gravitation aufgrund der Zeitdilatation zu neuen Effekten in der Quantentheorie führen, ohne Analogon
in der klassischen Theorie. Die Verlangsamung der Zeit im Gravitationsfeld
führt zu der Verschränkung zwischen internen Freiheitsgraden eines Quantensystems und seiner Trajektorie im Raum. Dies führt zur periodischen Verringerung und zum Wiederkehren der Quanteninterferenz für Materiewellen
mit internen Freiheitsgraden [3]. Ein ähnlicher Effekt kann in Quanteninterferenzexperimenten mit Licht aufgrund der Shapiro-Verlangsamung von
einzelnen Photonen beobachtet werden [4]. Als wichtigstes Resultat dieser
Forschungsrichtung wird gezeigt, dass jegliches zusammengesetztes Quantensystem im Gravitationsfeld der Erde dekohäriert, aufgrund der Zeitdilatationsinduzierten Verschränkung zwischen Poisition und internen Freiheitsgraden
[5]. Die Zeitdilatation der thermischen Oszillationen innerhalb eines zusammengesetzten Systems bewirkt die Dekohärenz der Position des Teilchens.
Die Zeitskala dieser Dekohärenz auf der Erde ist gross genug, dass sie prinzipiell in Quanteninterferenzexperimenten mit grossen Molekülen oder mikroKugeln nachgewiesen werden könnte.
Die Ergebnisse dieser Dissertation zeigen, dass neue Effekte auftreten,
wenn die Gravitation in der Quantenmechanik berücksichtigt wird. Sogar
schwache Gravitationsfelder wirken sich auf Quantensysteme aus, sodass Experimente in naher Zukunft möglich sein sollten, das Zusammenspiel zwischen den zwei Theorien zu testen.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Quantum mechanics and gravity

With the development of modern physical theories in the 20th century, the
description of physical laws has fundamentally changed. The theory of general relativity explains the emergence of the gravitational interaction as a
manifestation of space-time geometry. Quantum theory, on the other hand,
describes interactions through the exchange of particles and is inherently
probabilistic. These two fundamental theories have very different underlying
concepts and give rise to distinct phenomena. Until today, no unified framework has been fully developed. Such a unified theory is expected to describe
gravity as a quantum theory, but a major difficulty is the lack of experiments
on the overlap between these two theories.
In non-relativistic quantum mechanics, a physical system is described by
a wave function | Ψi, the dynamics of which is described by the Schrödinger
equation
∂
(1.1)
i~ | ψi = H| ψi .
∂t
The wave function evolves in time according to the Hamiltonian H of the system. The predictions of quantum theory have a fundamentally probabilistic
nature. Only the probability of an experimental outcome can be predicted,
given by the Born rule: The probability of finding a system in some specific state | Si is given by |hS | ψi|2 . According to the superposition principle
the state | ψi can be written as a linear combination in terms of any other
basis, which gives rise to quantum interference phenomena. For composite
systems, the superposition principle gives rise to entanglement, correlations
that are stronger than classically possible. At high velocities or high energies,
a relativistic description of quantum systems becomes necessary and quantum theory is fully consistent with special relativity. Relativistic equations
8

of motion are the Klein-Gordon and the Dirac equations, which describe
spin-0 and spin-1/2 particles, respectively. With the development of quantum field theory, a full quantum mechanical description of electro-magnetic
interactions was realized. Since then, the standard model was able to explain all particles and all fundamental interactions have been successfully
incorporated into quantum theory, except for gravity.
Gravitational interactions are described by the theory of general relativity. In general relativity, the central quantity is the space-time metric gµν ,
which describes the geometry of space and time. The equation of motion
for physical systems is a generalized version of the free motion in Newtonian
physics, free particles move along geodesics and their four-vector xµ obeys
the geodesic equation
ρ
ν
d2 xµ
µ dx dx
+
Γ
= 0,
ρν
dτ 2
dτ dτ

(1.2)

where Γλµν = 21 g λρ (∂µ gνρ + ∂ν gρµ − ∂ρ gµν ) is the Christoffel connection of the
metric gµν and τ is the proper time. The metric gµν thus governs the motion
of particles and effects of gravity are manifestation of such geodesic motion
in a four-dimensional space-time. On the other hand, the curvature itself
depends on the matter content, captured by the stress-energy tensor Tµν .
The change in geometry is governed by Einstein’s equations
8πG
1
Rµν − gµν R + gµν Λ = 4 Tµν ,
2
c

(1.3)

ρ
is the Ricci-tensor
where Λ is the cosmological constant and Rµν = Rµρν
ρ
ρ
derived from the Riemann tensor Rσµν = ∂µ Γνσ − ∂ν Γρµσ + Γρµω Γωνσ − Γρνω Γωµσ .
Eq. (1.3) shows how physical content alters the geometry of space-time,
whereas eq. (1.2) governs how space-time geometry affects the dynamics of
matter. These two equations are the cornerstones of the theory of general
relativity, but they are inherently classical. It is, however, possible to describe
quantum theory on a fixed, curved background space time. In such a case,
the possible quantum nature of eq. (1.3) is neglected and the dynamics of
particles, eq. (1.2), is incorporated into quantum theory through covariant
derivatives. On the other hand, phenomenological models of quantum gravity
can be constructed, where instead of quantizing eq. (1.3), some specific
aspects of the theory and their possible modifications are considered. Figure
1.1 shows a schematic overview of the development of physical theories and
the interrelation between gravitational and quantum phenomena.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of the development and unification of physical theories, inspired by Bronstein’s work [6, 7] and Okun’s cube of physical theories [8].
Classical theories are highlighted in red, while quantum theories are highlighted
in blue. The arrows correspond to the development of the theories and dashed
arrows represent currently unknown relations. For clarity, general relativity is
shown to include two separate conceptual pillars: dynamics of physical systems
on a background metric and dynamics of the metric itself (corresponding to eqs.
(1.2) and (1.3), respectively). The former can be included into quantum theory,
thus low-energy quantum mechanics and quantum field theory can be formulated
on a fixed, possibly curved, background space-time. However, no complete theory
of quantum gravity that includes quantization of gravity beyond the linear approximation is currently known. Quantum gravity phenomenology may allow for
the possibility of testing possible aspects of quantum gravity by modelling some
expected behaviour. The research focus in this thesis is on low-energy quantum
systems (at non-relativistic velocities), which can be controlled with very high
precision and which allow for tests of quantum theory at novel scales in terms of
mass and size. It is shown that quantum mechanics in the presence of general
relativistic time dilation, as well as possible quantum gravity phenomenology, can
become accessible with such systems.

10

1.2

This thesis

In this thesis, low-energy quantum systems are studied and how they can be
used to probe the interplay between quantum theory and general relativity.
The results of the thesis are laid out in the publications [1–5]. Here an
introduction and summary of the results is presented. In chapter 2, optomechanical systems are studied and a pulsed interaction regime is proposed
and investigated. It is shown that the pulsed interaction regime allows for
the preparation and read-out of quantum states of a massive mechanical
resonator. Chapter 3 shows how the pulsed opto-mechanical interaction can
be used to probe some phenomenological models of quantum gravity. It is
shown that possible modifications of the canonical commutator of the centerof-mass of the mechanical state can be probed to very high accuracy. Chapter
4 deals with time dilation in low-energy quantum theory and how Earth-based
quantum interference experiments are affected. Universal decoherence due to
time dilation is derived, which affects coherence in position of any composite
system. In chapter 5 short summaries and the reprints of the corresponding
publications are given, in which more detailed elaborations on the results can
be found.
The results of this thesis demonstrate that the interplay between quantum
theory and general relativity affects even low-energy quantum systems and
that it offers novel phenomena. It is shown that quantum optical experiments
which are conceivable in the near future can be used to probe the interplay
between these two theories.

11

Chapter 2
Pulsed quantum
opto-mechanics
The study of the interaction between light and matter has been of crucial
importance for quantum foundations and quantum technologies. Quantum
theory originated from the necessity to explain the statistical properties of
thermal emission of radiation [9]. Thereafter, observations of the absorption
and emission spectra of atoms have triggered the development of the Bohr
model [10] of the atom and the subsequent development of quantum theory.
The precision measurement of the Lamb shift [11] in hydrogen has been critical for the development and verification of relativistic quantum mechanics
[12, 13]. After the full formulation of quantum theory, light-matter interactions became the focus of studying coherent quantum phenomena. After the
study of the interaction of atoms with semi-classical optical fields, Glauber’s
development of a quantum description of optics [14] paved the way for maser
and laser technology, opening the rote for the study of coherent interaction
between light and matter. The Jaynes-Cummings model [15] is until today
the most widely studied model for the interaction between a single photon
and matter. It was formulated to approximate the quantum electrodynamic
interaction between photons and a single atom by modeling the latter as a
two-level system [16]. Based on these theoretical developments, crucial techniques have been developed in the past few decades to observe and to maintain quantum behavior of various physical systems [17, 18]. More recently,
a different form of light matter interaction has been the focus of intensive
research: in opto-mechanics the radiation pressure interaction between electromagnetic radiation and the collective mode of a mechanical resonator is
studied [19–24]. In a typical opto-mechanical system, a small mirror is displaced via radiation pressure of light inside an optical Fabry-Perot cavity
[25–27]. Other setups include microwave resonators [28–30], driven piezo12

electric crystals [31], whispering gallery modes in toroidal structures [32–34],
photonic crystals [35] and micro-mechanical membranes [36], to name a few.
Some example structures are shown in Fig. 2.1. Initially, opto-mechanical
systems have been studied for its use in gravitational wave detectors [37–40].
The mechanical mirror serves as a sensitive force sensor which is read out via
the continuously interacting laser field [41–43], which is the key component
of interferometric gravitational wave detectors. Much work has also been
done in studying how a movable mirror can be used to prepare and measure
quantum states of light [44–47]. However, in recent years the quantum nature of the mechanical resonator itself has moved into the focus of research
[48–57].

Figure 2.1: Opto-mechanical systems can be engineered in a wide range of mass
and size. The pictures are showing some examples of opto-mechanical systems,
taken from Ref. [20]. From left to right, respectively: A suspended 1 g mirror
as part of a Fabry-Perot cavity [40], a micro-mirror etched on a silicon resonator
[26], a 50 nm thick dielectric membrane inside a cavity [36], a micromechanical
resonator with an attached µm-scale mirror [27], a silica microtoroid that couples
optical whispering-gallery modes to mechanical radial-breathing modes [33] and a
nanomechanical oscillator coupled to a superconducting microwave cavity [28].

2.1

Description of opto-mechanical systems

In this chapter the focus will be on optical fields that interact with a mirror
via radiation pressure, but the results extend to analogous systems [58]. A
schematic drawing of an opto-mechanical system is given in Fig. 2.2a. The
cavity under consideration consists of one highly reflective, large end mirror
and another harmonically bound end mirror, which can oscillate due to small
external forces. The optical field enters through the large mirror and the cavity bandwidth is κ. Under the single-mode approximation for the optical field,
the light inside the cavity of length L is described by H = ~ω0 a† a, where
ω0 ∝ L is the cavity resonance frequency and a/a† are creation/annihilation
operators for this optical mode. To derive the opto-mechanical coupling, a
straightforward argument can be used [39]: The light inside the cavity interacts with the mechanical resonator via radiation pressure and changes its
equilibrium position x. In this case, the optical resonance of the cavity is
13

changed, such that the new resonance frequency is given by ω0 ∝ (L+x). For
x/L  1, the expression can be expanded, which yields a modified Hamiltonian H = ~ω0 a† a−~ω0 (x/L)a† a. Taking into account the harmonic evolution
of the mechanical resonator with frequency ωm , the overall Hamiltonian of
this system becomes
H = ~ω0 a† a + ~ωm b† b − ~g0 a† aXm ,
(2.1)
√
where Xm = (b + b† )/ 2 is the mechanical quadrature and g0 = (ω0 /L)x0
is the p
opto-mechanical coupling rate with the mechanical zero-point motion
x0 = ~/mωm . This Hamiltonian describes the interaction between a single optical mode (with respect to the instantaneous mirror position) and
the movable end mirror of the cavity. A complete derivation of the optomechanical Hamiltonian has been performed by C.K. Law [48], where the
classical Hamiltonian for the full electro-magnetic radiation with the boundary conditions of the cavity is derived and quantized to describe all optical
modes. In the linearized regime, where the mirror displacement is small and
the interaction is dominated by a single optical mode (i.e. the interaction
does not induce scattering into other optical modes), the full Hamiltonian
reduces to the expression (2.1) above.
To provide a full description of the opto-mechanical system, it is necessary to take the filling of the cavity and the decay of the optical field into
account [59, 60]. In addition to the intra cavity dynamics, when light enters and leaves the cavity through the large end mirror the latter acts as a
beam splitter between the modes c outside the cavityR and the field a inside
the cavity, described by the Hamiltonian Hac = i~ dωκ̃(ω)(cω a† − ac†ω ).
This takes into account the different frequency components through the
bosonic operators cω of the driving field (with [cω , cω0 ] = δ(ω − ω 0 )) and
the coupling κ̃ at the respective frequencies. In the Heisenberg picture,
the operators cω evolve in time
ċω = −iωcω + κ̃a. The formal solution
R t as −iω(t−s)
0 −iω(t−t0 )
cω (t) = cω (t )e
+ κ̃(ω) t0 dse
a(s) can be used
R in the equation
of motion for the intra-cavity field ȧ = −i/~ [a(t), H] − dωκ̃(ω)cω (t). The
field can be decomposed into an input- and output-contribution with respect
to some fixed initial time t0 = t0 < t and some final time t0 = t1 > t (at which
(0)
(1)
the outside fields take the values cω and cω , respectively), defined through
√ R
√ R
(0)
(1)
ain (t) = −1/ 2π dωe−iω(t−t0 ) cω and aout (t) = 1/ 2π dωe−iω(t−t1 ) cω .
Assuming the coupling to be approximately constant in the range of the relevant frequencies, one can set κ̃2 (ω) = κ/π. In terms of these definitions, the
dynamics of the intra cavity optical field becomes
√
ȧ = −(i/~) [a, H] − κa + 2κain
(2.2)
14

and the optical field inside
√ the cavity is related to the input light field and
the output light field via 2κa = aout +ain . The description in terms of input
and output fields is convenient, since the input can be chosen arbitrarily. For
coherent drive, the input is usually decomposed into√a classical component
L
with phase ωL and the quantum noise: ain → (E/ 2κ)e−iω
p + ain , where
E can be written in terms of the input power P as E = 2κP/(~ωL ). In
this case, the classical drive can be directly incorporated into an effective
Hamiltonian contribution Hd = i~(Ee−iωL a† − E ∗ eiωL a).
The phase of the drive, ωL , can in principle be detuned from the cavity resonance frequency ω0 . The detuning is used in most opto-mechanical settings
to cool the resonator [61–64] or to create entanglement between light and mechanics [53, 65, 66]. The detuning opens the route to access different interaction regimes between light and the mirror. Changing frame by an arbitrary
operator U , the Hamiltonian changes according to H → i~(∂t U )U † + U HU † .
In a frame rotating at ωL , the opto-mechanical Hamiltonian thus changes to
H = −~∆a† a + ~ωm b† b − ~g0 a† aX + i~(Ea† − E ∗ a), where ∆ = ωL − ω0 is the
detuning of the laser with respect to the cavity frequency. The above Hamiltonian can be linearized (with respect to the optical field) when a strong
coherent drive is used. Assuming the optical field inside the cavity varies
only very slowly over the timescales of interest, it can be approximated by
the semi-classical steady-state value α ≈ E/(i∆ + κ). One can choose a new
frame that is displaced by α, neglect the contributions from vacuum fluctuations (since |α|  1) and then displace the frame back into the original
picture, which yields the Hamiltonian H ≈ −~∆a† a + ~ωm b† b − ~g0 (−|α|2 +
αa† + α∗ a)X. This Hamiltonian is linearized in the vacuum contributions
of the optical field. In the interaction
picture the optical field and the me√
chanics interact via Hint = −~ 2g0 (αei∆t a† + α∗ e−i∆t a)(beiωm t + b† e−iωm t ).
In the sideband resolved regime, where ωm  κ, the optical field does not
change appreciably on the timescale of the mechanics. In this case, the
rotating wave approximation can be applied: For the particular choice of detuning ∆−√= −ωm and ∆+ = ωm , the Hamiltonian
can be approximated as
√
†
∗ †
† †
H− = −~ 2g0 (αa b + α ab ) and H+ = −~ 2g0 (αa b + α∗ ab), respectively.
The former is a beam splitter Hamiltonian which allows for cooling and state
transfer of the mechanical resonator [30, 67]. The latter can heat the mechanical resonator and is a 2-mode squeezing Hamiltonian which entangles
the mechanics to the optical field [66]. These two interaction regimes are the
main regimes currently considered in opto-mechanical systems. Cooling the
resonator close to the ground state by driving the optical cavity at the red
sideband has been achieved experimentally [63, 64]. However, full quantum
state transfer between mechanics and the optical field remains a challenge,
although significant experimental progress has been made [30]. The state
15
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Figure 2.2: a) A typical opto-mechanical systems that consists of a one-sided
cavity with a movable end mirror. The mirror is displaced by the light through
radiation pressure, which in turn changes the resonance condition for the light. The
interaction inside the cavity is governed by the Hamiltonian (2.1). b) In pulsed
opto-mechanics an optical pulse of duration τ is interacting with the mechanical
mirror. The pulse duration is much shorter than the mechanical period. The
Hamiltonian for pulsed opto-mechanics is given in eq. (2.3).

transfer protocol requires the interaction to be on a timescale much longer
than a single mechanical period, thus decoherence of non-classical states will
strongly limit the fidelity of such a scheme. In contrast, a pulsed scheme
[1] that operates on timescales less than a mechanical period provides access to a quantum non-demolition (QND) [68–70] type Hamiltonian, which
allows in principle for arbitrary precise measurements of position. Such a
pulsed regime can circumvent several current limitations in opto-mechanics
for quantum state preparation and quantum state tomography.

2.2

Description of pulsed opto-mechanical systems

In pulsed opto-mechanics, the optical field interacts with the mechanical mirror on a timescale much shorter than the mechanical period (see Fig. 2.2b).
This requires the bandwidth to be κ  ωm , which is the unresolved sideband
regime, and is the opposite case as compared to the resolved sideband limit
described above. In this limit, the light field interacts with the instantaneous
mechanical position, and the mechanical motion during the interaction can
be neglected. Even though the bandwidth is very large, the interaction with
the mechanics can still be significant if the length of the cavity is reduced.
Choosing the optical field to be on resonance with the cavity, the Hamiltonian
is given by
Hpulsed = −~g0 a† aXm .
(2.3)
16

This Hamiltonian has the form of a QND-interaction: the mechanical position can be read out directly and no backaction appears in the measurement,
since [Hpulsed , Xm ] = 0. Thus pulsed opto-mechanics is not limited by the socalled standard quantum limit [43], which is relevant for continuous read-out
of the mechanical position and limits the precision of the measurement to
the ground state extension of the mirror. In the following, the main results
of the research of pulsed opto-mechanics are outlined [1].
The exact time scale and strength of the interaction can be found from
considering the cavity dynamics. Since the bandwidth of the cavity is large,
only the pulse shape is affected and the interaction takes place on the time
scale τ ∼ 1/κ. For a strong coherent optical field | αi, the above Hamiltonian
(2.3) can be linearized with respect to the optical field. Choosing α to be
real for convenience (with respect to the phase of the local oscillator) and
neglecting the vacuum √
contributions, this yields the linearized
√ Hamiltonian
H = ~g0 α2 Xm − ~g0 α 2XL Xm , where XL = (a + a† )/ 2 is the optical
amplitude quadrature. The unitary operator can thus be written as
U (τ ) = e−iΩXm eiχXL Xm ,

(2.4)
√
where χ = 2g0 ατ and Ω = g0 α2 τ . The mirror momentum is displaced
by Ω and at the same time, its position becomes correlated with the optical quadrature. In particular, the mechanical
onto the
√ position is imprinted
†
†
optical phase quadrature PL = i(a − a)/ 2, since PL (τ ) = U (τ )PL U (τ ) =
PL + χXm . To obtain precise information on the mechanical position, the
phase quadrature of the light is therefore read-out after the opto mechanical interaction by balanced homodyne detection. In this detection scheme,
a strong local oscillator coherent state (described by the annihilation operator aLO ) is mixed with the light signal on a 50-50 beam splitter.
√ At
2 and
the two output ports,
the
optical
field
becomes
a
=
(a
+
ia
)/
1
LO
√
a1 = (ia + aLO )/ 2, respectively. These two fields are detected (with detection efficiency η) and the signal is subtracted. Writing haLO
Aeiθ , the
Di = E
√
(θ)
resulting differential signal is therefore hn1 i − hn2 i = 2ηA XL , where
√
(θ)
XL = (ae−iθ + a† eiθ )/ 2 is an arbitrary quadrature of the optical field of
interest. Thus, any arbitrary optical quadrature can be measured with very
high precision. In the case considered here, the local oscillator phase is chosen to give information about the phase of the optical field, i.e. θ = π/2.
The measurement can be optimized by mode-matching the local oscillator
to the expected signal in the time domain, taking the cavity dynamics into
account. The result can be approximated as an ideal measurement of the optical phase quadrature PL , with corresponding quadrature eigenstate | PL i.
Therefore, the overall pulsed opto mechanical interaction and subsequent
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optical measurement can be described by the operator
Υ(PL ) = hPL |U (τ )| αi ,

(2.5)

which depends on the measurement outcome PL . Note that Υ acts only
on the Hilbert space of the mechanical mirror. Since the input state, the
interaction and the measurement are all Gaussian, the above operation can
be computed
exactly. Inserting
the optical
x-quadrature basis gives Υ√=
√
√
R
2
2
e−iΩXm dxe−iPL x eiχxXm e−α + 2αx−x /2 / 2π 3/2 . Noting that Ω = αχ/ 2,
the resulting operator becomes
√

1
e−i 2αPL
2
Υ(PL ) =
Dm (iΩ) e− 2 (PL −χXm ) .
1/4
π

(2.6)

This operation captures the pulsed opto-mechanical interaction and subsequent read-out of the optics. It can be used to perform quantum state tomography of the mechanical state and to conditionally prepare a mechanical
squeezed state, as will be shown below.

2.3

Quantum state tomography with pulsed
opto-mechanics

Pulsed opto-mechanics can be used to reconstruct any arbitrary state ρm of
the mirror, by only measuring the optical phase. The statistics of the optical
phase are directly related to the statistics of the mechanical position. In
particular, the mean of the measured optical phase is hPL (τ )i = hPL i+χ hXm i
and the variance of the optical phase is ∆2 PL (τ ) = 21 + χ2 ∆2 Xm , assuming
pure coherent optical input. To access other mechanical quadratures than
the position, the free harmonic evolution of the mirror can be utilized. Before
the pulsed interaction, the mechanical state is left to evolve freely by a fixed
amount of time. After a fixed harmonic evolution with θ = ωm t, the statistics
of the phase measurement becomes
Z
1
2
(θ) †
dx e(PL −χx) hx |ρ(θ)
(2.7)
Pr [PL ] = Tr[Υρm Υ ] = √
m | xi ,
π
(θ)

where ρm = e−iθnm ρm eiθnm is the harmonically evolved mechanical state.
(θ)
Note that one can equivalently write hx |ρm | xi = hx−θ |ρm | x−θ i, which are
the mechanical marginals with | xθ i = e−iθnm | xi. Thus the statistics of PL
depends directly on the mechanical marginals, convolved with a Gaussian of
width χ−2 . For sufficiently large χ, all mechanical marginals can therefore
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be obtained. Note that in the limit χ → ∞, the measurement becomes a
perfect von-Neumann measurement of the mechanical marginals. For χ & 1,
sub-Planck oscillations in the marginals can in principle be accessed.
Having access to mechanical marginals hxθ |ρm | xθ i provides a means to
perform full quantum state tomography. Typically quantum mechanical operators are described in Hilbert space, but continuous variable systems can be
equivalently described in phase space [71–74]. The one-to-one correspondence
between operators and phase space functions is established by a Wigner-Weyl
transformation. In the phase-space description, a density matrix is described
by a quasi-probability distribution. Depending on the transformation used,
the phase space representation is governed by different distributions, which
are however all interrelated through convolution. The most popular representations are the Wigner function W (α, α∗ ) [75], the Husimi Q function
Q(α, α∗ ) [76] and the Glauber-Sudarshan P function P (α, α∗ ) [77, 78]. In general, the s-parameterized quasi-probability distribution P (s, α, α∗ ) describing
a quantum state ρ can be found from a 2-dimensional Fourier transform of the
s-parameterized characteristic function C(s, ξ, ξ ∗ ) [74]. The latter is defined
as
†
∗
2
C(s, ξ, ξ ∗ ) = Tr[ρeξa −ξ a ]es|ξ| /2 ,
(2.8)
where s = −1, 0, 1 corresponds to the characteristic functions for the Husimi
Q function, the Glauber-Sudarshan P function and the Wigner function,
respectively. The quasi-probability distributions are then obtained from
Z
1
∗
∗
∗
P (s, α, α ) = 2 d2 ξC(s, ξ, ξ ∗ )eαξ −α ξ .
(2.9)
π

The exponential can be written as αξ ∗ − α∗ ξ = −i2(ξi αr − ξr αi ), where the
subscripts i and r denote the imaginary and real parts, respectively. The
above expression is therefore a 2-dimensional Fourier-transform of C. The
specific quasi-probability distributions can be represented in more familiar
forms:
1
P (−1, α, α∗ ) = Q(α, α∗ ) = hα |ρ| αi
π Z
2
∗
∗
P (0, α, α ) = W (α, α ) = 2 d2 βhβ |D† (α)ρD(α)| −βi
(2.10)
π
Z
P (1, α, α∗ ) = P (α, α∗ ) with ρ = d2 αP (α, α∗ )| αihα | .
The different distributions can be used to uniquely represent a quantum state,
but they have different mathematical properties. The Husimi Q function (s =
−1) is always positive and can be used to directly compute
anti-normal orR
dered correlation functions: ap a†q = Tr[ρap a†q ] = π −1 d2 αhα |a†q ρap | αi =
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R

d2 α Q(α, α∗ )α∗q αp . The Glauber-Sudarshan P function, on the other hand,
corresponds
to normal-ordered correlation functions: a†q ap = Tr[ap ρa†q ] =
R 2
d α P (α, α∗ )α∗q αp . However, the P-representation is not always positive
and for pure states is only defined through generalized functions (δ-functions
and derivatives thereof). In contrast, the Wigner function is always welldefined, but can also have negative values. It can be used to directly compute symmetrically-ordered correlation functions, where
are symR 2 expressions
†
†q p
∗
∗q p
metrized with respect to a and a : (a a )sym = d α W (α, α )α α . The
Wigner function has also the unique property that integrating out one variable yields the probability distribution for the conjugate variable. Using eq.
(2.9) with s = 0 and α =R x + ip and utilizing the delta-function representationR δ(y − z) = (2π)−1 dq eiq(y−z) , a straightforward computation shows
that dx W (x, p) = hp |ρ| pi = Pr[p]. In this respect, the Wigner function
has the closest resemblance with a classical phase-space probability distribution. The negative parts of the Wigner function, however, have no classical
counter part [71] and non-classicality is therefore often defined as negativity
of the Wigner function [79]. All Gaussian states have fully positive Wigner
functions. In quantum optics non-classicality is therefore often referred to
in terms of the P-function, i.e. whether a state can be decomposed into a
mixture of coherent states. A squeezed state, for example, has no Wigner
negativity, but has a singular and highly oscillating P-function [80, 81]. An
example for the quasi-probability distributions of some states is depicted in
Fig. 2.3.
The various quasi-probability distributions are interrelated via Gaussian
convolution. From eq. (2.8) it follows that characteristic functions of two
0
2
different distributions are related via C(s0 , ξ, ξ ∗ ) = C(s, ξ, ξ ∗ )e(s −s)|ξ| /2 . The
Fourier-transform of this expression is the s0 -parameterized probability distribution as a function of the s-parameterized probability distribution. It can
be computed in closed form by using the convolution theorem, which states
that the Fourier transform F of the product of two functions g and f is a
convolution of the corresponding transforms:
R F[f · g] = F[f ] ∗ F[g], where
the convolution is defined as f (x) ∗ g(x) = dyf (y)g(x − y). For the specific
case here, the two-dimensional Fourier transform F (2) gives F (2) [C(s, ξ, ξ ∗ )] =
0
2
2
0
P (s, α, α∗ ) and F (2) [e−(s−s )|ξ| /2 ] = 2/(π(s − s0 ))e−2|α| /(s−s ) , provided s > s0 .
Thus the relation between the s0 - and s-parameterized probability distributions is
Z
2
2
0
0
∗
d2 βP (s, β, β ∗ )e−2|α−β| /(s−s ) .
(2.11)
P (s , α, α ) =
0
π(s − s )
The quasi-probability distribution fully describes the state of a system. It is
also possible to experimentally measure the quasi-probability distribution.
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Figure 2.3: Comparison between the Wigner function (left) and the Husimi-Qfunction (right) for two different states. The upper row shows the normalized
superposition state | αi + | α∗i with α = i3 [82, 83]. The lower row shows the Fock
state | ni with n = 6 [72, 74]. While the Wigner function can have negative values,
the Q-function remains always positive. Since quasi-probability distributions are
interrelated by convolution, see eq. (2.11), the Q-function smoothes all features
of the state as compared to the Wigner function. However, both distributions can
be used to describe any quantum state.

A common method relies on measurements of the marginals M (X, θ) =
Pr[Xθ ] = hXθ |ρ| Xθ i, which have a one-to-one relation to the quasi-probability
distributions [82]. The characteristic function for the marginals can be written as Cm (η, θ) = Tr[ρ eiηXθ ] and the marginals can be found
√ from the Fourier
transform M (X, θ) = F[Cm ]. Since Xθ = (ae−iθ + a† eiθ )/ 2, the characteristic function of quasi-probability distributions, eq. (2.8), can be written in
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terms of the characteristic function of the marginals as
√
2
C(s, ξ = iηeiθ / 2) = Cm (η, θ)esη /4 .

(2.12)

Thus there is a direct correspondence between the marginals and the quasiprobability distributions. Writing out explicitly the Fourier transforms yields
the relation between quasi-probability and marginal distributions [82]:
Z ∞ Z 2π Z ∞
√
√
1
2
∗
dxM (x, θ)η esη /4+i 2η( 2x−ξi sin θ−ξr cos θ) .
dθ
dη
P (s, ξ, ξ ) = √
2π 2 0
−∞
0
(2.13)
The marginals M (x, θ) can in principle be obtained experimentally for all
angles θ, and thus the state can be reconstructed. There are various numerical methods for such a quantum state tomography [84, 85], since a complete
knowledge of all marginals is impossible to obtain. Quantum state tomography has been performed for various quantum systems [86–91]. In optomechanics, the ability to obtain information about the mechanical marginals
through pulsed interactions, as described by eq. (2.7), opens the route for full
reconstruction of an arbitrary quantum state of the mechanics. The fidelity
depends only on the parameter χ, i.e., for large opto-mechanical coupling,
the reconstruction can be sufficiently precise to measure quantum features of
the mechanical state.

2.4

Quantum state preparation with pulsed
opto-mechanics

Except for the ability to measure the quantum state of the mechanics, pulsed
opto-mechanical interactions also allow for remote state preparation. The
pulsed protocol yields an effective operation that acts on the mechanical
state, described by eq. (2.6). After a single run, the mechanical state becomes
the conditional state
| Ψim = N Υ| Ψ0 im
(2.14)

where N −2 = hΨ0 |Υ† Υ| Ψ0 i is the renormalization factor. The renormalization is required since the state depends on the measurement outcome PL
and the operation Υ is non-unitary. The mechanics is projected onto a PL conditional state.
To see explicitly how Υ acts on a state, one can re-write eq. (2.6) in
terms of the creation and annihilation operators b† and b of the mechanics
and cast the result into a normal ordered form where all b stand to the right
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of b† . To this end, expression (2.6) is written as
e−i

Υ=

√

2αPL −PL2 /2

π 1/4

e−χ

2 (b+b† )2 /4

eχPL (b+b

† )/

√

2 iΩ(b+b† )

e

.

(2.15)

Exponential operators, as the one above, can be cast into normal ordered
form using exponential ordering theorems.

2.4.1

Exponential operator ordering

When considering exponential operators, convenient reformulations can be
found from the general Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff expression. For any operators A and B, this expression takes the form [92–94]:
eA Be−A = B + [A, B] +

1
1
[A, [A, B]] + [A, [A, [A, B]]] + . . .
2!
3!

∞
X
1
=
[A, B]k ,
k!
k=0

(2.16)

where [A, B]k represent nested commutators, with [A, B]0 = B. A related
operator-ordering expression is the Zassenhaus-formula [95, 96]:
1
1
1
eA + B = eA eB e− 2 [A, B] e 6 [A, [A, B]] + 3 [B, [A, B]]
1

e− 8 ([B, [B, [A, B]]] + [B, [A, [A, B]]]) −

1
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[A, [A, [A, B]]] . . .
(2.17)

These two relations are very convenient for computing quantum mechanical
expressions.
 In†  the following, a few useful examples are derived.
Since a, a = 1, for arbitrary complex numbers θ+ and θ− the following
relation can easily be derived from eq. (2.17):
eθ+ b

† −θ ∗ b
−

†

∗

1

∗

∗

†

1

∗

= eθ+ b e−θ− b e− 2 θ+ θ− = e−θ− b eθ+ b e 2 θ+ θ− .

(2.18)

For θ+ = θ− this expression reduces to the familiar relation for displacement
†
∗
†
∗
2
operators D(z) = eza −z a = eza e−z a e−|z| /2 . It also directly follows from
eq. (2.16) that
†

†

e−θa a eθa = a + θ
eθa a† e−θa = a† + θ .

(2.19)

†
The number operator
rotations of the creation and annihilation
 † a† a induces
operators. Since a a, a = a† , the nested commutator in eq. (2.16) becomes
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a† a, a† k = a†k . Thus any function f (a, a† ) that can be Taylor-expanded
changes according to
†

†a

e−αa a f (a, a† )eαa

= f (aeα , a† e−α ) ,

(2.20)

which holds for arbitrary α. For the more general case where the operators
A and B satisfy [A, B] = ωA, where ω is some complex number, one can
derive the relation from eq. (2.17) [94]:
1

−ω )A

eA+B = e ω (1−e

1

eB = eB e− ω (1−e

ω )A

.

(2.21)

In general, arbitrary exponentials with only quadratic terms in a and a†
can be cast into normal ordered form. Using new operators K+ = b†2 /2,
K− = b2 /2 and K0 = (2b† b + 1)/4, which obey the commutation relations
[K0 , K± ] = ±K± and [K+ , K− ] = −2K0 , one can use the relation (2.17) to
show for arbitrary f± , f0 [74, 92–94]:
ef+ K+ + f0 K0 + f− K− = e2φ+ K+ e2φ0 K0 e2φ− K− ,

(2.22)

where
f±
sinh(Γ)
f0
2Γ cosh(Γ) − 2Γ
sinh(Γ)


f0
φ0 = − ln cosh(Γ) −
sinh(Γ)
2Γ
f2
Γ 2 = 0 − f+ f− .
4

φ± =

(2.23)

The above relations are frequently used in quantum optics and are wellknown. Here we derive two additional relations, which can be of help in
quantum optical problems.
If in addition to a† a only linear terms in a and a† are present, the following
relation holds for arbitrary complex numbers α, β1 and β2 :
†
†
eα a a + β1 a + β2 a =

= e−
=e

β1 β2
α2

− β1αβ2

(1 + α − eα ) e− βα2 (1 − eα )a† eαa† a e− βα1 (1 − eα )a =


1
α †
−α
†
1 − sinh(α)
α
e− α [β2 (1 − e )a − β1 (1 − e )a] eαa a .
(2.24)

Both, the normal-ordered form and a form that resembles a displacement operator are given (the latter is convenient for some applications). To prove this
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†

†

†

expression, one can write eαa a+β1 a+β2 a = eα(a +β1 /α)(a+β2 /α) e−β1 β2 /α . One can
see that the operators a† and a are simply displaced. With the relations in eq.
†
†
†
(2.19), this expression becomes e−β1 β2 /α e−β2 a /α eβ1 a/α eαa a eβ2 a /α e−β1 a/α . Us†
ing eq. (2.20) it is now easy to move eαa a to the very left, such that one gets
α
†
−α
†
α
e−β1 β2 (α−1+e )/α eαa a e−β2 (1−e )a /α e−β1 (1−e )a/α . Swapping the second and
third exponentials using again eq. (2.20) yields the desired normal-ordered
expression.
A more general quadratic exponential can also be cast in normal ordered
form. For arbitrary complex numbers α, β1 , β2 , γ1 , γ2 the following relation
holds:
†
†
2
†2
eαa a + β1 a + β2 a + γ1 a + γ2 a =

φ0
α
φ0
+
−
z
z
α
+
1
−
e
− z12 (γ2 − φ+ ) − z22 (γ1 − φ− ) ×
−
1
2
2
e 2
 †

φ0
φ0
†2
†
2
φ
z
−
z
1
−
e
a
φ
z
−
z
1
−
e
a,
φ
a
φ
a
a
φ
a
+
1
2
−
2
1
+
0
−
e
e
e
e
e
(2.25)

where
αβ1 − 2γ1 β2
αβ1 − 2γ1 β2
=
2
α − 4γ1 γ2
Γ2
αβ2 − 2γ2 β1
αβ2 − 2γ2 β1
=
= 2
α − 4γ1 γ2
Γ2
f±
sinh(Γ)
=
2Γ cosh(Γ) − αΓ sinh(Γ)
h
i
α
= − ln cosh(Γ) − sinh(Γ)
Γ
= 2γ2 ,
f− = 2γ1 ,
Γ2 = α2 − 4γ1 γ2 .

z1 =
z2
φ±
φ0
f+

(2.26)

To prove this expression one can first eliminate the linear terms. This is
achieved by including them as displacements of the quadratic terms, with the
†2
†
†
†
2
†2
†
†
2
Ansatz eαa a+β1 a+β2 a +γ1 a +γ2 a = ez1 a e−z2 a eαa aγ1 a +γ2 a −Ω e−z1 a ez2 a . For
this equality to be satisfied, the parameters z1 and z2 need to be determined
using eq. (2.19). This yields Ω = αz1 z2 + γ1 z22 + γ2 z12 , β1 = αz1 + 2γ1 z2 and
1 −2γ1 β2
2 −2γ2 β1
β2 = αz2 +2γ2 z1 , from which it follows that z1 = αβ
and z2 = αβ
.
α2 −4γ1 γ2
α2 −4γ1 γ2
These expressions for z hold as long as the denominator is not zero. The
†
2
†2
remaining exponential eαa a+γ1 a +γ2 a can be split using eq. (2.22), with
f+ = 2γ2 , f− = 2γ1 , f0 = 2α, such that Γ2 = α2 − 4γ1 γ2 . After defining for simplicity the numerical factors via Ω̃ = −φ0 /2 + Ω + αr /2, this
†
†
†
2
†2
†
†2
†
2
yields eαa a+β1 a+β2 a +γ1 a +γ2 a = e−Ω̃ ez1 a e−z2 a eφ+ a eφ0 a a eφ− a e−z1 a ez2 a =
†
2
†
†
2
e−Ω̃ eφ+ (a +z1 ) eφ0 (a a+z1 a+z2 a +z1 z2 ) eφ− (a+z2 ) , where the relations (2.19) for
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the displacements were used. As a last step, the exponential in the cen†
†
ter can now be split using eq. (2.24), which yields eφ0 (a a+z1 a+z2 a +z1 z2 φ0 ) =
φ
φ
†
†
φ
e−z1 z2 (1−e 0 ) e−z2 (1−e 0 )a eφ0 a a e−z1 (1−e 0 )a . Collecting all numerical pre-factors
yields the relation given in eq. (2.25) with the definitions as in (2.26).

2.4.2

Normal ordered form of the pulsing operator

Using the expressions for exponential
ordering, it is straightforward to cast
√
−i 2αPL −P 2 /2

† 2

2

√

†

†

L
the pulsing operator Υ = e
e−χ (b+b ) /4 eχPL (b+b )/ 2 eiΩ(b+b ) into
π 1/4
normal ordered form. This form is convenient for computing the action of the
operator onto a mechanical state. First, the linear terms
√ can be rearranged
using eq. (2.18) with the substitution θ± = iΩ ± χPL / 2, which yields

√

e(iΩ+χPL /

2)(b+b† )

†

∗

1

∗

= eθ+ b e−θ− b e− 2 θ+ θ− .

(2.27)

2
The quadratic terms in eq. (2.15) can be split in terms of b and b† , using Xm
=
2
†2
†
(b + b + 2b b + 1)/2 and the ordering theorem given in eq. (2.22). For the
case here, the definitions in eq. (2.23) become f+ = f− = −χ2 /2, f0 = −χ2
and Γ = 0. Note that for Γ = 0 the relation given in eq. (2.25) does not hold,
since the derivation of z1 , z2 relied on Γ 6= 0. However, in this case the pulsing
operator can be simplified since for Γ = 0 we have cosh(Γ) = sinh(Γ)/Γ = 1,


χ2
f0
= − ln [1 + χ2 /2].
and thus φ± = 12 f±f0 = − 12 2+χ
2 and φ0 = − ln 1 − 2
1−

2

Therefore the exponential with quadratic terms in eq. (2.15) becomes
1 2 2
e− 2 χ Xm

2

− 1 χ b†2 − ln
= e 2 2+χ2 e



2
1+ χ2 (b† b+ 12 )

2

e

χ
2
− 12 2+χ
2b

(2.28)

Using eqs. (2.27) and (2.28), the total expression for the exponential opera1
∗
∗
†2
†
2
†
tors is now of the form (1+χ2 /2)−1/2 eφ+ b eφ0 b b eφ− b eθ+ b e−θ− b e− 2 θ+ θ− .
†

To achieve normal ordering, one can use eq. (2.19) to pass eθ+ b to the
left side of the expression. The relevant exponentials for this procedure
∗
†
†2
†
†
2
can be written as eθ+ b eΦ+ b eΦ0 (b b+θ+ b ) eΦ− (b+θ+ ) e−θ− b . As a final step one
†
†
is left with splitting eΦ0 (b b+θ+ b ) . To this end, one can use the theorem
in eq. (2.21) with A = Φ0 θ+ b† , B = Φ0 b† b and ω = −Φ0 , such that
†
†
†
Φ
†
eΦ0 (b b+θ+ b ) = e−θ+ b (1−e 0 ) eΦ0 b b . Using these results, and combining eqs.
(2.15), (2.27) and (2.28), the Υ-operator in normal ordered form becomes
s
2
√
∗ − 1 χ θ2
2
−i 2αPL − PL2 /2 e− 12 θ+ θ−
2 2+χ2 +
e
e
Υ= √
π(2 + χ2 )
2θ+ †
b
e 2+χ2

2

2

∗
2
†
− 1 χ b†2
− 1 χ (b2 + 2θ+ b) −θ−
b,
e 2 2+χ2 e− ln [1 + χ /2] b b e 2 2+χ2
e
(2.29)
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√
where θ± = iΩ ± χPL / 2.

2.4.3

Squeezed state preparation from an initial coherent state

In the following, the case of an initial mechanical coherent state | βi is considered, such that | Ψim = N Υ| βim = N ΥD(β)| 0im .
First, the operator D(β) can be included in the above expression (2.29)
by using the property
† −α∗ b
−

† −β ∗ b
−

†

∗

∗

1

∗

∗

= e(α+ +β+ )b −(α− +β− )b e 2 (α+ β− −α− β+ ) .
(2.30)
√
With the substitution α± = iΩ ± 2χp and β± = β in the above expression,
one can combine D(β) with eq. (2.27). Therefore,
√ the resulting mirror state
is given by
eq. (2.29) with θ± = β + iΩ ± χPL / 2 and an additional factor
√
(iΩ+χPL / 2)Re[β]
. Since b| 0i = 0 the state of the mirror after the pulsed
e
sequence becomes
√
√
2
2
√
∗ − 1 χ θ2
2N e−i 2αPL − PL /2 (iΩ + χPL / 2)Re [β] − 1 θ+ θ−
p
| Ψim =
e
e 2 2+χ2 +
e 2
π 1/4 2 + χ2
e α+ b

2θ+

e 2+χ2

eβ+ b

2

χ
†2
b† − 21 2+χ
2b
e
| 0im .

(2.31)

This expression can be compared to a squeezed state S(ζ)| 0i with squeezing
parameter ζ = reiφ . Using the relations (2.22) and (2.23) with f+ = −ζ,
f− = ζ ∗ and f0 = 0, the squeezing operator can be written in normal form
as
1
†2
∗ 2
S(ζ) = e− 2 (ζb − ζ b )
1
1
1
iφ †2
†
−iφ 2
= e− 2 tanh(r)e b e− ln[cosh(r)](b b + 2 ) e 2 tanh(r)e b .

(2.32)

Comparing this expression with the above mechanical state, (2.31), one can
see that the state of the mechanics is related to a squeezed state. The squeezing parameter can be directly identified as
r=

1
ln[1 + χ2 ]
2

(2.33)

such that
1 + χ2 /2
cosh(r) = p
;
1 + χ2

χ2
sinh(r) = p
;
2 1 + χ2
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tanh(r) =

χ2
.
2 + χ2

(2.34)

In addition, one can include arbitrary functions of b acting on the vacuum
state such that the squeezing operator is completed. This yields:
p
1
†2
− 1 χ b†2
e 2 2+χ2 | 0i = e− 2 tanh(r)b | 0i = cosh(r) S(r) | 0i ,
2

(2.35)

where eq. (2.32) was used.
Next, by the use the following property of the squeezing operator
S −1 (ζ)b† S(ζ) = b† cosh(r) − be−iφ sinh(r) ,

(2.36)

which follows from eq. (2.16), and by completing the displacement operator
one obtains
2θ+
2+χ
e 2

b†

S(r)| 0i =
=

2θ+
(b†
2+χ
S(r)e 2
2θ2
− (2+χ+2 )2
e

cosh(r) − b sinh(r))

cosh(r) sinh(r)

S(r) e

| 0i

2θ+ cosh(r)
2+χ2

b†

2

2

χ
−1
θ2 |θ+ |
= e 2 (2+χ2 )(1+χ2 ) + e 2(1+χ2 ) S(r) D(µ)| 0i

where
µ=

√
2 cosh(r)
1
p
θ
=
(β
+
iΩ
+
χP
/
2) .
+
L
2 + χ2
1 + χ2

| 0i

(2.37)

(2.38)

Here eq. (2.18) was used to split the exponentials and the relations (2.34)
were used to express the results in terms of the squeezing parameter.
After the combination of the above results with eq. (2.31), the mirror
state becomes
√
2
2
√
∗ − 1 χ θ2
N e−iα 2PL −PL /2 (iΩ + χPL / 2)Re [β] − 1 θ+ θ−
2 1+χ2 +
2
| Ψim = 1/4
e
e
e
π (1 + χ2 )1/4
(2.39)
|θ+ |2
2)
2(1+χ
e

S(r) D(µ)| 0im .

√
Using θ± = β + iΩ ± χPL / 2 explicitly in the above equation, the expression
reduces to
√

N eiΦ(β)
−(
| Ψim = 1/4
e
π (1 + χ2 )1/4

2χRe[β]−PL )2
2(1+χ2 )

S(r) D(µ)| 0i ,

(2.40)

√
√

where Φ(β) = (1+χ2 )−1 Ωβr + ΩχPL / 2 + βi χPL / 2 − χ2 βr βi , with βr =
Re[β] and βi = Im[β], is a global phase.
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Figure 2.4: Wigner function of the mechanical state after a pulsed sequence.
An initial coherent state becomes squeezed and displaced (the displacement is
not shown here), see eq. (2.42). For interaction strength χ = 0.1, the state is
practically indistinguishable from a coherent state. For χ = 1, the variance in the
2 = 1/4. The squeezing grows with increasing χ and
Xm -quadrature becomes ∆Xm
is independent of the measurement outcome PL .
To compute the normalization factor
N one can use D† (β)b D(β) =
√
√ b+β,
†
2
−x2
such that D (β)Xm D(β) = Xm + 2Re[β]. With |h0 | xi| = e / π the
normalization factor becomes
√
1
1
2
2
N −2 = √ hβ |e−(χXm −PL ) | βi = √ h0 |e−(χXm + 2 χ Re[β]−PL ) | 0i
π
π
√
−( 2 χ Re[β]−PL )2 Z
√
e
2
2
=
dx e−x (1+χ ) e−2χx( 2 χ Re[β]−PL )
π
√
√
2
(2.41)
Re[β]−PL )2
e−( 2 χ Re[β]−PL ) χ2 ( 2 χ1+χ
2
= p
e
π(1 + χ2 )
√
( 2 χ Re[β]−PL )2
1
−
1+χ2
=p
e
.
2
π(1 + χ )

Thus N cancels exactly all pre-factors in eq. (2.40). Omitting the global
phase, the final result is
| Ψim = S(r)D(µ)| 0im
with

1
r = ln[1 + χ2 ];
2

−r

µ=e

χPL
(β + iΩ + √ ) .
2

(2.42)

By measurement of the optical phase quadrature PL , the mirror is thus remotely projected into a squeezed displaced state. Therefore pulsed optomechanics can be used for measurement-based state preparation of the mechanical mirror.
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2.4.4

State preparation from an initial thermal state

If the mirror is initially in a thermal state ρth , the pulsed scheme described
above can still be used to remotely prepare a pure state of the mirror. In
particular, with a single pulsed interaction, squeezing in the position of the
mirror can be achieved. As will be discussed further below, even the preparation of a nearly pure squeezed state can be done, if two pulsed interactions
are utilized.
As before, the state of the mirror after the pulsed protocol is computed
by applying the operator Υ to the mechanical state. The marginals of the
mirror state after the action of Υ are
N 2 hx |U0 (θ)Υρth Υ† U0† (θ)| xi

(2.43)

†

where Υ is given in eq. (2.6) and U0 (θ) = e−iθb b is the free evolution of
the mirror. The thermal
written in the coherent state basis, is
R state, when
2
given by ρth = (πn̄)−1 d2 βe−|β| /n̄ | βihβ |, with n̄ = (e~ω/kB T − 1)−1 . In the
previous section it was show how Υ acts onto a coherent state β. Before
renormalization, the result is given by eq. (2.40). Applying additionally a
subsequent harmonic evolution U0 (θ), the state becomes
2

χ
eiΦ(β)
− (1+χ
2 ) (βr −
e
U0 (θ)Υ| βi =
2
1/4
(π(1 + χ ))

PL 2
√
)
2χ S(re−i2θ )D(µe−iθ )| 0i ,

(2.44)
where βr = Re[β]. The marginals (2.43) for the thermal state after the pulsed
sequence can therefore be written as
N 2 hx |U0 (θ)Υρth Υ† U0† (θ)| xi =
Z
2χ2
2
N2
− 1+χ
2 (βr −
2
−|β|
/n̄
p
d βe
e
πn̄ π(1 + χ2 )

PL 2
√
)
2χ |hx |S(re−i2θ )D(µe−iθ )| 0i|2

(2.45)

The last term can be written out explicitly by using [74]
2

iϕ

2

|hxθ |D(α)S(re )| 0i| =

(2π∆x2θ,sq )−1/2

−hxθ isq )
− (xθ2∆x
2
θ,sq
e

(2.46)

with
1
hxθ isq = √ (αe−iθ + α∗ eiθ )
2
1
1
∆x2θ,sq = e−2r cos2 (θ − ϕ/2) + e2r sin2 (θ − ϕ/2)
2
2
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(2.47)

and using the relation
S(reiϕ )D(α) = D(α cosh r − α∗ eiϕ sinh r)S(reiϕ ) .

(2.48)

In the case considered here, where ϕ = −2θ and α = µe−iθ , the mean and
variance of the state are given by
√
hxθ isq = 2(µr e−r cos(θ) + µi er sin(θ))
(2.49)
1
1
∆x2θ,sq = e−2r cos2 (θ) + e2r sin2 (θ) .
2
2
The normalization factor N 2 is easily found, since all the integrals are
Gaussian:
p
1
2
2
N2 =
=
π(1 + χ2 (1 + 2n̄)) ePL /(1+χ (1+2n̄)) .
(2.50)
†
Tr[Υρ̂th Υ ]
Using the above results in eq. (2.45) and performing the integrals over βr =
Re[β] and βi = Im[β], the marginals become:
†

2

N hx |U0 (θ)Υ(p) ρ̂th Υ

(p)U0† (θ)| xi

where

1
e
=p
2πσθ2

−(x−hxiθ )2
2σθ2

cos2 (θ)
+ (χ2 + 1 + 2n̄) sin2 (θ)
1
χ2 + 1+2n̄
√
χPL
cos(θ) .
hxiθ = 2 Ω sin(θ) + 2
1
χ + 1+2n̄
2σθ2 =

(2.51)

Thus the resulting state is a Gaussian, with mean position and momentum
χPL
2
= 2σθ=0
χPL
1
2
χ + 1+2n̄
√
= 2Ω

hxiθ=0 =
hxiθ=π/2

(2.52)

and respective variances
2
2σθ=0
=

1
1
=
1
χ2 + 1+2n̄
χ2 + 2σ12

(2.53)

th

2
2σθ=π/2

2

2

= χ + 1 + 2n̄ = χ +

2
2σth

,

2
where 2σth
= 1 + 2n̄. A single pulse thus reduces the uncertainty in the
position of the mirror, depending on the interaction strength χ. However, the
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uncertainty in momentum remains unaffected, except for an anti-squeezing
effect (as predicted by complementarity) captured by χ2 . This is consistent
with the initial derivation of Υ, which describes the measurement of the
mirror’s position through measurement of the optical phase. No knowledge
of the mirror’s momentum is obtained, thus the uncertainty in momentum is
only affected through quantum complementarity.
The total purity of the state can be estimated by considering the square
root of the phase-space area covered by the two variances:
s
r
q
χ2 + 1 + 2n̄
2n̄
2
2
≈
A = 4σθ=0 σθ=π/2 =
,
(2.54)
1
2
χ2
χ + 1+2n̄
where the last approximation is valid for n̄  1, χ2 . Thus the uncertainty of
the initial √
thermal state, which is of order n̄, is reduced after one pulsed sequence by n̄ if the parameter χ is of order 1. Based on the phase space area,
one can define an effective temperature of the resulting state by comparison
to an effective thermal state with the same area:
A = 1 + 2n̄ef f .

(2.55)

Therefore, the effective temperature or occupation after the action of one
pulse onto a thermal state is
r
n̄
.
(2.56)
n̄ef f ≈
2χ2

2.4.5

Two-pulse sequence for state purification

The uncertainty in the state can be further reduced by utilizing another
pulsed interaction. As discussed above, a single pulse does not affect the
uncertainty in momentum. However, a second pulsed interaction can be
introduced after the first pulsed measurement. By utilizing the mirror’s harmonic evolution, one can therefore further purify the mirror state. If the
two pulses are separated by exactly a quarter mechanical period, the purification is the strongest, since the second pulse affects the initial uncertainty
in momentum in this case. The state of the mirror after the second pulsed
measurement with outcome PL2 is described by
(2)

where

(1)

ρM = N22 Υ(PL2 )ρM Υ† (PL2 )

(2.57)

π
π
(1)
ρM = N12 U0 ( )Υ(PL1 )ρth Υ† (PL1 )U0† ( )
2
2

(2.58)
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(2)

In the following, the marginals for the state ρM are computed, where for
simplicity the focus will be on the position and momentum distributions
only.
Utilizing eq. (2.51) with eqs. (2.52) and (2.53) for the momentum distri(2)
bution of the mirror after the first pulse, the X-distribution of the state ρM
after the second pulse is given by
π
π
(2)
hX |ρM | Xi = N22 hX |Υ(PL2 )N12 U0 ( )Υ(PL1 )ρth Υ† (PL1 )U0† ( )Υ† (PL2 )| Xi
2
2
2
π
N
π
2
= √2 e−(χX−PL2 ) hX |N12 U0 ( )Υ(PL1 )ρth Υ† (PL1 )U0† ( )| Xi
2
2
π
√

2

2 Ω)
N22 −(χX−PL2 )2
1
− (X−
2 +2n̄
1+χ
√
p
=
e
e
π
π(1 + χ2 + 2n̄)
PL2 √
− 2 Ω)2
χ
χ−2 +1+χ2 +2n̄

(

−
e
−(χ2 +
=√ p
e
π π(1 + χ2 + 2n̄)
N22

1
)(X
1+χ2 +2n̄

−

√
2Ω
1+χ2 +2n̄
2
2
χ +(1+χ +2n̄)−1

χPL2 +

)2

.

(2.59)
(2)

The normalization factor N22 can be computed via N22 = (Tr[ρM ])−1 =
R
(2)
( dX hX |ρ̂M | Xi)−1 . This yields
√

PL2
( χ
− 2Ω)2
√ p 2
2
2 +2n̄+χ−2
2
1+χ
.
N2 = π χ (1 + χ + 2n̄) + 1 e

(2.60)

Thus the final result for the mechanical X-quadrature after the 2nd pulse is:
2

1
(2)
hX |ρM | Xi = q
(2)
2π(σθ=0 )2

where
(2)

2(σθ=0 )2 =
hX (2) iθ=0 =

1

=
+ 1+χ12 +2n̄
√
χPL2 + 1+χ22Ω
+2n̄
χ2 + 1+χ12 +2n̄
χ2

−
e

(X−hX (2) iθ=0 )
(2)

2(σθ=0 )2

(2.61)

1
χ2

+

1
(1)

2(σθ=π/2 )2
(2)

= 2(σθ=0 )2

χPL2 +

hX1 iπ/2
(1)

2(σθ=π/2 )2

!

Note that for large initial temperatures, i.e. n̄  1, χ2 , the uncertainty in
position becomes
1
(2)
2(σθ=0 )2 → 2 .
(2.62)
χ
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Squeezing in the X-quadrature below the ground state extension (for which
(2)
2(σθ=0 )2 = 1) can thus be achieved for χ > 1.
To show that the state is indeed a squeezed state with an uncertainty close
to the Heisenberg limit, the noise in the anti-squeezed p-quadrature of the
mechanics needs to be considered as well. The marginals for the momentum
distribution after the second pulse are given by
π
† π
†
†
2
2
hP |ρ(2)
m | P i = N2 hP |Υ(PL2 )N1 U0 ( )Υ(PL1 )ρth Υ (PL1 )U0 ( )Υ (PL2 )| P i
2
2
Z
2
|β|2
π
2
2 1
= N2 N1
d2 β e− n̄ hP |Υ(PL2 )U0 ( )Υ(PL1 )| βi
n̄π
2
Z
Z
1
2
|β|2
N 2N 2
e−iXP e− 2 (χX−PL2 )
π
= 2 1 d2 β e− n̄
dX √
)Υ(PL1 )| βi
hX
|U
(
0
n̄π
π 1/4
2
2π
(2.63)
−iXP

where the overlap hP | Xi = e√2π was used. With the expression (2.44), one
needs to consider the squeezed displaced state in the position representation,
which is given by [74]
hx |S(re−i2θ )D(µ e−iθ )| 0i = hx |D(µ e−iθ cosh(r) − µ∗ e−iθ sinh(r))S(re−i2θ )| 0i
−
eiΦsq
eihxπ/2 isq e
=
2
1/4
(2πσsq )

(1+i sin(2θ) sinh(2r))(x−hx̂isq )2
2
4σsq

(2.64)
where the displaced squeezed state variance and mean are given by
2
2σsq
= e2r sin2 (θ) + e−2r cos2 (θ)
√
hx̂isq = 2(µr e−r cos(θ) + µi er sin(θ))
√
hx̂π/2 isq = 2(µi er cos(θ) + µr e−r sin(θ)) .

(2.65)

Using these expressions in eq. (2.44) yields
2

χ
π
ei(Φsq +Φ(β)) − (1+χ
2 ) (βr −
e
hX |U0 ( )Υ(PL1 )| βi = p
2
π(1 + χ2 )
√

−i 2X (β
e 1+χ2 r

+

χP
√L1 )
2

PL1 2
√
)
2χ

√
2(βi +Ω))2
− (X−2(1+χ
2)
e

With the above expression in eq. (2.63) one obtains
Z
PL1 2
2χ2
|β|2
N22 N12
(2)
2
− n̄ − 1+4χ2 (βr − √2χ )
d
β
e
e
hP |ρm | P i = √
π(1 + χ2 )2n̄π 3
Z
√
√
(X− 2(βi +Ω))2
χPL1
2X
−iXP − 12 (χX−PL2 )2 −i 1+χ2 (βr + √2 ) −
2)
2(1+χ
e
e
dXe
e
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(2.66)
.

(2.67)

2

.

2

The Gaussian integrals can now be computed, and the normalization factors
are given in eq. (2.60) and eq. (2.50). The final result for the P-marginal of
the mechanics after the second pulse is:
2

(2)
hP |ρM | P i = q

1

e

(2)

−

(X−hX (2) iθ=π/2 )
(2)

2(σθ=π/2 )2

2π(σθ=π/2 )2

where

(2)
2(σθ=π/2 )2

hX (2) iθ=π/2

1
(1)
= χ2 + 2
= χ2 + 2(σθ=0 )2
1
χ + 1+2n̄
√
√
χPL1
= 2Ω − 2
= 2Ω − hX (1) iθ=0 .
1
χ + 1+2n̄

(2.68)

One can see here that the variance in the P-quadrature of the mechanics
is increased by χ2 compared to its initial width. Thus this quadrature is
anti-squeezed as compared to the position distribution, eq. (2.61), in accordance
with quantum complementarity. The additional mean displacement
√
2Ω stems from the classical displacement due to the pulsed interaction, as
captured by the parameter Ω.
As before, the purity of the resulting state can be quantified by the enclosed area in phase space, since the mechanical state remains Gaussian:
v
u 2
r
q
u χ + χ2 +1 1
1
u
(2) 2
(2)
1+2n̄
(2)
2
(2.69)
A = 2(σθ=π/2 ) 2(σθ=0 ) = t
≈ 1+ 4 ,
1
χ
1
2
χ +
1+χ2 +2n̄

where the last approximation is valid for large n̄. Note that the result is
independent of initial temperatures. With the definition for an effective
(2)
average phonon number through A(2) = 1 + 2n̄ef f , the uncertainty of the
state after the second pulsed interaction is captured by
r

1
1
1
(2)
n̄ef f =
1+ 4 −1 ≈ 4 ,
(2.70)
2
χ
χ

where the last approximation holds for χ  1. Since the result does not
depend on the initial temperature, but is instead inversely proportional to
χ4 , it is shown that one can obtain nearly pure states from any initial thermal
distribution. After the action of two pulses with χ ≈ 1 an initially thermal
mechanical state is purified
√ to a state with an average mechanical phonon
(2)
1
occupation of n̄ef f = 2 ( 2 − 1) ≈ 0.2.
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First experimental progress towards pulsed opto-mechanics for state preparation and state read-out has been made [97]. In the experiment, a pulsed
scheme as discussed here was utilized, with the main difference being a lack
of a cavity to enhance the opto-mechanical interaction. An effective coupling parameter χ ≈ 10−4 was achieved. It was shown experimentally that
an initial thermal distribution of the mechanical system is reduced to an effective temperature of Tef f ≈ 16 K. Implementation of such a scheme with
a cavity of Finesse F & 104 is expected to reach the quantum regime of
pulsed opto-mechanics, with a parameter χ ∼ 1, as required for quantum
state preparation and quantum state read-out of the mirror.
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Chapter 3
Probing phenomenological
models of quantum gravity
with opto-mechanical systems
Opto-mechanical systems are ideally suited for the study of quantum phenomena in macroscopic systems. The ability to quantum mechanically control and read out a massive mechanical resonator through optical fields opens
the route to probe quantum theory at unprecedented mass-scales. Optomechanical devices span a mass-range of about m∼ 1 pg to m∼ 100 kg [19–
24]. A major driving force for developing opto-mechanical technologies was
the proposal to test the transition from quantum behavior to classical behavior in such systems [52]. In particular, it was realized that opto-mechanical
systems provide a means to test possible modifications of quantum theory in
which a collapse of the wave function is caused by the mass of the system [98,
99]. These so-called gravitational collapse theories, developed by Penrose [98]
and Diosi [99], predict that a superposition of sufficiently massive systems
should not be sustainable even in principle. Today, large experimental efforts
are made to experimentally test such proposals in opto-mechanical systems
[52, 54, 57, 100].
However, opto-mechanics can also serve as a test-bed for other possible modifications of quantum theory. Even though the focus was largely
on the transition to classicality, the precision and control achievable with
opto-mechanical systems opens the route to probe various concepts and phenomena of quantum theory and to test whether those are modified in a novel
mass-regime. In the following, it is shown that some phenomenological models of quantum gravity may be probed with opto-mechanical systems.
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3.1

Modified uncertainty relations

In quantum theory, a fundamental concept is the uncertainty principle. Two
observables A and B cannot be simultaneously known to arbitrary precision
if they do not commute. The uncertainty relation is given by
1
∆A∆B ≥ | h[A, B]i | .
2

(3.1)

The proof of the above relation is straightforward: defining the operators
A0 = A − hAi and B0 = B − hB0 i and the states | ΦA i = A0 | Ψi and
| ΦB i = B0 | Ψi, it follows from hΦA | ΦA i · hΦB | ΦB i ≥ |hΦA | ΦB i|2 that
∆A2 ∆B 2 ≥ | h[A, B] /2 + {A, B} /2i |2 = | h[A, B]i |2 /4 + | h{A, B}i |2 /4. For
position and momentum, the uncertainty relation in quantum theory is
∆x∆p ≥

~
.
2

(3.2)

This principle captures the inability to simultaneously determine the position and momentum of a particle. However, it is possible to measure any
of the two to arbitrary precision. In particular, measurements and projections that are arbitrary close to a position eigenstate are allowed. Even
though practically such measurements are restricted by experimental imperfections (current bounds on the precision of position measurements are
around ∆xexp & 10−19 m [101]), there is no fundamental limit from quantum
theory on measuring position.
In contrast, within a quantized framework of gravity the quantization of
space-time is expected to lead to a fundamental limit on position measurements [102–106]. The dependence of the metric on the energy content given
by Einstein’s equations (1.3) suggests that the uncertainty principle in its
current form is not viable at extreme scales. If the uncertainty in momentum can be sacrificed for a higher precision in position, as suggested by eq.
(3.2), then ∆p → ∞ as ∆x → 0. However, a larger uncertainty in momentum implies a growth in the uncertainty in the energy-momentum tensor Tµν .
From Einstein’s field equations (1.3) it follows that uncertainty in the energymomentum tensor causes back action onto the Einstein tensor Gµν and thus
onto the metric gµν . Through the geodesic equation (1.2), the uncertainty
in the metric causes an additional uncertainty in the position. Thus the
back-action prevents the limit ∆x → 0 to be reached. This heuristic argument suggests that the uncertainty relation (3.2) is not fully compatible with
general relativistic equations (1.3) and (1.2). In particular, the unmodified
eq. (3.2) implies ∆x & ~/∆p, whereas the Schwarzschild radius suggests a
fundamental limit of probing small regions of space through ∆x & 2G∆p/c3 .
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This is in stark contrast to considerations that led to the quantization of the
electro-magnetic field. The argument by Bohr and Rosenfeld [107] used the
uncertainty relation (3.2) to derive quantum limits on the measurement of
the electric and magnetic fields. These quantum limits, however, followed directly from the limits imposed due to the regular uncertainty principle. Any
additional uncertainty in the electro-magnetic field that would be imparted
by the measurement device could in principle be made arbitrary small or
compensated. This is because in electro-magnetism the charge density can in
principle be arbitrary large and the fields could be compensated by superposing fields of opposite sign. This is fundamentally different to measurements
of gravitational fields, as was first realized by M. Bronstein [108]. In Bronstein’s work, it was shown that the linearized equations of gravity obtained
from the geodesic equation (1.2) could be consistently quantized, but that
due to the fundamental back action from matter onto the gravitational field,
a limit on measurements of gravitational fields should exist in the full theory
of general relativity. Some modifications of the fundamental principles are
therefore expected at some scale. This scale is typically assumed to be close
to the Planck-scale [109, 110], defined through the fundamental constants ~,
G and c as
r
r
~G
~c5
−35
=
1.6
×
10
m,
E
=
= 1.2 × 1028 eV,
Lp =
p
3
(3.3)
rc
r G
~c
~G
mp =
= 2.2 × 10−8 kg, tp =
= 5.4 × 10−44 s .
G
c5
Physical laws at this scale are assumed to be fundamentally different from our
currently accepted theories. In particular, some or all the equations (1.1),
(3.2), (1.3) and (1.2) will be modified. In particular, the above heuristic
argument suggests a modified uncertainty of the order of ∆x∆p & ~(1 +
G∆p2 /(~c3 )) = ~(1 + L2p ∆p2 /~2 ). Such heuristic arguments can only give
a hint as to what to expect at these scales [111–114]. However, it seems
plausible that a modification of the uncertainty principle may remain valid
at least to some approximation and is, in fact, a feature of various models
of quantum gravity. First suggested within string theory [102, 103], the
following modified uncertainty principle is now widely believed to be a modelindependent feature of quantum gravity [104, 114]:


~
∆p2
1 + β0 2 2 .
(3.4)
∆x∆p ≥
2
mp c
The numerical parameter β0 in the above equation is a model-dependent parameter and captures the strength of the modification. If the uncertainty
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Figure 3.1: Reprint of a plot from Ref. [2]: The quantum mechanical minimum
uncertainty given by eq. (3.2) as compared to the modified uncertainty, eq.√ (3.4).
The modified uncertainty incorporates a minimal length scale ∆xmin = β0 Lp ,
below which no quantum state can be prepared or read out. For ∆x  ∆xmin the
modified uncertainty principle is practically indistinguishable from the quantum
mechanical prediction.

relation is modified close to the Planck-scale, the parameter should be of
order β0 ∼ 1. However, it can be considered as a free parameter that can
be bounded by experiments, since a consistent theory of quantum gravity
has yet to be formulated. Also, additional terms may also be present (such
as terms proportional to ∆x2 to incorporate restrictions on the momentum,
or higher-order contributions in ∆p/mp c), but the subsequent discussion is
restricted to the above√model. The inequality is minimized for the position
uncertainty ∆xmin = β0 Lp . Thus the modified uncertainty principle captures a fundamental minimal length scale. For a comparison to the quantum
uncertainty principle, see also Fig. 3.1.
The above modified uncertainty principle, eq (3.4), has motivated the
study of theories with a modified algebraic structure. The relation (3.1) suggests, if it remains valid, that the canonical commutator is modified at a
scale defined by β0 . A modification of the commutator algebra would entail
that gravity in some way fundamentally acts back onto quantum systems.
Maggiore has derived a very generic possible deformation of the canonical
commutator [115, 116], under the assumptions that the rotation group for
the angular momentum J remains undeformed (i.e. [Ji , xj ] = i~ijk xk and
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[Ji , pj ] = i~ijk pk , where ijk is the Levi-Civita-symbol) and that the translation group is undeformed (i.e. [pi , pj ] = 0). The resulting unique form
of the algebra is that the positions do not commute between each other
([xi , xj ] = i2µ0 ~jik Jk /(mp c)2 ) and that the canonical commutator has the
general form
s
(|p|/c)2 + m2
,
(3.5)
[xi , pj ] = i~δij 1 + 2µ0
m2p
P
where µ0 is some numerical parameter and |p|2 = 3i p2i is the square of the
momentum operator. Curiously, the result above yields, to lowest order, the
modified uncertainty relation (3.4) for m  |p|/c . mP and µ0 = β0 . The
only difference to the uncertainty principle is the appearance of an additional
term that is proportional to hpi2 , which can be made arbitrary small. No assumptions about quantized gravity where made, rather, it was assumed that
the fundamental algebra is deformed. Such an approach may phenomenologically capture the effect of quantized gravity on quantum systems. However,
also other proposals for modified commutators have been put forward [117,
118]. The most commonly considered modification has been proposed by
Kempf and colleagues [117, 119] and reads (in one spatial dimension)


p2
.
(3.6)
[x, p] = i~ 1 + β0
(mp c)2
where β0 is again a free numerical parameter. This deformation also yields the
modified uncertainty relation, eq. (3.4), with an additional term proportional
to hpi2 . The deformed commutator (3.6) has been widely studied [120–129]
and it was shown that a Hilbert space can be constructed with properly
normalizable states [119]. In the momentum representation, the operator
x can be written as x = i~(1 + β0 (p/mp c)2 ∂p ), from which it follows that
the momentum eigenstates obey hp0 | pi = (1 + β0 (p/mp c)2 )δ(p −R p0 ) and
that the completeness of the momentum basis is given by 1 = dp(1 +
β0 (p/mp c)2 )−1 . In contrast, the position basis is no longer well defined, since
position eigenstates are no longer part of the deformed theory, but it is
possible to define a position representation with respect to some smeared
distribution. Phenomenological models such as given in eq. (3.6) alter only
the algebraic structure of ordinary quantum theory, but retain the formalism
of the theory.
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3.2

Scheme to probe deformations of the canonical commutator

Using a deformed canonical commutator such as given in eq. (3.6), it is
possible to derive observable differences for quantum systems [128]. Investigations focused on the energy spectrum of harmonic oscillators [119, 123,
124], modified atomic spectra [121], tunneling of electrons (3.6) and electromagnetic radiation [130], to name a few. These phenomena were shown to
put experimental bounds on the numerical parameter β0 , the best bound being β0 . 1033 . It was also shown that under the additional assumption that
the correspondence between canonical commutator and the classical Poisson
bracket remains valid, stringent bounds can be found from the motion of
planets from observations of their classical trajectories [131]. However, we
do not know how the classical limit arises and the model given in eq. (3.4)
does not seem to be applicable to classical systems. In the following, it is
shown that without this assumption already with quantum mechanical systems it is possible to experimentally restrict the range for β0 . To this end,
pulsed opto-mechanical systems are considered. The bounds are obtained
directly from the deformation of the commutator, such as eq. (3.6), and the
assumption that the commutator deformation applies to the center-of-mass
of a system (a discussion of this assumption is given in Sec. 3.3.2).
Pulsed interaction between light and a mirror is described by the Hamiltonian (2.3). Therefore a single interaction gives rise to the unitary evolution
U = eiλnL Xm , where λ = g0 τ is the dimensionless interaction strength with
the effective interaction time τ . The precise dependence of λ on the pulse and
cavity parameters is found from the input-output formalism for the optical
field. To probe a modification in the canonical commutator, a sequence of
four subsequent pulsed interactions is considered:
ξ = eiλnL Pm e−iλnL Xm e−iλnL Pm eiλnL Xm .

(3.7)

These four interactions can be achieved by using one and the same pulse
interacting with the mechanics every quarter mechanical period (for clarity,
a subscript L is used to denote operators that act on the light). In quantum
2 2
mechanics, the above operation can be rewritten as ξQM = e−iλ nL and yields
a self-Kerr non-linear operation on the optical field. Similar schemes have
been proposed [132, 133] and utilized [134] for implementing quantum gates
in ions. Here it is shown that for opto-mechanical systems, models with a
modified canonical commutator of the mechanics yield a measurable effect on
the optical field. Even though we consider the limit where the quantum optical commutation relations hold, the operation on the light is altered due to
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deformations of the mechanical commutator. Keeping the canonical commutator between the mechanical quadratures general, with only the assumption
that it is a function of Pm , i.e. [Xm , Pm ] = f (Pm ), the above expression (3.7)
can be rewritten using the relation (2.16). The four-displacement-operator
becomes
ξ = eiλnL Pm e−iλnL Xm e−iλnL Pm eiλnL Xm
!
∞
X
(3.8)
(−iλnL )k
[Xm , Pm ]k ,
= exp −iλnL
k!
k=1


where [Xm , Pm ]k = Xm , [Xm , Pm ]k−1 and [Xm , Pm ]1 = [Xm , Pm ]. Defining
Ck = [Xm , Pm ]k /ik the four-displacement-operation thus becomes
!
∞
k
X
(λn
)
L
ξˆ = exp −iλnL
(3.9)
Ck .
k!
k=1
The optical field is therefore changed depending on the deformation parameters Ci . Consider, for example, the β0 -dependent deformation (3.6).
Written
and in terms of the zero-point fluctuations
p
√ in terms of quadratures
p0 = ~mωm and x0 = ~/mωm , the commutator becomes [Xm , Pm ] =
i (1 + βPm2 ), where
~mωm
β = β0 2 2  1 .
(3.10)
mp c
For this deformation, the Ck can be easily computed as an expansion in the
parameter β. The first few are given by:
C1 = 1 + β Pm2
C2 = β 2Pm + β 2 2Pm3
C3 = β 2 + β 2 8Pm2 + β 3 6Pm4
C4 = β 2 16Pm + β 3 40Pm3 + β 4 24Pm5
C5 = β 2 16 + β 3 136Pm2 + β 4 240Pm4 + β 5 120Pm6
C6 = β 3 272Pm + β 4 1232Pm3 + β 5 1680Pm5 + β 6 720Pm7
C7 = β 3 272 + β 4 3968Pm2 + β 5 12096Pm4 + β 6 13440Pm6 + β 7 5040Pm8
...

(3.11)

Note that the terms Ci for i ≥ 4 are of order O(β 2 ) and smaller. Collecting terms of the same order in β, the four-displacement-operator ξ can be
rewritten as:
!
∞
X

ξ = exp −iλ2 n2L exp −iλnL
β k Fk (Pm , nL ) ,
(3.12)
k=1
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where we defined
Fk (Pm , nL ) =

k+1
X

(k)

βl (λnL )2k+1−l Pml ,

(3.13)

l=0

(k)

with βl

∈ Q. Note that ∀k:
(k)

βk+1 = 1

(k)

and β0 < 1 .

(3.14)

Explicitly, the first three operators Fk are given by
1
F1 = λnL Pm2 + (λnL )2 Pm + (λnL )3
3
4
2
2
F2 = (λnL )2 Pm3 + (λnL )3 Pm2 + (λnL )4 Pm + (λnL )5
3
3
15
5
17
17
17
F3 = (λnL )3 Pm4 + (λnL )4 Pm3 + (λnL )5 Pm2 + (λnL )6 Pm +
(λnL )7 .
3
15
45
315
(3.15)
The first exponential on the RHS in eq. (3.12) is the self-Kerr nonlinear
term that appears to zeroth order in β. The other exponential, written as
an expansion in β with expressions Fk , captures the additional contributions
due to deformations of the canonical commutator.
To probe possible deformations of the canonical commutator, it is sufficient to measure the optical field after the four-pulse-interaction. The optical
field, described by the creation and annihilation operators a†L and aL , changes
according to ξ † aL ξ. This expression can be computed exactly using the relation eq. (2.16) and the relation
[AB, C] = A [B, C] + [A, C] B ,

(3.16)

which holds for arbitrary operators A, B and C. In particular, consider
2
2
first the expression eϕ nL aL e−ϕ nL for arbitrary ϕ. According to eq. (2.16) it
is necessary to compute the nested commutators [n2L , aL ]k . The first one is
given by [n2L , aL ] = nL [nL , aL ]+[nL , aL ] nL = −nL aL −aL nL = −(2nL +1)aL ,
where (3.16) was used. Thus the nested commutator becomes [n2L , aL ]k =
(−1)k (2nL + 1)k aL and the change of the optical field due to the self-Kerr
2
2
non-linearity is given by eϕ nL aL e−ϕ nL = e−ϕ (2nL +1) aL . To first order in ϕ
the optical field experiences an intensity-dependent phase rotation, whereas
higher orders cause a non-Gaussian spread of the optical state [135, 136]. The
additional terms in eq. (3.12) that arise due to a commutator deformation are
higher order in nL . Thus it is necessary to consider expressions of the form
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j

j

eϕ nL aL e−ϕ nL for arbitrary j. One finds [n3L , aL ]k = (−1)k (1 + 3nL + 3n̂2 )k aL
2
3 k
and [n4L , aL ]k = (−1)k (1 + 4n
 Lj + 6n
 L + 4nL ) aL . By direct inspection the
general nested commutator nL , aL k can therefore be written as

k
 j

nL , aL k = (−1)k (nL + 1)j − njL aL .

(3.17)

The above relation can easily be shown by induction: For the case k = 1, the
j = 1 result follows immediately from
[nL , aL ] = −a L and according to eq.
 j+1
(3.16), the inductive step becomes nL , aL = nL njL , aL + [nL , aL ] njL =

 



nL njL , aL + njL , aL − njL aL = (nL + 1) njL , aL − njL aL . With the above


j
j
expression (3.17), this becomes nj+1
L , aL = − (nL + 1) − nL aL , which
proves the relation for k = 1. The generalization to arbitrary k is straightforward. Therefore for arbitrary θ the optical field changes according to
j

j

j

eθnL aL e−θnL = e−θ((nL +1)

−njL )

aL .

(3.18)

With this result, and the expressions (3.12) and (3.13) for the four-displacement
operator the change in the optical field after the pulsed sequence is given by

ξ † aL ξ = exp −iλ2 (2nL + 1) ×
!!
∞
k+1


X
X
(k)
exp −i
βk
βl λ2k+2−l Pml (nL + 1)2k+2−l − n2k+2−l
aL .
L
k=1

l=0

(3.19)

The above expression is exact and describes the change in the optical field
if the canonical commutator of the mechanics is deformed according to eq.
(3.6). Analogous expressions can be derived for other models of commutator
deformations, such as for example eq. (3.5) and the deformation proposed in
Ref. [118].
To obtain an estimate of the strength of the effect on the optical field, the
change in the light is considered to lowest order in the small parameter β,
given in eq. (3.10). For a typical opto-mechanical system with a ng-mirror
oscillating at 1 MHz, this parameter is of the order of β ∼ 10−40 β0 . Therefore
an expansion in β is justified, especially since β0 is assumed to be of order
unity. However, the convergence of the total expression in eq. (3.19) is not
guaranteed. Convergence will depend on the state of the mechanics. Higher
order contributions in β k may become more significant for some sufficiently
large k, since the contributions Fk (Pm , nL ) may grow exponentially or even
faster for some initial states. The problem of convergence indicates that
phenomenological models with deformed commutator relations, if taken at
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face value, can cause some inconsistencies at some scales and that they can
only approximate a more complete theory. Therefore, the model given in eq.
(3.6), as well as other deformed commutator models, should be assumed to
be only valid for low orders in β, with possible further modifications to the
commutator or even a change in the basic structure of the theory at some
higher order. Thus the exact result eq. (3.19) should only be considered as
an approximation, valid only for low orders in β and for momenta lower than
the Planck-momentum.
The change in the optical field, given in eq. (3.19) can be probed by
measuring the phase of the light. The deformations in the commutator induce
changes to all moments of the optical field, but already the mean of the phase
is altered. Thus if the optical field is initially in some coherent state α, a
measurement of its phase after the four-pulse interaction with the mechanics
yields a measure of the commutator deformations. The mean phase is found
from eq. (3.19) via hα |ξ † aL ξ| αi. For coherent states the following relations
2
2
∗
hold: aL | αi = α| αi, eiϕnL | αi = | αeiϕ i and hα | βi = e−(|α| +|β| )/2 eα β =
2
∗
e−|α−β| /2 eiIm[α β] . For NL = |α|2  1, the change in phase to lowest order in
β therefore becomes
haL i ' haL iqm e−iΘ ,
(3.20)
with
haL iqm = α e



2 1−e−i2λ2
−iλ2 −NL

(3.21)

being the quantum mechanical change in the optical field and
4
2
Θ(β) ' βNL3 λ4 e−i6λ
3

(3.22)

being the additional phase contribution from the deformation of the mechanical commutator given by eq. (3.6). Precise measurements of the optical
phase can therefore probe deformations of the commutator of the center-ofmass of the mirror. Analogous expressions can be derived for other models
of deformed commutators, which yield an anomalous phase that differs from
eq. (3.22) in its parameter-dependence.

3.3
3.3.1

Limitations of the scheme
Experimental limitations

Under ideal conditions, the change in the optical phase due to the four-pulsedinteraction can be precisely characterized and thus a possible anomalous
phase can be probed. The sensitivity in measuring the phase scales with the
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number of runs Nr and
p the number of photons Np , with the Heisenberg limit
given by δ haL i ∼ 1/ Np Nr . In practice, deleterious noise sources will affect
the optical phase and thus make the measurement of a possible anomalous
phase shift more challenging. For a specific experimental setup, a very careful
analysis of its imperfections will therefore be necessary. However, some of
the main noise sources which will affect any setup can be taken into account
in general. The effects of pulse-shape distortions, optical losses, finite pulse
duration and mechanical dissipation on the sensitivity of the setup have been
analyzed. To this end, regular quantum theory is used, since the additional
contributions from deformations of the commutator will be of lower order as
compared to the signal in the ideal case, eq. (3.22).
One of the main challenges in the proposed scheme is to keep the effective
interaction strength λ equal for all four interactions. The effective optomechanical interaction strength can vary from pulse to pulse, due to pulse
shape deformation and the associated modified interaction time, and due to
optical loss. This can be captured by the operator
ξ = e−iλ4 nL Pm e−iλ3 nL Xm eiλ2 nL Pm eiλ1 nL Xm

(3.23)

where λi is the interaction strength for the i-th pulse round trip. Defining
2 = λ2 − λ4 , 1 = λ1 − λ3 and  = √12 (−2 + i1 ) one can write
2

ξ = e−i(λ4 −λ2 )nL Pm e−i(λ3 −λ1 )nL Xm eλ2 λ3 nL
2

= ei2 nL Pm ei1 nL Xm eλ2 λ3 nL
1

(3.24)

2

= ei(2 Pm +1 Xm )nL e( 2 1 2 +λ2 λ3 )nL
= e(b

† −b)n

L

1

2

e( 2 1 2 +λ2 λ3 )nL .

The first exponential in the above operator entangles the light to the mechanics, whereas the second exponential gives the expected Kerr-nonlinear
term but with a modified strength (1 2 + λ2 λ3 )/2. The resulting mean of the
light for an initial coherent optical field | αi and an initial thermal mechanical
state ρn̄m is
haL i = Tr[aL ξ ρ0 ξ† ]
= Tr[e−(b

† −b)n
L

= Tr[aL eb

† −b

()

aL e(b
()

† −b)n

()

L

1

2

1

2

ei( 2 1 2 +λ2 λ3 )nL | αihα |e−i( 2 1 2 +λ2 λ3 )nL ⊗ ρn̄m ]

| ΨL ihΨL | ⊗ ρn̄m ]
()

= TrL [aL | ΨL ihΨL |] Trm [Dm ()ρn̄m ]
()

= haL iKerr e−

||2
(1+2n̄)
2

(3.25)
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Figure 3.2: Change in the intra-cavity pulse shapes for the
four subsequent in√
teractions. An initial Lorentzian input pulse with αin (t) = κe−κ|t| is broadened
after entering and leaving the cavity. This effect can be minimized by using pulses
of duration much larger than the cavity ring-down time.
()

1

2

where the self-Kerr state | ΨL i = ei( 2 1 2 +λ2 λ3 )n̂L | αi was introduced, which
gives rise to a self-Kerr effect as in eq. (3.21) but with an modified strength
λ2 → (1 2 +λ2 λ3 )/2 . One can thus see that the varying interaction strength
between the round-trips of the pulse reduces the mean of the outgoing light,
and provides an modified Kerr-rotation. Both effects can be reduced: Since
i . λi , the deleterious effect will be small as long as n̄ . 1/2i ∼ 1/λ2i .
Many noise sources can be effectively incorporated into a change of the
interaction strength. These include changes in the pulse shape due to the
cavity dynamics and the loss of light in between the interactions. The former
can be found from considering
√ the input-output equations for the optical field,
the cavity is
ȧ = −i(ω0 − g0 Xm )a − κa + 2κain where the optical field inside
√
related to the input light field and the output light field as 2κa = a√
out +ain .
For a RLorentzian optical input pulse of width τ = 1/κ (i.e. αin (t) = κe−κ|t|
with dt|αin (t)|2 = 1), the changes in pulse shapes of the intra-cavity field
envelope during the four interactions are plotted in Fig. 3.2. A pulse duration
of τ  1/κ is required to minimize changes in the pulse shape. The loss of
light can be incorporated by changing λ → ηλ after each round trip of the
pulse, where η ≤ 1 is the loss parameter.
In addition to losses, a deviation from the QND-interaction of pulsed
opto-mechanics yields a similar effect on the optical field. Within the pulsed
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opto-mechanical regime, the harmonic evolution of the mirror during the interaction is neglected. However, a small harmonic contribution is expected
which breaks the precise QND-nature of the interaction, and a spurious coupling to other mechanical quadratures occurs. To estimate such contributions, one can consider the full opto-mechanical Hamiltonian (in the rotating
frame at the optical frequency):
√
H = ~ωm b† b − ~g0 nL (b + b† )/ 2 .
(3.26)
The unitary time evolution for this Hamiltonian can be cast in normal ordered
form [49]: Application of the ordering theorem √
given in eq. (2.24) with the
substitutions α = −iωm t and β1 = β2 = ig0 tnL / 2 directly yields
U (t) = e

g0
)2 n2L (ωm t−sin ωm t)
2ωm

i( √

e

g
√ 0 nL
2ωm

[b† (1−e−iωm t )−b(1−eiωm t )] e−iωm b† bt . (3.27)

Since for a short-pulse-interaction of duration τ we have ωm τ << 1, the
above expression can be expanded to first order in ωm τ :
U (τ ) ≈ e

g
√ 0 nL
2ωm

 
 

ω2 τ 2
ω2 τ 2
b† iωm τ + m2
−b −iωm τ + m2
−iωm b† b τ

e

ig0 τ nL Xm − 2i g0 ωm τ 2 nL Pm

=e

e

−iωm

b† b τ

(3.28)

.

Defining the parameters λ = g0 τ and δ = 21 ωm τ , which measure the interaction strength and the QND-deviation, respectively, one gets
1

2 n2
L

U (τ ) = e− 2 δλ

eiλnL Xm e−iδλnL Pm U0 (2δ),

(3.29)

†

where U0 (2δ) = e−i2δb b describes the free mechanical harmonic evolution
by 2δ. The above time-evolution operator is now used to described four
subsequent pulsed interactions, with a quarter harmonic period in between.
The resulting operator ξδ = U (τ ) U0 (π/2) U (τ ) U0 (π/2) U (τ ) U0 (π/2) U (τ )
becomes
3π −2δλ2 n2L −iλnL Pm −iδλnL Xm
)e
e
e
U0 (2δ)e−iλnL Xm ×
2
(3.30)
iδλnL Pm
iλnL Pm iδλnL Xm
iλnL Xm −iδλnL Pm
e
U0 (2δ)e
e
U0 (2δ)e
e
U0 (2δ)

ξδ = U0 (

One can now use U0 (2δ)† Xm U0 (2δ) ≈ Xm + 2δPm and U0 (2δ)† Pm Υ0 (2δ) ≈
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Pm − 2δXm and neglect all terms O(δ 2 ), i.e. [δXm , δPm ] ≈ 0. This yields
3π
2 2
)U0 (8δ) e−2δλ nL e−iλnL (Pm −8δXm ) e−iδλnL (Xm +8δPm ) e−iλnL (Xm +6δPm ) ×
2
eiδλnL (Pm −6δXm ) eiλnL (Pm −4δXm ) eiδλnL (Xm +4δPm ) eiλnL (Xm +2δPm ) e−iδλnL (Pm −2δXm )
3π
2 2
≈ U0 ( )U0 (8δ) e−8δλ nL e−iλnL Pm e−iδλnL Xm e−iλnL Xm eiδλnL Pm ×
2
iλnL Pm iδλnL Xm iλnL Xm −iδλnL Pm i4δλnL Xm −i4δλnL Pm
e
e
e
e
e
e

ξδ = U0 (

2

= ξ · U0 (8δ) e−6δλ

n2L i4δλnL Xm −i4δλnL Pm

e

e

,
(3.31)

where ξ is the original, unperturbed operator as in eq. (3.7). The above
result shows two effects: one is an additional Kerr-nonlinear term with an
opposite sign to the one in ξ, which however is by a factor δ smaller. The
other effect is that the mechanics is no longer disentangled from the light,
as in the case of distorted pulse shapes. Taking directly the result from the
distorted pulse shape calculation, i.e. for ξ = ξ ei2 nL Pm ei1 nL Xm the optical
1 2
2
()
field changes according to haL i = haL iKerr e− 4 (1 +2 )(1+2n̄) , where  quantifies
the difference of the λ-factors for two subsequent pulses. Substituting 1 =
4δλ and 2 = −4δλ, and including the effect of finite mechanical evolution
by 2δ, one thus obtains:
(δ)

haL iδ = haL iKerr e−8δ
(δ)

2 λ2 (1+2n̄)

(3.32)

with haL iKerr being the ordinary mean of light due to a Kerr-nonlinearity
with strength 6δλ2 .
The noise sources discussed above impose additional constraints on the
experimental parameters. In addition, noise affecting the mirror [137] can be
taken into account as well. Dissipation of the mechanical state imposes constraints on the external temperature and the Q-factor of the setup, whereas
non-linearities in the harmonic motion will have to be precisely characterized
[138]. It will be necessary to perform the experiment at mK-temperatures
with additional ground state cooling of the mechanical mode. The optical
πc
losses will have to be minimized and the finesse F = 2κL
of the cavity of
5
length L needs to be of order F & 10 . Despite these constraints, the scheme
presented can provide a means to probe deformations of the canonical commutator to very high precision. In particular, for very challenging but still
realistic system parameters, a sensitivity that allows to probe β0 . 1 can
in principle be achieved. For the other considered commutator deformations
[115, 118], a similar sensitivity can be achieved with less stringent experimental parameters.
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3.3.2

Conceptual limitations

In addition to experimental imperfections, the opto-mechanical scheme has
a conceptual limitation. In particular, the scheme allows to probe possible
deformations of the canonical commutator of the center-of-mass (cm) mode
of the mirror to very high precision. The cm-mode has been shown to behave
quantum mechanically [30, 31, 63] and is the center of studies within the field
of opto-mechanics [19–24]. However, theories with a deformed commutator
are ambiguous as to what degrees of freedom they apply to [114, 131, 139,
140]. No theoretical framework exists that would specify which systems or
degrees-of-freedom are affected by deformations such as eqs. (3.5) and (3.6).
Much has been speculated whether such deformations affect only elementary
particles [114]. A main problem in models of modified canonical commutators
is that the composition rule for many-body systems is not as straight-forward
as in regular quantum theory. Consider, for example, the deformation (3.6).
If applied to the center-of-mass, the deformation reads:

[xcm , pcm ] = i~ 1 + β0 p̃2cm ,
(3.33)

where p̃ = p/(MP c). On the other hand, one can consider some N elementary
particles with momenta pi , position xi and mass mi and construct the center
of mass mode via
PN
N
X
i=1 mi xi
(3.34)
xcm = PN
,
pcm =
pi .
i=1 mi
i=1

P
For particles with identical mass the position reduces to xcm = N
i=1 xi /N .
In this case, and using [xi , pj ] = 0 for i 6= j, the effective commutator of the
center of mass mode reads
!!
!
N
X
β0 X 2
β0
[xcm , pcm ]ef f = i~ 1 +
p̃2cm −
p̃i p̃j
.
p̃ = i~ 1 +
N i=1 i
N
i6=j

(3.35)
The difference between this commutator and the direct deformation, eq.
(3.33) depends on the state of the system. For fully uncorrelated momenta,
we have hpi pj i = 0 and eq. (3.35) reduces to eq. (3.33), just with a rescaled
deformation parameter β0 → β0 /N . If, instead, the whole system is perfectly entangled, the pairwise correlation is again vanishing. For example, in
the entangledP
state for the NPparticles is given by
R the EPR-case
R
−1
N −1
ρ = dp1 . . . dpN −1 | p1 i . . . | pcm − N
i=1 pi ihpcm −
i=1 pi | . . . hp1 |, and
the center of mass momentum is pcm . In this case, one also has hpi pj i = 0
and the result is the same as above.
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On the other hand,Pif all particles move with the same momentum p0 ,
then pcm = N p0 and i6=j p̃i p̃j = N (N − 1)p20 . In this case, the effective

commutator of the center of mass mode becomes [xcm , pcm ] = i~ 1 + Nβ02 p̃2cm .
This constitutes a reduction by N 2 as compared to a direct deformation of
the center-of-mass, eq. (3.33).
The above examples show that models with modified commutation relation have an intrinsic ambiguity as to which degrees-of-freedom they apply
to. In quantum theory, since the commutator is a constant, this problem
does not arise. It has also been suggested that the composition rules given
in eq. (3.34) should be modified [114, 140–143], in which case the relation
between deformations of the center-of-mass and deformations of elementary
constituents becomes different than discussed above. However, a lack of deformations for composite systems, as opposed to elementary systems, would
entail that composite quantum systems can be localized arbitrary more precise than elementary systems. In addition, a problem arises in identifying the
“correct” elementary constituents. The ambiguity of such phenomenological
models cannot be resolved without a more fundamental theory. Therefore,
experimental input in various parameter regimes can be helpful in probing
the range and validity of such phenomenological models. Several other proposals for tests of other phenomenological models of quantum gravity also
rely on testing possible anomalous behavior of the center-of-mass degree of
freedom [144, 145]. Such experiments, as well as the opto-mechanical setup
proposed here, will give bounds on the specific models in specific regimes.
The scheme discussed here is particularly sensitive to deformations of the
center-of-mass of a quantum system that has a mass close to the Planck
mass. The experiment will also be able to put bounds on deformations of
elementary particles that are possibly better than currently known bounds,
however, these bounds will be less stringent than those for deformations of
the center-of-mass. Together with other proposed experiments, such as observations of anomalous dispersion of light [146, 147] or tests of space-time
fluctuations [144, 145], a significant experimental input for quantum gravity
phenomenology can be expected in the near future.
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Chapter 4
Time dilation in quantum
systems
According to the theory of general relativity the motion of free particles is
governed by the underlying geometry of space and time [148–154]. Gravitational attraction is the result of a curved space-time geometry. The theory
correctly describes a vast range of phenomena ranging from our solar system
to cosmological scales. General relativity is well-tested, but deviations from
Newtonian theory are suppressed by powers of c and are therefore typically
small. Therefore, and since quantum behavior is typically seen only in systems with small mass, phenomena that result from general relativity and
quantum theory have not been observed so far. In the following, the weak
field limit of general relativity is revised and it is shown how low-energy
quantum systems are affected by general relativistic time dilation.

4.1

Space-time geometry and time dilation

An essential component in the theory of general relativity is the space-time
metric gµν , which describes the space-time geometry captured by the proper
interval
ds2 = −c2 dτ 2 = gµν dxµ dxν .
(4.1)
Here and in the following, Greek indices run from 0 to 3 and correspond to
4-vectors, whereas Latin indices run from 1 to 3 to describe the spatial threevectors, and the Einstein summation convention is used. In general relativity,
no global inertial frames can be found, however, all frames are locally inertial.
That means that for any observer, local inertial coordinatesp
ξ µ can be found
with respect to which the proper time is given by ∆τ = −ηµν dξ µ dξ ν /c,
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where ηµν = diag[-1,1,1,1] is the Minkowski metric. However, these coordinates cannot be used to describe the time evolution at distant points, since
the frame is only locally inertial (i.e. metric is only locally flat). Given
some arbitrary coordinate system, the proper time interval dτ at any point
is related to the coordinate time interval dt as
r
1p
vi
vivj
dτ =
−gµν dxµ dxν = −g00 − 2gi0 − gij 2 dt ,
(4.2)
c
c
c

where dx0 = cdt is the coordinate time component and v i = dxi /dt is the
coordinate velocity. The elapsed proper time at different points therefore depends on the metric. The operational meaning of the proper and coordinate
times is the following: Any system’s local time is the proper time τ , thus any
clock can only measure time intervals in terms of the elapsed proper time.
All clocks measure proper time and not coordinate time. To consider and
compare measurements of distant systems, an observer can choose any coordinates. Since the elapsed proper time is in general different along different
space-time trajectories, the coordinate time can be used to compute the other
elapsed proper time in terms of the coordinate time. This allows the observer
to compare distant time intervals to his local time. In this way time dilation
between different space-time trajectories can be quantified. Comparing some
two events or trajectories can only be performed by local measurements, i.e.
two trajectories have to coincide at some point. Even if one uses other systems (such as light rays) to intersect between the two trajectories, they have
to be prepared at some local point and then read-out locally at some other
point in space-time. Otherwise the comparison of the times is meaningless,
since no operational procedure exists that would compare the different proper
times.
Even systems stationary with respect to the coordinates (v i = 0) experience different time dilation depending on where in space they are situated.
For a system at rest for time t at some fixed point, the accumulated proper
time in terms of coordinate time is given by
Z
√
√
(4.3)
τ = dt −g00 = −g00 t .
The time dilation for stationary systems is therefore governed by the metric
component g00 . In the weak field limit of the Schwarzschild metric, the change
in frequency is therefore related to the gravitational potential Φ = −Gm/r,
since g00 = −(1 + 2Φ/c2 ). In general, g00 will have a different magnitude at
different points in space. However, locally inertial observes can only measure
proper time τ , thus only a comparison of time measurements at different
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points in space, at which the elapsed proper time (4.3) is different, shows
time dilation. Note that g00 becomes η00 at r → ∞, thus the coordinates
correspond to clocks that measure time at infinity. These coordinates are
useful to compare elapsed time at different points in space. According to
eq. (4.3), at some point P1 the coordinate
p time interval ∆t corresponds
(1)
−g00 (P1 )∆t, while at point P2
to the proper time interval as ∆τ
=
the samepcoordinate time interval corresponds to the proper time interval
∆τ (2) = −g00 (P2 )∆t. Setting g00 = −(1 + 2Φ/c2 ) the time delay between
the two is thus given by
s
s
Φ(P1 ) Φ(P2 )
∆τ (1)
g00 (P1 )
c2 + 2Φ(P1 )
=
≈1+
=
−
+ O(c−4 ) (4.4)
(2)
2
∆τ
g00 (P2 )
c + 2Φ(P2 )
c2
c2
The comparison between the proper times between two points can be made
by using, for example, light signals. The proper interval, eq. (4.1), for
null geodesics
is 0, thus the coordinate time
 for light is given by dt =

p
−1
i
i
j
−(cg00 )
gi0 dx − (gi0 gj0 − g00 gij dx dx ) . Integrating this expression
along the light’s trajectory yields the coordinate time for the light to take
from point P2 to point P1 . But if the two points are at rest and the metric
is time independent, two successive signals emitted from point P2 (separated
by ∆τ (2) ) will travel the same amount of time to point P1 . Thus the time
interval between the two signals measured at point P1 will be given by ∆τ (1) .
The above formula (4.4) shows that the received time interval will be altered.
In particular, if Φ(P1 ) > Φ(P2 ), i.e. r1 > r2 for Φ = −Gm/r, the received
interval at r1 is prolonged and thus the frequency of the emitter that is closer
to the mass appears redshifted as compared to an observer further away from
the mass.
Some other examples for systems that experience time dilation can easily
be computed. Consider for example a local observer at some fixed spacetime point P, measuring the local proper time in terms of coordinate time
τ = t. If another synchronized clock is taken from point P on a trajectory
with a constant velocity v i , then according to eq. (4.2) the proper time τ 0
on this trajectory is given
q in terms of the coordinate time of the stationary
i j

−g00 − gij vcv2 t, where a static metric was assumed.
p
For the Minkowski metric gµν = ηµν , this becomes τ 0 = 1 − v 2 /c2 t < τ .
Thus, the time elapses slower on a trajectory with velocity v as compared
to a stationary clock. Of course to compare τ 0 to τ , the observers on the
two trajectories must exchange information or meet at some later time. The
difference in their time measurements will be given by the difference of the
overall elapsed proper times along the two trajectories.

observer at P by τ 0 =
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Another example is time dilation due to acceleration. For the case of
constant proper acceleration aµ = duµ /dτ , one has aµ aµ = a = const. From
uµ uµ = −c2 it also follows that aµ uµ = 0. Assuming motion in one dimension
only, the equations become g00q
(a0 )2 +g11 (a1 )2 = a2 and
g00 a0 u0 +g11 a1 u1 = 0.
q
u1
u0
and a1 = a − gg00
. Since aµ =
Solving for aµ yields a0 = a − gg11
00 c
11 c
d2 xµ /dτ 2 and uµ = dxµ /dτ , these equations correspond to differential equations for x and t. In the case of a flat metric the solutions can be easily
found, which are t = c sinh(aτ /c)/a and x = c2 cosh(aτ /c)/a. These are the
coordinates that describe uniformly accelerating systems, the function t(τ )
describes the time dilation due to acceleration.

4.2

Dynamics on a curved space-time

Without any other external forces, particle motion is described by the geodesic
equation (1.2). The geodesic equation can be derived directly from the
equivalence principle, which states that effects of gravity are locally indistinguishable from acceleration. For free particles, according to the equivalence principle the motion in the local reference frame (described by coordinates ξ µ ) should be governed by Newton’s second law with no forces,
i.e. d2 ξ µ /dτ 2 = 0. Here, the time component ξ 0 /c measures the proper
time, since the local reference frame is considered (i.e., in this reference
frame one has c2 dτ 2 = −ηµν dξ µ dξ ν , where ηµν = diag[−1, 1, 1, 1] is the
Minkowski metric). A transformation to arbitrary coordinates xµ is given
by the chain rule dξ µ = (∂ξ µ /∂xλ )dxλ = ∂λ ξ µ dxλ , where the short hand
notation ∂λ ξ µ = ∂ξ µ /∂xλ is used. Thus the equation of motion for free partiλ
)=
cles as seen from an arbitrary reference frame is given by 0 = dτd (∂λ ξ µ dx
dτ
d2 xλ
µ d2 xλ
µ dxλ dxρ
∂λ ξ dτ 2 + ∂λ ∂ρ ξ dτ dτ . One can solve this equation for dτ 2 by using the
‘inverse’ relation ∂λ ξ µ (∂xν /∂ξ µ ) = δλν . This yields
µ
ν
d 2 xλ
λ dx dx
+
Γ
= 0,
µν
dτ 2
dτ dτ

(4.5)

where the symbol Γλµν was defined as Γλµν = (∂xλ /∂ξ ρ ) · ∂µ ∂ν ξ ρ . The above
equation is exactly the geodesic equation (1.2). It can be shown from gµν =
ηρσ ∂µ ∂ν dξ ρ dξ σ that Γλµν is the Christoffel connection, which can be written
in the more familiar form
1
Γλµν = g λρ (∂µ gνρ + ∂ν gρµ − ∂ρ gµν ) .
(4.6)
2
Thus geodesic motion is derived by describing locally force free motion in
arbitrary coordinates. Only the equivalence principle and the description of
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space-time as a single four-dimensional entity are required. An alternative
derivation involves the notion of parallel transport along some curve xµ ,
governed by the covariant derivative ∇µ . For scalars, the covariant derivative
reduces to the partial derivative, but for vectors it takes the form ∇µ v ν =
∂µ + Γνµλ v λ . The covariant derivative along some curve xµ (τ ) is given by
D/Dτ = (dxµ /dτ )∇µ . In terms of the covariant derivative, the geodesic
equation (4.5) therefore becomes (D/Dτ )(dxµ /dτ ) = 0.
The geodesic equation describes the change of the spatial coordinates
i
x with respect to the system’s proper time, as well as the change in the
coordinate time t = x0 /c with respect to proper time. The latter captures
time dilation due to the space-time metric. The equations are used to find
equations of motion with respect to the coordinate time, i.e. the functions
xi (x0 ) that describe the trajectories of particles in the chosen coordinates
are found from the geodesic equation. Given any coordinate system, it is
therefore possible to describe the dynamics of the particle in these coordinates
and the proper time τ can be eliminated. The apparent dynamics for null-like
curves (i.e. trajectories for light, for which τ = 0) can be found by replacing
τ with some affine parameter λ in the geodesic equation (4.6) and eliminating
this parameter to find xi (x0 ). In general, the dynamics of particles and light
will differ when seen from different space-time points. The difference in the
coordinate time x0 is the reason for time dilation. However, quantities of the
form W = wµ wµ remain coordinate-invariant, i.e. they can be computed in
any coordinates and remain invariant under coordinate transformations.
From eq. (4.5) one can see that apparent deviations from force-free motion are governed by the connection Γλµν . Denoting the proper four-velocity
as uµ = dxµ /dτ , the geodesic equation becomes:
duµ
= −Γµ00 (u0 )2 − 2Γµ0k u0 uk − Γµnk un uk ,
dτ

(4.7)

where the symmetric property Γµ0ν = Γµν0 was used. In addition, the definition
of the metric (4.1) yields the relation between the four-velocities
uµ uµ = −c2

(for massive systems),

uµ uµ = 0 (for light) .

(4.8)

One can write out the four-velocity components explicitly as u0 u0 = −(sc2 +
giλ ui uλ ), where s = 1 for massive particles and s = 0 for null rays. Note
that u0 = cdt/dτ , since x0 = ct. One can eliminate τ in favor of x0 to obtain
the equations of motions in terms of the coordinate velocity v i = dxi /dt.
The explicit general expression for the coordinate acceleration in terms of
the time coordinate t is found using eq. (4.5) for the spatial components of
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the acceleration and using ∂τ = (dt/dτ )∂t :

 2
dxi dt
d2 xi dt
dxi d2 t
= 2
+
dt dτ
dt
dτ
dt dτ 2




2
d2 xi dt
dxi
1 0 dxµ dxν
= 2
+
− Γµν
dt
dτ
dt
c
dτ dτ
 2  2 i

dt
dx
1 dxi 0 dxµ dxν
=
Γ
,
−
dτ
dt2
c dt µν dt dt

d 2 xi
d
dxν
=
=
dτ dτ
dτ 2
dτ

dxµ
−Γiµν



(4.9)

where d2 t/dτ 2 = c−1 d2 x0 /dτ 2 was rewritten using the zeroth component of
the geodesic equation (4.5). The geodesic equation in terms of coordinate
time is therefore given by

 µ ν
1 dxi 0
dx dx
d 2 xi
i
= − Γµν −
Γµν
.
(4.10)
2
dt
c dt
dt dt
In the following, the motion of particles in the weak-field limit is considered.

4.3

General relativistic phenomena in the weak
field limit

In the weak field limit of general relativity [149–154], the gravitational fields
are assumed to be weak perturbations of the Minkowski metric such that
gµν = ηµν +hµν . Considering the equations to first order in hµν , the Christoffel
symbols (4.6) become
Γλµν =


1 λρ
η − hλρ (∂µ hνρ + ∂ν hρµ − ∂ρ hµν ) .
2

(4.11)

The factor hλρ has been explicitly kept in the equation, even though it contributes to order O(h2 ). The factor is necessary to consistently compute
the dynamics to lowest order in c−2 , as will be seen explicitly below. First,
one can focus on the case of slow velocities v k  c. Since dx0 /dt = c, and
neglecting quadratic terms in v k /c, the equation of motion (4.10) reduces to
dv i
1
≈ −c2 Γi00 − 2cΓi0k v k ≈ c2 ∂ i h00 − cv k (∂k hi0 − ∂ i h0k ) ,
dt
2

(4.12)

where a static metric with ∂0 hµν = 0 was assumed. The above equation of
motion is similar to a charged particle in the presence of the Lorentz-force.
The first term on the RHS describes the gravitational potential whereas
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the second term couples to the velocity and captures the gravito-magnetic
effect. The limiting case can easily be found that reproduces Newton’s law of
gravitation. In the Newtonian limit, terms other than the h00 are neglected,
since it is by order c larger than other components, if the velocity of the
particle is small. Thus the velocity-dependent terms that are proportional
to hoi in the above equation are neglected and only the first term remains.
This yields dv i /dt = −∂ i Φ, or
d~v
~
= −∇Φ(|~
x|) ,
dt

(4.13)

where v i is the coordinate velocity of the system and the potential was defined
in terms of the metric as Φ = −h00 c2 /2. That Φ is indeed the correct Newtonian gravitational potential (i.e. Φ = −GM/|~x|) can be verified through
Einstein’s equations (1.3), which yields the Poisson equation for Φ to lowest
order.
General relativistic phenomena can be probed if one considers the theory
beyond the Newtonian limit [151, 152]. All tests of general relativity, except
of the production of gravitational waves in a binary star system [155] and
Weak field limit of general relativity
Metric: gµν = ηµν + hµν ,

Metric components

g µν = η µν − hµν

ηµν

diag[−1 , 1 , 1 , 1]

h00

−2 Φ(x)
− 2 Φ c(x)
4
c2

2

hii

−2 Φ(x)
c2

hij , i 6= j

0

hµν

Connection: Γλµν =

Connection symbols

1
2

η µρ η λν hρλ


η λρ − δ0µ δ0ν hλρ (∂µ hνρ + ∂ν hρµ − ∂ρ hµν )
Γ000

0

Γi00

− 12 ∂ i h00 + 12 hii ∂ i h00

Γ00n

1
(∂ h δ i
2 j ik k

Γijk

− 12 ∂n h00

+ ∂k hij δji − ∂ i hjk δjk )

Table 4.1: Metric components and connection symbols in the weak field limit.
A static metric with ∂0 hµν = 0 and h0i = hi0 = 0 is assumed.
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cosmological observations [156], are due to the weak-field approximation of
general relativity, where corrections to Newtonian physics to order c−2 are
included. Tests of weak field general relativity include measurements of the
redshift [157] and time-dilation in a gravitational potential [158], deflection of
light [159] and gravitational lensing [160], perihelion precession of Mercury,
Shapiro delay [161] and the frame-dragging effect [162]. In the following, the
focus will be on static metrics for which ∂0 gµν = 0 and g0i = 0. Such a limit
excludes the description of gravitational waves and the Lens-Thirring effect,
which is related to the gravito-magnetic part found in eq. (4.12). However,
all other phenomena described above are captured in this limit. In this
static case the weak-field limit of the metric is gµν = diag[−(1 + 2Φ(x)/c2 +
2Φ2 (x)/c4 ), 1 − 2Φ(x)/c2 , 1 − 2Φ(x)/c2 , 1 − 2Φ(x)/c2 ], i.e. h00 = −2Φ/c2 −
2Φ2 /c4 and hij = −δij 2Φ/c2 . The weak field limit describes the metric
produced by a massive object to first order in c−2 . The c−4 -components in
the h00 -component are necessary in this limit, since in the geodesic equation
the Γλ00 component is multiplied by (dx0 /dt)2 = c2 (see for example eq.
(4.12)). The Christoffel-symbols are computed from eq. (4.11), see table 4.1.
The second term on the RHS of eq. (4.10) thus becomes −c−1 v i Γ0µν v µ v ν =
−v i (∂n h00 )v n /2. In total, the equation of motion is



~v · ~v
~v  ~
2~ 2
d2~x
~
=
−
∇Φ(x)
1
+
∇Φ
(x)
+
4
~
v
·
∇Φ(x)
.
(4.14)
−
dt2
c2
c2
c2
The very first term survives in the Newtonian limit (c → ∞) and stems from
the h00 -component. In addition to the Newtonian term, one now has c−2 order corrections to the dynamics. The term proportional to v 2 /c2 stems from
the hij component and also couples to the Newtonian force. The gradient
of the Φ2 term stems from the c−4 -contribution of the h00 -component and
the hij -component of the metric. This term highlights the non-linear nature
of the gravitational coupling, i.e. gravity couples to the full energy of a
system, including its own gravitational potential. The last term stems from
the hij component and from the change of coordinates from τ to t, both
contributions being equal in magnitude.
Note that the acceleration perpendicular to the velocity (neglecting the
~ 2 -term) stems only from the first two terms, i.e. ~a⊥ = −∇Φ(x)
~
∇Φ
(1 + ~v · ~v /c2 ).
~
For light, this gives ~a⊥ = −2∇Φ(x).
The perpendicular acceleration causes
the well-known deflection of light due to a massive object. The magnitude
of the effect is twice as large as compared to the result in the Newtonian
limit, which is obtained by applying only the equivalence principle to light
[163]. This is because in such a model (where light is treated as particles
with effective mass m = E/c2 ), the gij -components are neglected. In other
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words, such a simple model does not take length-contraction of the coordinate system into account, which become relevant for relativistic speeds (thus
this effect does not take place for massive non-relativistic particles, for which
v/c  1, as can be seen from eq. (4.14)). Nevertheless, the predictions
obtained by the simple mass-energy equivalence argument give the correct
order of magnitude. The full metric theory is needed to obtain the correct
~
magnitude ~a⊥ = −2∇Φ(x).
A related effect for light is the apparent slow-down of the speed of light
due to massive objects. This can be directly seen from the metric equation
gµν uµ uν = 0. Changing coordinates to describe light rays in terms of the
coordinate velocity gives g00 v 0 = −gij v i v j . Thus the coordinate-velocity of
light is given by


r
g00
2Φ
(4.15)
~vc = c − ~ec ≈ c 1 + 2 ~ec ,
g11
c
where the subscript c highlights that this is the coordinate velocity of light
and the unit-vector ~ec points into the direction of propagation of the light
ray. The equation is directly analogous to propagation of light in a medium
with a refractive index nef f since the velocity changes as c → c/n. To lowest
order in c−2 , the effective refractive index is
vc =

c
1−

2 Φ(x)
c2

=

c
nef f

.

(4.16)

The coordinate velocity of light as seen from an outside observer is therefore effectively reduced. The time of propagation of light in the presence
of a gravitational
potential can be obtained from integrating eq. (4.15):
R
−1
∆t = dxvc . Note that this is the coordinate time of propagation, expressed in terms of the coordinate velocity. Note that the coordinate velocity can also be defined with respect to the proper spatial distance dl =
p
(−g0i g0j /g00 + gij )dxi dxj [148], which is more convenient in applications
where the proper length of a trajectory is known (in terms of this velocity
√
√
the light propagates at speed dl/dt = g11 vc = c −g00 ). If light travels
from some distant coordinate point r1 to r2 in the presence of the gravitational potential Φ = −GM/|~x|, to lowest (Newtonian) order it will follow
a straight line with an impact parameter b. Since the velocity is already
taken to first order in c−2 , one can approximate the trajectory as the nonrelativistic straight trajectory. In this case r2 = x2 + b2 and the integral
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becomes
c∆tr1 →r2 =

Z

r2

r1



2Φ(r)
dr 1 −
c2

2GM
= r2 − r1 + 2 ln
c



2GM
dr 1 + √
=
c 2 r 2 − b2
r1
!
p
r2 + r22 − b2
p
,
r1 + r12 − b2



Z

r2

(4.17)

√
R
where the integral dx(x2 − b2 )−1/2 = ln(x + x2 − b2 ) was used. The
last term in the above equation is the general relativistic correction to the
apparent speed of light, also called the Shapiro-delay [164]. Similarly, for a
light signal travelling radially outwards from the surface of the Earth, the
time to reach point z2 from z1 is given by
 
z2
z2 − z1 2GM
+ 3 ln
.
(4.18)
∆tz1 →z2 =
c
c
z1
The time difference between a light ray to climb up the potential to z2 and
a light ray to go down from z2 to z1 is therefore ∆t = ∆tz1 →z2 − ∆tz2 →z1 =
4GM ln(z2 /z1 )/c3 .
The Shapiro-delay has first been predicted in 1964 [164] and has subsequently been confirmed to high precision. Initial experiments in 1967 [161,
165] used radio signals that were emitted towards Mercury and Venus. The
signals were reflected by the planet’s atmosphere and the measurements revealed a delay due to the presence of the solar gravitational field. Today, the
Shapiro delay has been confirmed to an accuracy of 10−5 with measurements
involving spacecrafts such as the Cassini spacecraft [166]. The Shapiro-delay
is considered the fourth classic test of general relativity, after tests of the
gravitational deflection of light [159], the perihelion precession of Mercury
and the redshift of light [157] (or similarly, the time dilation of clocks at
different heights [158]).
Finally, it is also useful to see explicitly the relation between proper time τ
and coordinate time t in the weak-field limit. Using eq. (4.2) and expanding
the square root (to lowest order in c−4 , since the proper interval is −c2 dτ 2 )
yields:


Φ 1 v 2 1 v 4 1 Φ2 3 Φ · v 2
+
.
(4.19)
dτ = dt 1 + 2 − 2 − 4 +
c
2c
8c
2 c4
2 c4
Note that this expression gives the Lagrangian for free systems in the presence
R
of gravity. The action for a free massive particle is given by S = −mc2 dτ .
When parameterized by x and t (assuming one
R spatial dimension2 Rfor simplicity) this gives the Lagrangian through S = L(x, t)dt = −mc (dτ /dt)dt.
The corresponding Hamiltonian is then H = v(∂L/∂v) − L, where p =
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∂L/∂v = mv + mv 3 /c2 − 3mΦv/c2 is the canonical momentum. The resulting Hamiltonian is
p2
1 p4
1 mΦ2 3m Φp2
H = mc + mΦ +
−
+
+
.
2m 8 m3 c2 2 c2
2 mc2
2

(4.20)

This Hamiltonian governs the motion in one dimension of a particle with
mass m in the gravitational field to first order in c−2 . In terms of the kinetic
momentum pk = mv, one can re-write the Hamiltonian as H = mc2 +
mΦ + p2k /2m + 3p4k /8m3 c2 + mΦ2 /2c2 − 3Φp2k /2mc2 . In three dimensions,
the Lagrangian L = −mc2 (dτ /dt) or the corresponding Hamiltonian give the
equations of motion as given in eq. (4.14).

4.4

Newtonian gravity in quantum mechanics

In non-relativistic quantum theory, external potentials are included in the
Hamiltonian of a system. The Schrödinger equation can be formulated to

g

Δx

Figure 4.1: Schematic drawing of an interferometric setup where a particle is
brought in superposition of two different heights. The matter-wave is coherently
split on a beam splitter and the two amplitudes of the wave function evolve under the Newtonian gravitational potential (4.21). During the time spent at two
different heights (with height difference ∆x), the system acquires a relative phase
as given in eq. (4.22). In the first experimental implementation [167], a neutron
beam was coherently split using Bragg reflection from Si-crystals. The total area
of the interferometer was 6 cm2 and the neutrons were counted at the output ports
using 3 He-detectors, confirming the gravitationally-induced relative phase of the
wave function.
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include the Newtonian gravitational potential Φ(x) in the same way as when
dealing with other potentials. At small distances x above the Earth, the
force is approximately homogeneous and the interaction with gravity in the
Schrödinger equation takes the form
Hint = mgx .

(4.21)

Here, g ≈ 9.81 m/s2 is the Earth acceleration, m the mass of the system
of interest and x its height above the surface of the Earth. The potential
above causes the accumulation of phase of the wavefunction, depending on
the position of the particle. For example, a particle in superposition of two
different heights acquires a relative phase between the superposition amplitudes (see Fig. 4.1). An initial superposition | ψ(0)i = | x1 i + | x2 i evolves
under the above Hamiltonian to
| Ψ(t)i = | x1 i + e−img∆xt/~ | x2 i ,

(4.22)

where ∆x = x2 − x1 . The relative phase caused by the Newtonian gravitational potential can be measured in interference experiments with quantum
systems. The first measurement was performed with neutrons in 1975 [167]
and is known as the COW-experiment, named after the authors Colella, Overhauser and Werner. For an interferometer with height ∆x and a length of the
horizontal arms of s, the expected phase shift can be expressed in terms of
the de-Broglie wavelength λ = 2π~t/(ms) as ∆φ = 2πm2 grλ/(2π~2 ). It was
shown that for thermal neutrons with λ ∼ 14.2 nm and an interferometer
of area rs ≈ 6 cm2 , several full oscillations of the phase shift when rotating the setup are expected [168]. This has been confirmed in experiments,
thus providing experimental evidence that Newtonian gravity affects quantum wave functions in the same way as any other potential would do. The
phase shift can be considered as the gravitational analogue of the electric
Aharonov-Bohm effect, since the effect depends only on the potential while
the force is exactly the same on both arms of the interferometer.
Today, the Newtonian limit of gravity is explored in a variety of quantum experiments [169–171] and even technological applications are promising,
since the gravitational acceleration g can be accurately measured in quantum
interference experiments [172, 173].

4.5

Quantum interference in the presence of
time dilation

So far, only the Newtonian limit of gravity has been observed in quantum
theory. This limit already shows that the Newtonian gravitational poten64

tial acts on quantum systems in the same way as any other potential. This
means that the straightforward quantization of the position-dependence to
lowest order in c−2 of the metric gµν (x) is consistent with experiments. Eq.
(4.13) holds not only for the mean of a quantum wave function, but also
causes quantum effects with no classical analogue, such as the accumulated
relative phase shift described in eq. (4.22). It remains an experimental
challenge to observe effects of general relativistic corrections to Newtonian
gravity on quantum wave functions. To this end, research has mostly focused on corrections to the equation of motion, given in eq. (4.14). It was
shown that quantum interference experiments with atomic fountains can in
principle measure general relativistic corrections to the Newtonian potential
in eq. (4.21) [174]. Thus the acquired relative phase ∆φ in a gravitational
potential includes c−2 contributions, which could in principle be resolved
in high-accuracy measurements. Such an experiment would probe how the
corrections to the Newtonian gravitational potential affect quantum systems.
However, general relativity not only gives effective corrections to the Newtonian potential, it also causes new effects that are not present in the Newtonian limit, such as time dilation. The latter is a distinct prediction of general
relativity, which highlights that the theory is not simply a potential theory
as any other force, but rather is of metric nature. This offers novel observable phenomena in quantum theory, with no classical analogue, that can be
probed in quantum experiments. To probe time dilation, it is insufficient to
test a change in relative phase between two amplitudes of a superposition
[173], since such a relative phase always arises in the presence of a potential.
It is necessary to consider evolution in time of internal degrees of freedom
and thus to go beyond the point-particle approximation. In this way, it can
be probed how time dilation due to the gravitational field, as given by eq.
(4.19), enters quantum theory and how it affects quantum systems.
To include time dilation in quantum theory, it is necessary to describe
the time evolution on a general background metric. To this end, geodesic
motion governed by eq. (4.5) needs to be incorporated in the dynamics.
Typically, quantum theory on curved space-time is formulated in the framework of quantum field theory [175]. This is the full relativistic treatment
which describes the evolution of fields on curved space-time. In such an
approach, the (special) relativistic equations of motions are formulated in
terms of co-variant derivatives, i.e. the Klein-Gordon and Dirac-equations
are re-formulated with ∂µ → ∇µ , where ∇µ v ν = ∂µ + Γνµλ v λ is the covariant
derivative that includes the connection when acting on a vector. Such replacement incorporates geodesic motion on a general metric. A Klein-Gordon
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field (describing particles with no spin) therefore evolves according to
(~2 ∇µ ∇µ − m2 c4 )Ψ = 0 ,

(4.23)

where ∇µ ∇µ Ψ = g µν (∂µ ∂µ − Γλµν ∂λ )Ψ is the general relativistic d’Alembert
operator. Such an equation has been extensively studied and gives a variety
of novel phenomena [175]. A most prominent example is the production of
Hawking radiation in the presence of a horizon [176, 177]. Quantum field
theory on curved space-time offers a full framework for the description of
fully relativistic phenomena. Even though the framework is in itself consistent and uncontroversial (as opposed to the attempts of fully quantizing
Einstein’s equations), so far there is no experimental evidence for quantum
theory on curved space-time. Most phenomena considered so far involve
very high energies or strong gravitational fields, and thus phenomena inherent to quantum field theory on curved space-time remain experimentally
inaccessible. As a limiting case, one can consider the non-relativistic limit
of the above equation, keeping only contributions to order O(c−2 ). Such an
approach yields an effective Hamiltonian for a point-particle that includes
weak-field contributions of general relativity [178, 179]. Similarly, the Dirac
equation can be considered on curved space-time and a non-relativistic limit
can be obtained [180].
Here, however, we are interested in deriving the evolution of internal
states in the presence of time dilation. To this end, the full quantum field
theory approach is less suitable, since it is practically impossible to describe
a complex, interacting system in this framework. The Hamiltonian formalism of non-relativistic theory is well-suited to describe atoms, molecules and
other quantum systems with complex internal structure, since the interaction
terms can be incorporated in the Hamiltonian. Such an approach is nevertheless a correct approximation, so long as full special relativistic effects
can be neglected. Therefore, this approach is only valid in the low-energy
limit, i.e. where particle velocities are very small and no particle creation
occurs. In this limit inherent quantum field effects are negligible and the
non-relativistic description is a good approximation. Despite this limit, it
is possible to include general relativistic corrections in the weak-field limit.
General relativity affects all systems, including “non-relativistic” systems.
For example, a simple static clock in the gravitational field will experience
time dilation according to eq (4.3) as compared to a clock at a different
height, and it is not necessary to describe this system in terms of relativistic
fields.
Time dilation can be incorporated in low-energy quantum theory by considering any local evolution in terms of proper time. The time evolution of
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a system in its rest frame, given by the Schrödinger equation, needs to be
replaced by the covariant derivative (along its trajectory) with respect to
proper time:
D
i~
Ψ = Hrest Ψ.
(4.24)
Dτ
The local dynamics, governed by Hrest , is given in terms of proper time, but
the derivative can be expressed in terms of the 4-velocity as D/Dτ = uµ ∂µ .
For a static observer the 4-velocity is proportional to the time translation
Killing vector and has therefore only the component u0 on a static metric.
The above equation becomes i~∂t Ψ = (u0 /c)−1 Hrest Ψ. The 4-velocity can
now be expressed in terms of the metric via uµ uµ = gµν uµ uν = −c2 , such
√
that for a static observer (u0 /c)−1 = −g00 . Thus the time evolution for a
static quantum state in terms of the coordinate time is given by
i~

√
∂
Ψ = −g00 Hrest Ψ.
∂t

(4.25)

This expression neglects velocity and special relativistic terms, but captures
√
gravitational time dilation through the redshift factor −g00 . Most importantly, the equation involves the full rest Hamiltonian that can include any
internal evolution. Separating the rest mass contributions from any local dynamics governed by some Hamiltonian H0 , one can write Hrest = mc2 + H0 .
For the weak field limit, given in terms of the metric as in table 4.1 and where
g00 = −(1 + 2Φ(x)/c2 + 2Φ2 (x)/c4 ), the resulting expression can be expanded
to lowest order in c−2 and one obtains an effective Schrödinger equation that
includes general relativistic corrections due to time dilation:




Φ(x)
Φ2 (x)
∂
2
H0 + mΦ(x) + m
Ψ.
(4.26)
i~ Ψ = mc + 1 + 2
∂t
c
2c2
This equation now includes a coupling term between the potential Φ(x) and
the internal Hamiltonian H0 , which governs the internal dynamics of the
particle. The approach presented here is valid only in the low-energy limit in
which the Schrödinger equation can be used. The strength of this approach is
that it explicitly takes any local time evolution of internal degrees of freedom,
governed by H0 , into account. Thus the presented approach allows the study
of composite low-energy quantum systems on arbitrary curved space-time.
However, the equation of motion in (4.24) is not an invariant quantity, i.e., it
is not coordinate-invariant and thus only valid for specific observers. Thus the
above equation only holds for static observers, but it captures time dilation
in this limit and it can be generalized to include slow velocities (see below).
The expression is therefore sufficiently general for the limit of interest, as
long as the observers do not move at relativistic speeds.
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One can compare eq. (4.26) with the expression for the proper time in
the weak field limit given in eq. (4.19). The Hamiltonian can be seen as
the generator of time evolution, i.e. H ∼ ∂t , whereas Hrest ∼ ∂τ . The
relation between the two is obtained by the change of variables through ∂t =
(∂τ /∂t)∂τ . Using eq. (4.19), the Hamiltonian is found as in the derivation
of (4.20) with mc2 → Hrest . In this way the coupling of gravity to the rest
Hamiltonian Hrest becomes explicit. The resulting classical expression can
be canonically quantized for the position and momentum of the system. In
addition, since the expression involves both x and p, the result will depend
on the explicit ordering. The Φ(x)·p cross-terms can be made to vanish [179],
thus for simplicity we neglect this cross-term here. The resulting quantum
Hamiltonian for Hrest = mc2 + H0 to lowest order in c−2 becomes


Φ2 (x)
p4
Φ(x)
p2
p2
2
+ mΦ(x) + m
−
+
−
H0 .
H = H0 + mc +
2m
2c2
8m3 c2
c2
2m2 c2
(4.27)
The result agrees exactly with the low energy limit obtained for point particles (with H0 = 0) from eq. (4.23), found in ref. [178], apart from the
above mentioned Φ(x) · p cross-term ambiguity. The same result can also be
obtained by considering eq. (4.24) for arbitrary non-static trajectories. The
main feature of the Hamiltonian is the relativistic coupling to the internal
Hamiltonian, governed by the interaction terms


p2
Φ(x)
−
H0 .
(4.28)
Hint =
c2
2m2 c2
This interaction term captures time dilation. The first term corresponds
to the fact that the internal evolution is slowed down in the presence of a
gravitational potential, the second term corresponds to the slow-down of the
evolution due to particle motion. Neglecting the latter, the gravitational
time dilation is governed by Hint = H0 Φ(x)/c2 . This formulation now allows
one to directly study quantum phenomena in the presence of time dilation.
In quantum theory, the internal energy H0 as well as the position x are
operators. Thus, the time dilation term entangles the position of a particle
to its internal dynamics. This causes novel effects to arise, with no analogue
in classical physics or considerations that approximate systems as pointparticles without internal structure. The details of these novel phenomena
and the implications for quantum experiments can be found in refs. [3–5].
In the following, a brief overview of these results are given.
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4.5.1

Influence of time dilation on matter-wave interferometry with internal clocks

Time dilation in low-energy quantum theory, captured by the interaction
Hamiltonian in eq. (4.28), can have measurable implications for matter wave
interferometry. The difference as compared to the study of the Newtonian
limit is the introduction of the internal Hamiltonian H0 . In Fig. 4.2 a
schematic drawing of such a setup is shown. The clock represents the internal states of the wave function. For simplicity one can consider an initial
superposition state | ψ(0)i = (| x1 i + | x2 i)| ci, where | ci is some arbitrary
internal clock state that evolves in time. In the gravitational field, the Hamiltonian (4.28) acts on the system and thus the state evolves to
| Ψ(t)i = | x1 i| c1 (t)i + e−iϕ | x2 i| c2 (t)i ,

(4.29)

2
2
2 2
where | ci (t)i = e−it(1+Φ(xi )/c −p /(2m c ))H0 /~ | ci is the evolved internal state
in the presence of the gravitational potential and ϕ is the relative phase that
also includes the Newtonian potential and relativistic corrections stemming
from eq. (4.27). The internal state now becomes entangled to the position x
of the particle. If one performs an interference experiment, the internal state
needs to be traced out. In this case, the interferometric visibility becomes

V = |hc1 | c2 i| .

(4.30)

g

Figure 4.2: Schematic drawing of an interferometric setup where a matter wave
with internal degrees of freedom is brought in superposition of two different heights.
The matter-wave couples to gravity through the Hamiltonian (4.28), which captures time dilation. The internal degrees of freedom act as clocks. Thus, in addition
to the relative phase as given in eq. (4.22), time dilation causes the wave function
of the matter to become entangled to its internal clock states.
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In other words, the coherence of the position of the wave function is lost if the
internal states become distinguishable. For example, the internal state can
be a single 2-level internal degree of freedom which is in a clock-state, i.e. in a
superposition of the ground and excited state with transition frequency
ω and

an arbitrary relative phase φ: | ci = | Eφ i = √12 | gi + eiφ | ei . The internal
Hamiltonian for this state is H0 = Eg | gihg | + Ee | eihe | with ~ω = Ee − Eg .
According to (4.26), the internal state will acquire a different relative phase
depending on the position x of the particle, or equivalently, the internal
frequency gets redshifted to ω → ω(1 + Φ(x)/c2 ). In the homogeneous limit
of the gravitational potential, Φ(x) = gx, the visibility of the position of the
particle thus becomes


g∆x
(4.31)
V = | cos ωt 2 | .
2c
When the time dilation between the two arms matches exactly half a period
of the internal oscillations, the visibility drops to 0. On the other hand, if the
time dilation between the two arms is a multiple of the period of the clocks,
no loss of visibility occurs. This is because the states become disentangled
from the position, and no path information is available in the internal states.
Such a drop and revival of interference for matter waves with internal
clocks can in principle be observed experimentally. To this end the accumulated time dilation between the two arms needs to be sufficiently large,
i.e. one needs fast clock rates ω, large separations ∆x or long time dilation
accumulation times t. For example, for atomic clocks with ω ∼ 1015 Hz
and interferometers with ∆x = 1 m, full loss of visibility is observed after
keeping the superposition for about t ∼ 10 s. The ability to maintain such a
superposition or to perform interference experiments with larger separations
may become experimentally feasible in the near future. Such an experiment
would probe the interplay between general relativistic time dilation and quantum mechanics. This is conceptually different than probing time dilation for
classical systems. It would allow to test quantum theory on a background
space-time in the weak field limit to first order in c−2 , which has not been
observed experimentally so far.

4.5.2

Shapiro-delay in single photon interference experiments

Quantum interference experiments with light can also be used to probe the
effect of general relativity on quantum wave functions. General relativistic
time dilation causes the slow-down of light in the presence of a gravitational
potential, given by eq. (4.16). The quantum version of the Shapiro-delay
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experiment would be to send a single photon in a superposition of two different paths that differ in gravitational potential.
p The (coordinate) speed 2of
light at different heights is given by vc (x) = c −goo /gxx ≈ c(1 + 2Φ(x)/c ).
If the interferometer is aligned in the same way as considered in previous
sections (see Fig. 4.3), only the horizontal path with length L contributes
to the Shapiro delay. However, this path length is not the coordinate length
√
Lx : at a different height it is given by L = gxx Lx ≈ (1 − Φ(x)/c2 )Lx . Thus
the photon traverses the path Lx with velocity vc (x) in a coordinate time
√
t = Lx /vc (x) = ( g00 )−1 L/c ≈ (1 − Φ(x)/c2 )L/c. In the homogeneous limit,
the photon in the lower arm is delayed (as compared to the upper arm) by
∆t =

Lg∆x
Ag
= 3 ,
3
c
c

(4.32)

where A is the area of the interferometer. Thus ∆t ≈ A · 10−24 s/m3 and a
time shift of ∆t ∼ 1 fs is obtained in an interferometer of size A ∼ 103 km2 .
Such a large optical interferometer can in principle be implemented with
optical fibres or with optical cavities. The signature of the delay would be
the loss of interference, since the two amplitudes of the photon would not
fully overlap.
However, to lowest order (if the delay is much smaller than the pulse
envelope of the light, see Fig. 4.3) the Shapiro-delay causes a phase shift
between the two arms. In this case, the actual delay of the pulse would
remain unobserved, but the influence of gravity on the photon would still be

a)

b)
L

g

Δx
Δϕ

Figure 4.3: a) Schematic drawing of an interferometric setup where a photon
travels in superposition at two different heights. The total area of the interferometer is A = L∆x. The Shapiro delay causes the amplitude on the lower paths
to be delayed as compared to the upper path, given by eq. (4.32). If the delay
∆t exceeds the pulse duration, the photon will not interfere. b) In the limit of
very small delay as compared to the pulse length, the peak separation cannot be
resolved and full interference is expected. However, the photon acquires a relative
phase (dashed lines as compared to solid lines).
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probed. For a photon wave packet with main frequency ν, the phase shift
(in radians) is given by
Ag
∆φ = 3 ν .
(4.33)
c
The phase shift is a direct optical analogue of the Newtonian phase shift
described in sec. 4.4. Observing such an optical shift would show that the
Newtonian gravitational potential affects single photons in superposition in
a coherent way. The phase shift according to eq. (4.33) has the value as
one would expect from a “Newtonian” calculation, in which the photon of
frequency ν is treated as giving rise to the mass mef f = ~ν/c2 . The factor
2 that is related to the gij -component and that appears in the bending of
light, given in eq. (4.14), does not contribute to the effect described here.
Even though the change in coordinate velocity of light changes according to
eq. (4.15), which includes the factor of 2, the length of the interferometer L
is also contracted in the gravitational field. Thus the additional contribution
that stems from length contraction cancels, so long as the interferometer
length was initially fixed.
The phase shift is much easier to observe than the full delay of the photon
between the two arms. According to eq. (4.33), for ν = 1015 Hz an interferometer of size A = 10−3 km2 is sufficient to cause a phase shift of ∆φ ≈ 1 rad.
Even though the Shapiro delay is confirmed for classical electro-magnetic radiation, a quantum experiment as described here could probe the effect of
Shapiro delay on a quantum wave function of a single photon and could in
principle be performed in a laboratory experiment.

4.6

Universal decoherence due to gravitational
time dilation

In the previous sections it was shown how simple quantum systems are affected by time dilation. Single photons in superposition are delayed due to
gravity, whereas matter-waves with internal clock states lose coherence due
to gravity-induced entanglement between position and internal clock-states.
The latter can be generalized for any arbitrary composite quantum system.
The relativistic interaction Hamiltonian (4.28) stemming from time dilation
couples any internal energy to the position of the system. The coupling is
universal in the same sense as time dilation is universal: any dynamics will be
slowed down in the presence of gravity, thus any composite system will be affected. As will be shown below, this causes decoherence of the centre-of-mass
of all composite quantum system in the presence of time dilation.
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Using the interaction Hamiltonian (4.27) one can derive an equation of
motion for any composite quantum system in the presence of time dilation.
We keep the internal Hamiltonian H0 that governs the composition and the
centre-of-mass Hamiltonian Hcm completely general. The overall Hamiltonian of the system is Htot = Hcm + H0 + Hint , where H0 governs the evolution of the internal constituents and Hint = H0 Γ(x, p)/c2 captures the
time-dilation-induced coupling between internal degrees of freedom and the
centre-of-mass to lowest order in c−2 . Since in this case the weak-field limit
applies, the function Γ(x, p) is given in eq. (4.28): Γ(x, p) = Φ(x) − p2 /2m2 .
Γ is a function of the centre-of-mass position x and momentum p to which
the internal states couple due to special relativistic and general relativistic
time dilation. The starting point is the von Neumann equation for the full
quantum state of the system that includes both, the internal states and the
external degrees of freedom:
i
ρ̇ = − [Htot , ρ]
~

(4.34)

Writing Htot = H + Hint , where H = Hcm + H0 , one can change frame to
primed coordinates, which we define through ρ0 (t) = eit(H+h)/~ ρ(t)e−it(H+h)/~ ,
where h = h(x, p) = Γ(x, p)Ē0 /c2 . Here, Ē0 = hH0 i is the average internal
energy. The resulting von-Neumann equation in the primed frame is
i
i
0
[H 0 (t) + h0 (t), ρ0 (t)] − [H 0 (t) + Hint
(t), ρ0 (t)]
~
~
i
0
(t) − h0 (t), ρ0 (t)] ,
= − [Hint
~

ρ̇0 (t) =

(4.35)

0
where h0 (t) = h(x
(t), p0 (t)). The formal solution of the above equation is
R
t
i
0
ρ0 (t) = ρ0 (0) − ~ 0 ds [Hint
(s) − h0 (s), ρ0 (s)]. This can be inserted back into
the equation above, which yields the integro-differential equation for the
density matrix

i
0
ρ̇0 (t) = − [Hint
(t) − h0 (t), ρ0 (0)] −
Z ~
1 t
0
0
− 2
ds [Hint
(t) − h0 (t), [Hint
(s) − h0 (s), ρ0 (s)]] .
~ 0

(4.36)

One can now trace over the internal degrees of freedom to obtain the dynamics of the center-of-mass. Assuming the state to be initially uncorrelated
(i.e. no prior time dilation) ρ(0) = ρcm (0) ⊗ ΠN
i ρi (0) and taking the Born
approximation (keeping only terms to second order in Hint ), the term ρ0 (s)
can be replaced under the integral by ρ0cm (s) ⊗ ρi (0). In this approximation
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the master equation for the centre-of-mass becomes
0
ρ̇0cm (t) = ΠN
i=1 Tri [ρ̇ (t)]
Z t
n
o
1
0
0
0
0
0
≈ − 2 ΠN
ds
Tr
[H
(t)
−
h
(t),
[H
(s)
−
h
(s),
ρ
(s)]]
i
int
int
~ i=1 0
2

Z t
n
o
2 0
(4.37)
1
0
0
N
ds
Tr
H
−
Ē
[Γ
(t),
[Γ
(s),
ρ
(s)]]
Π
=−
i
0
0
i=1
2
~c
0

2 Z t
∆E0
=−
ds [Γ0 (t), [Γ0 (s), ρ0cm (s)]] .
2
~c
0
n
2 o
Here we used the notation ∆E02 = ΠN
Tr
ρ
H
−
Ē
= hH02 i − hH0 i2
i
i
0
0
i=1
for the energy fluctuations of the internal states and Γ0 (s) = Γ(x0 (s), p0 (s)).
The above equation is highly non-Markovian: the density matrix of the
center-of-mass depends on the state and the trajectory of all previous times.
This captures the accumulation of proper time difference. A Markovian approximation cannot be made.
Changing back to the original picture, and introducing s → t − s we
obtain the integro-differential equation:


Ē0
i
ρ̇cm (t) = − Hcm + Γ(x, p) 2 , ρcm (t) −
~
c
(4.38)

2 Z t


∆E0
−
ds Γ(x, p), [Γ(x, p), ρcm (t − s)] s ,
~c2
0

where [Γ, ρcm ] s = e−isHcm /~ [Γ, ρcm ] eisHcm /~ . This is the general equation of
motion for a composite particle of arbitrary composition that undergoes time
dilation. The first term is the unitary evolution due to the center-of-mass
Hamiltonian Hcm . In addition, the unitary evolution includes the coupling
between the mean internal energy to the position and momentum of the particle. This coupling comes about from the energy contribution of the internal
states to the total mass. The second term is purely quantum mechanical and
affects only off-diagonal elements of the density matrix. It causes decoherence of the system into a basis that is given by Γ(x, p), i.e. a combination of
position and momentum. In the case where general relativistic time dilation
dominates, one has Γ ≈ gx and thus decoherence occurs into the position
basis. The strength of the decoherence is governed by the system’s internal
energy spread ∆E0 . A larger energy distribution of internal states increases
the decoherence rate.
The above integro-differential equation can be further simplified if the
center-of-mass does not significantly change on the relevant timescale τd , on
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which coherence is lost. In this case, one can set [Γ, ρcm ] s ≈ [Γ, ρcm ] and the
Master equation is significantly simplified:

2
 
i
Ē0
∆E0
ρ̇cm (t) = − Hcm + Γ(x, p) 2 , ρcm (t) −
t [Γ(x, p), [Γ(x, p), ρcm (t)]] .
~
c
~c2
(4.39)
To see the effect of time dilation more explicitly, one can model the composite
system as consisting of N/3 non-interacting internal harmonic oscillators. In
this case, the model for the internal structure is simply
H0 = ~

N
X

ωi ni ,

(4.40)

i

where ni are the number operators for each constituent. In the static case (i.e.
neglecting special relativistic time dilation that stems from p2 -contributions),
the interaction Hamiltonian (4.28) becomes
Hint

N
~g X
ωi ni .
=x 2
c i

(4.41)

Assuming all internal states to be thermal, the mean energy and energy
variance are given in the high temperature limit (kB T  ~ωi ) as
Ē0 ≈ N kB T ,

∆E02 ≈ N (kB T )2 .

(4.42)

For this model, the master equation for the particle becomes





2
N kB T
kB T g
i
gx, ρcm (t) −N t
[x, [x, ρcm (t)]] ,
ρ̇cm (t) ≈ − H̃cm + m +
~
c2
~c2
(4.43)
In the unitary part the Newtonian gravitational potential was explicitly written out for clarity (i.e. Hcm = H̃cm + mgx): It is evident that the potential couples to an effective total mass mtot = m + Ē/c2 that includes the
average internal energy Ē = hH0 i = N kB T . This is in accordance with
the notion of heat in general relativity (in Einstein’s words [181]: “a piece
of iron weighs more when red-hot than when cool”). In the non-unitary
part the coupling is now explicitly only to the position of the particle. In
2
the position basis the term reads as −N t (kB T g∆x/~c2 ) ρcm (x, y, t), where
ρcm (x, y, t) = hx |ρcm | yi and ∆x = x − y. This term, responsible for the
decoherence, scales with ~−2 and therefore dominates over the Hamiltonian
term for the time evolution of the off-diagonal elements. The use of the above
master equation (4.43) (instead of the integro-differential equation (4.38)) is
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therefore justified so long as the center-of-mass Hamiltonian Hcm does not
induce significant changes to the off-diagonal elements on the time scale τd .
This time scale is found from the solution to eq. (4.43), which to order
O(~−2 ) is approximately
2

ρcm (x, y, t) ∼ ρcm (x, y, 0) e−(t/τd ) ,
with
τd =

r

2
~c2
.
N kB T g∆x

(4.44)

(4.45)

The above time scale gives the strength of decoherence due to gravitational
time dilation. It affects all composite systems on Earth. Note that the
decoherence is fully general and governed by eq. (4.38). Any composite
quantum system will decohere if it is delocalized over a region of space that
has time dilation. An estimate of the strength of the decoherence on Earth
can easily be given: For a gram-scale object with N ∼ 1023 a superposition
of size ∆x = 10−6 m, will decohere due to time dilation after
τdec ≈ 10−3 s .

(4.46)

Thus all macroscopic systems on Earth must have a purely classical position
degree of freedom, in accordance with the quantum-to-classical transition.
Time dilation therefore adds another decoherence mechanism which is relevant even in the weak-field limit of Earth for mesoscopic and macroscopic
systems. Experimentally, this mechanism can be avoided only if superposition trajectories are chosen such that at the time of the read-out, no time
dilation has been accumulated between the two paths. This can in principle
be achieved, but the non-Markovian nature of the mechanism (i.e. the accumulation of time dilation throughout the whole experiment) makes such a
cancellation increasingly challenging for larger objects. The reversibility of
this effect also highlights the major conceptual difference to gravitationallyinspired collapse theories: while the latter postulate a modification of quantum theory at some scale [98, 99], the effect described here does not rely
on any modification of either quantum theory or general relativity. Time
dilation decoherence is therefore conceptually closer to decoherence due to
interaction with gravitational waves [182–184]. However, decoherence due to
time dilation takes place on static background metrics and follows directly
from the low-energy limit of theory.
We note that the specific model for the internal states given by (4.40)
is just an approximate model for the distribution of internal energy. It corresponds to the Einstein model for phonons. A more precise model would
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be the Debye model, which has higher validity at low temperatures. In general, the decoherence time scale in the Master equation (4.39) depends only
on ∆E0 . In thermodynamic equilibrium with the environment it is directly
related to the heat capacity of a system [185]. A modelling of the internal structure is only required if the internal energy distribution cannot be
measured accurately.
The decoherence effect described here can in principle be probed experimentally. To this end, it is necessary to bring relatively large objects into
superposition. In recent years, quantum interference of large molecules has
become accessible in experiments [186–188]. Opto-mechanical systems also
offer the possibility to bring macroscopic systems into quantum superposition [49, 52, 54]. Another promising route is the optical control and read-out
of micro- and nanospheres [189–192]. The development of experimental techniques to control quantum behaviour of larger and more massive objects is
largely driven by the aim to probe possible gravitational collapse theories
[52, 100, 193, 194]. As was shown above, even without any modification to
quantum theory, gravity causes decoherence of larger systems due to time
dilation. Thus it is expected that in future quantum experiments with large
systems the effect predicted here will become dominant.
For an experiment to isolate the time-dilation-induced decoherence, all
other sources of decoherence have to be negligible. For large systems, a
dominant source of decoherence is the emission and scattering of radiation
[195–197]. If the superposition size is much larger than the wavelength of
the scattered radiation, ∆x  λ, the decoherence is simply governed by the
scattering rate γ. A single scattering event or emission of a single photon is
sufficient to decohere the object. In the following, the discussion is restricted
to when the wavelength is smaller than the superposition size. In this case,
many events take place before full decoherence occurs. The decoherence in
this case can be captured by the master equation [83, 137, 195–198] ρ̇ =
−i/~ [H, ρ] − Λ [x, [x, ρ]], where the localization rate Λ governs the strength
of the decoherence. This master equation can be derived by considering the
imparted momentum transfer from surrounding particles. For photons the
localization rate is given by [83, 137]:
Z ∞
Λ=c
dkk 2 Nk g(k)σef f (k) ,
(4.47)
0

where k is the wave vector of radiation, Nk the number of particles with
wave vector k, g(k) the mode density and σef f (k) the effective scattering
cross section. To estimate these quantities, a careful analysis needs to be
performed for any specific physical system [199]. For the simplified case
of black-body radiation, the vacuum mode density is g(k)dk = π −2 k 2 dk.
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However, it is possible to engineer a modified mode density (for example, by using cavities) with a “band gap”, such that specific wavelengths
cannot be emitted. For a black-body in equilibrium, the number of photons is given by the Planck distribution for the two polarization modes, i.e.
Nk = 2/(e~ck/(kB T ) − 1). However, this distribution is not applicable to a
hot particle that is out of equilibrium, since the stimulated emission process
is mostly absent [200]. In addition, the finite size of the system causes a
dependence on the specific heat Cv of the system [200, 201]. In total, for
hot particles that emit into the vacuum the corrected distribution is given
−
2
by [200, 201] Nk = 2e−~ck/(kB T )−(2Cv ) 1(~ck/kB T ) . The second exponential can
be neglected for large particle sizes for which Cv  1. Finally, the effective
cross-section depends on the type of processes and on the material properties of the particles. In particular, three main limits can be identified for the
cross-section, in dependence on the size r of the particle as compared to the
wave number k [199]:
σef f (k) ≈ σg = πr2
(kr  1, geometric scattering)
8π ε(k) − 1 4 6
k r
(kr  1, Rayleigh scattering)
σef f (k) ≈ σR =
3 ε(k) + 2


ε(k) − 1
σef f (k) ≈ σabs = 4πIm
kr3 (kr  1, absorption / emission) ,
ε(k) + 2
(4.48)
where ε is the (complex) dielectric constant of the material. The scattering
for the case kr ≈ 1 is more complicated and has to be described by the full
Mie theory [199]. To include all the cases described in eq. (4.48), one can
set σef f (k) = σ0 k δ r2+δ to obtain a general expression for Λ as a function of
δ. In this case it is assumed that the dielectric properties do not appreciably
change with wavenumber, ε(k) ≈ ε, which is an oversimplification [202].
However, such an approximation allows one to find closed expressions for the
localization rates. For Nk = 2e−~ck/(kB T ) and the vacuum mode density one
obtains
Z
2cσ0 rδ+2
dkk 4+δ e−~ck/kB T =
Λ=
π2
Z
2cσ0 rδ+2
d4+δ
=
dk
e−λT k =
2
4+δ
π
d(−λT )
(4.49)
δ+2
2cσ0 r
(4 + δ)!
=
=
π2
λ5+δ
T
 δ+2
2c
r
1
= 2 σ0 (4 + δ)!
,
π
λT
λ3T
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where λT = ~c/(kB T ) ≈ 2·10−3 m·K/T is the thermal de-Broglie wavelength
up to order unity. Using eq. (4.48) for the scattering (δ = 4) and the
absorption (δ = 1) of light with wavelengths larger than the particle size, the
localization rates become
 6
r
2 · 105 c ε − 1
1
Λscat =
π
ε + 2 λT
λ3T
(4.50)

  3
ε−1
r
1
960c
Im
.
Λabs =
π
ε+2
λT
λ3T
The numerical pre-factor is typically much larger for scattering than it is
for absorption, since the latter depends only on the small imaginary component of (ε − 1)/(ε + 2). However, the two decoherence effects scale very
differently with the size of the particle. Since the limit considered here is
r/λT  1, decoherence due to absorption and emission will dominate for
sufficiently large systems or low temperatures. For example, for a particle of
size r = 1 µm interacting with radiation at room temperature (T = 300K,
λT ≈ 10−5 m) (r/λT )3 ≈ 10−3 , whereas the same interaction at cryogenic
temperatures (λT ≈ 10−3 m) gives (r/λT )3 ≈ 10−9 . Thus at low temperatures the dominant source of decoherence will be the absorption and emission
of radiation. While the surrounding can be cooled to low temperatures, the
particle itself will radiate and thus decohere. This decoherence source needs
to be compared to the time dilation induced decoherence τd , which for the
simple model (4.41) is given by eq. (4.45). Writing the particle number N
in terms of the radius r by using the material density ρ and molecular mass
m0 as N = 4πρr3 /(3m0 ) one can compare the two decoherence sources:

r
ε−1
m0 1
2
31
η = Λabs ∆x τd ≈ 10 Im
·
· r3/2 · ∆x .
(4.51)
ε+2
ρ T7
To observe time dilation induced decoherence, one requires η  1. Emission
of radiation is strongly suppressed at cryogenic temperatures and for low
absorption coefficients. At cryogenic temperatures, the dominant range of
the emitted radiation is in the microwave range. In this regime, materials
can be found that have very low emission and absorption properties [202,
203]. In particular, it was shown that sapphire reaches values as low as
Im[ε] ≈ 10−9 at cryogenic temperatures in the microwave range [202, 204].
Thus, performing an interference experiment with sapphire microspheres at
cryogenic temperatures should allow for the verification of decoherence due
to gravitational time dilation.
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Chapter 5
Reprints
5.1

Pulsed quantum optomechanics

In the work on pulsed opto-mechanics, conducted in close collaboration with
the group of M. Aspelmeyer and M. S. Kim and with input from G. Milburn
and K. Hammerer, we propose a scheme to realize quantum state tomography,
squeezing, and state purification of a mechanical resonator using short optical pulses. The scheme allows observation of mechanical quantum features
despite preparation from a thermal state and is shown to be experimentally
feasible using optical microcavities. We studied the pulsed regime of the
opto-mechanical interaction, where the pulse duration is on the order of the
cavity ringdown time and is much shorter than a mechanical period. This
allows for a novel interaction regime that goes beyond previously considered
continuous interaction in opto-mechanics. Homodyne detection is used to
determine the phase of the field emerging from the cavity, and thus to obtain a measure of the mechanical position. Measuring the optical phase at
various times throughout a mechanical period provides access to arbitrary
mechanical marginals and thus allows for full quantum state tomography.
In addition, we show that the same experimental tools can also be used for
remote preparation of a mechanical squeezed state and for state purification: The measurement of the phase of light projects the mechanics into a
squeezed state, with the squeezing depending on the interaction strength.
We show that for realistic experimental parameters the pulsed interaction
can be sufficiently strong to prepare and to verify squeezed states.
I contributed to all aspects of the research project.
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Studying mechanical resonators via radiation pressure offers a
rich avenue for the exploration of quantum mechanical behavior
in a macroscopic regime. However, quantum state preparation
and especially quantum state reconstruction of mechanical oscillators remains a significant challenge. Here we propose a scheme
to realize quantum state tomography, squeezing, and state purification of a mechanical resonator using short optical pulses. The
scheme presented allows observation of mechanical quantum features despite preparation from a thermal state and is shown to be
experimentally feasible using optical microcavities. Our framework
thus provides a promising means to explore the quantum nature of
massive mechanical oscillators and can be applied to other systems
such as trapped ions.
optomechanics ∣ quantum measurement ∣ squeezed states

C

oherent quantum mechanical phenomena, such as entanglement and superposition, are not apparent in the macroscopic
realm. It is currently held that on large scales quantum mechanical behavior is masked by decoherence (1) or that quantum
mechanical laws may even require modification (2–5). Despite
substantial experimental advances, see for example ref. 6, probing
this regime remains extremely challenging. Recently however, it
has been proposed to utilize the precision and control of quantum
optical fields in order to investigate the quantum nature of
massive mechanical resonators by means of the radiation-pressure interaction (7–13). Quantum state preparation and the
ability to probe the dynamics of mechanical oscillators, the most
rigorous method being quantum state tomography, are essential
for such investigations. These important elements have been
experimentally realized for various quantum systems, e.g., light
(14, 15), trapped ions (16, 17), atomic ensemble spin (18, 19),
and intracavity microwave fields (20). By contrast, an experiment
realizing both quantum state preparation and tomography of
a mechanical resonator is yet to be achieved. Also, schemes
that can probe quantum features without full tomography [e.g.,
(9, 10, 21)] are similarly challenging. In nanoelectromechanics,
cooling of resonator motion and preparation of the ground state
have been observed (22, 23) but quantum state reconstruction
(24) remains outstanding. In cavity optomechanics significant
experimental progress has been made towards quantum state
control over mechanical resonators (11–13), which includes classical phase-space monitoring (25, 26), laser cooling close to the
ground state (27, 28), and low noise continuous measurement of
mechanically induced phase fluctuations (29–31). Still, quantum
state preparation is technically difficult primarily due to thermal
bath coupling and weak radiation-pressure interaction strength,
and quantum state reconstruction remains little explored. Thus
far, a common theme in proposals for mechanical state reconstruction is state transfer to and then read-out of an auxillary
quantum system (32–35). This technique is a technically demanding approach and remains a challenge.
In this paper we introduce an optomechanical scheme that
provides direct access to all the mechanical quadratures in order
to obtain full knowledge about the quantum state of mechanical
motion. This quadrature access is achieved by observing the
16182–16187 ∣ PNAS ∣ September 27, 2011 ∣ vol. 108 ∣ no. 39

distribution of phase noise of strong pulses of light at various
times throughout a mechanical period. We show that the same
experimental tools used for quantum state tomography can also
be used for squeezed state preparation and state purification,
which thus provides a complete experimental framework. Our
scheme does not require “cooling via damping” (11–13) and
can be performed within a single mechanical cycle thus significantly relaxing the technical requirements to minimize thermal
contributions from the environment.
Using a pulsed interaction that is very short compared to the
period of an oscillator to provide a back-action-evading measurement of position was introduced in the seminal contributions of
Braginsky and coworkers (36, 37), where schemes for sensitive
force detection were developed. In our work, the quantum nature
of a mechanical resonator is itself the central object of investigation. Here, the pulsed interaction is used to provide an experimentally feasible means to generate and fully reconstruct
quantum states of mechanical motion. The proposed experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. A pulse of duration much less than the
mechanical period is incident upon an optomechanical FabryPérot cavity which we model as being single sided. Due to the
entanglement generated during the radiation-pressure interaction, the optical phase becomes correlated with the mechanical
position while the optical intensity imparts momentum to the
mechanical oscillator. Time-domain homodyne detection (15) is
then used to determine the phase of the field emerging from the
cavity, and thus to obtain a measurement of the mechanical position. For each pulse, the measurement outcome PL is recorded,
which for Gaussian optical states has mean and variance
hPL i ¼ χhX in
M i;

σ 2PL ¼ σ 2Pin þ χ 2 σ 2X in ;
L

M

[1]

X in
M

is the mechanical position quadrature immedirespectively.
ately prior to the interaction and Pin
L describes the input phase of
light. The position measurement strength χ is an important parameter in this work as it quantifies the scaling of the mechanical
position information onto the light field. A derivation of Eq. 1
including an optimization of χ by determining the input pulse
envelope to gain the largest cavity enhancement is provided in
the Appendix.
In order to describe and quantify the pulse interaction and
measurement we use the nonunitary operator Υ that determines
in †
the new mechanical state via ρout
M ∝ ΥρM Υ . This operator is
mechanical state independent and can be determined from the
probability density of measurement outcomes
PrðPL Þ ¼ TrM ðΥ† Υρin
M Þ:

[2]

For pure optical input, it takes the form
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A

B

Fig. 1. (A) Schematic of the optical setup to achieve measurement based
quantum state engineering and quantum state tomography of a mechanical
resonator. An incident pulse (in) resonantly drives an optomechanical cavity,
where the intracavity field a accumulates phase with the position quadrature
X M of a mechanical oscillator. The field emerges from the cavity (out) and
balanced homodyne detection is used to measure the optical phase with a
local oscillator pulse (LO) shaped to maximize the measurement of the mechanical position. (B) Scaled envelopes of the optimal input pulse, its corresponding intracavity field and the optimal local oscillator as computed in the
Appendix.



ðP − χX Þ2
1
Υ ¼ ðπ2σ 2Pin Þ−4 exp iΩX M − L 2 M ;
L
4σ Pin

[3]

L

where Ω quantifies the momentum transfer to the mechanics due
to the pulse mean photon number. Υ can be readily understood
by considering its action on a mechanical position wavefunction.
This operator selectively narrows the wavefunction to a width
scaling with χ −2 about a position which depends upon the measurement outcome. Moreover, the quantum non-demolition-like
nature of Υ allows for back-action-evading measurements of X M ,
i.e., the back-action noise imparted by the quantum measurement
process occurs in the momentum quadrature only*. Other methods, such as the continuous variational measurement scheme
(38), which has recently been considered for gravitational-wave
detectors (39, 40), also allow for back-action-evading measurements. However, using short pulses offers a technically simpler
route for quantum state tomography and is readily implementable, as will be discussed below.
In the following, we consider coherent drive i.e., σ 2Pin ¼ 1∕2.

Our scheme provides a means for precision measurement
of the mechanical quadrature marginals, thus allowing the mechanical quantum state to be determined. Specifically, given a
mechanical state ρin
M , harmonic evolution of angle θ ¼ ωM t provides access to all the quadratures of this mechanical quantum
state which can then be measured by a subsequent pulse. Thus,
reconstruction of any mechanical quantum state can be performed. The optical phase distribution Eq. 2, including this
harmonic evolution, becomes
Z
dX M −ðPL −χX M Þ2
iθn
pﬃﬃﬃ e
hX M je−iθn ρin
[4]
PrðPL Þ ¼
M e jX M i;
π
which is a convolution between the mechanical marginal of interest and a kernel that is dependent upon χ and the quantum phase
noise of light. The effect of the convolution is to broaden the
marginals and to smooth any features present.
Let us consider the specific example of a mechanical resonator
in a superposition of two coherent states, i.e., jψ δ i ∝ jiδi þ j − iδi.
The X M marginal of this mechanical Schrödinger-cat state
contains oscillations on a scale smaller than the ground state.
The convolution scales the amplitude of these oscillations by
2
expð− χ2δ
2 þ1Þ and thus for small χ they become difficult to resolve
in the optical phase noise distribution. Shown in Fig. 2 are
marginals of the mechanical state jψ δ i and the optical phase
distributions that would be observed according to Eq. 4. Scaling
the phase distribution by using the variable PL ∕χ provides an
approximation to the mechanical marginals, which becomes more
accurate with increasing χ and may even show the interference
features in a superposition state. Indeed, the limiting case of infinite χ corresponds to a von-Neumann projective measurement
of the mechanical position, such that the distribution obtained
for PL ∕χ becomes identical to the mechanical marginals. However, the mechanical marginals can be recovered even for small
measurement strength χ. This recovery is achieved as follows:
First, by fixing the length of the cavity the optical phase distribution can be observed without contributions from mechanical
position fluctuations. This rigidity allows measurement of the
convolution kernel for a particular χ (determined by the proper-

L

Mechanical Quantum State Tomography
Of vital importance to any experiment aiming to explore quantum
mechanical phenomena is a means to measure coherences and
complementary properties of the quantum system. Such measurement is best achieved by complete quantum state tomography,
which despite being an important quantum optical tool has
received very little attention for mechanical resonators†. Any
measurement made on a single realization of a quantum state
cannot yield sufficient information to characterize that quantum
state. The essence of quantum state tomography is to make measurements of a specific set of observables over an ensemble of
identically prepared realizations. The set is such that the measurement results provide sufficient information for the quantum
state to be uniquely determined. One such method is to measure
the marginals hXje−iθn ρeiθn jXi, where n is the number operator,
for all phase-space angles θ, see refs. 14, 15, 42 and e.g., ref. 43.
*No mechanical position noise is added as our measurement operator commutes with the
mechanical position. This is because the mechanical evolution can be neglected during
the short optomechanical interaction.
†

During the submission process of this manuscript a scheme to perform tomography of the
motional state of a trapped particle using a time-of-flight expansion was proposed (41).

Fig. 2. The scheme presented here provides an experimentally feasible
means to obtain direct access to the marginals of a quantum state of a mechanical resonator. Shown are complementary quadrature marginals of the
mechanical coherent state superposition jψ δ i ∝ jiδi þ j − iδi, for δ ¼ 1.5 (blue
dashed lines with fill, plotted with X M ). The mechanical ground state is
shown for comparison in gray dashed lines. The two population components
are seen for the quadrature angle θ ¼ π∕2 and the quantum interference
fringes for θ ¼ 0. A coherent optical pulse is used to probe the mechanical
state where its phase quadrature becomes the convolution between the
intrinsic phase noise, with variance scaling with χ −2 , and the mechanical
marginal (red solid lines, plotted with P L ∕χ where χ ¼ 2), see Eq. 4. The convolution kernel can be observed by using a fixed length cavity, shown in the
θ ¼ 0 plot (red dashed line with fill, fixed length with X M ¼ −4), which allows
for accurate recovery of the mechanical marginals even for a weak measurement strength χ.
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We first address the important challenge of how to experimentally determine the motional quantum state of a mechanical
resonator. We then discuss how such a measurement can be used
for quantum state preparation and finally we provide details for
a physical implementation and analyze a thorough list of potential experimental limitations.

ties of the mechanical resonator of interest, cavity geometry, and
pulse strength, see Eq. 14). With χ and the kernel known one
can then perform deconvolution to determine the mechanical
marginals. The performance of such a deconvolution is limited
by experimental noise in the calibration of χ and the measurement of PrðPL Þ. However, it is expected that these quantities
can be accurately measured as quantum noise limited detection
is readily achieved.
Mechanical Quantum State Engineering and
Characterization
We now discuss how the measurement affects the mechanical
state. First, we consider Υ acting on a mechanical coherent state
jβi. By casting the exponent of Υ in a normal ordered form, one
can show that the resulting mechanical state, which is conditioned
on measurement outcome PL , is Nβ Υjβi ¼ SðrÞDðμβ Þj0i. Here,
Nβ is a β-dependent normalization, D is the displacement operapﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
tor for μβ ¼ ð 2β þ iΩ þ χPL Þ∕ 2ðχ 2 þ 1Þ, and S is the squeezing operator, which yields the position width 2σ 2X M ¼ e−2r ¼
ðχ 2 þ 1Þ−1 .
In most experimental situations, the initial mechanical state
2
1
is in a thermal state ρn̄ ¼ πn̄
∫ d2 βe−jβj ∕n̄ jβihβj, quantified by its
average phonon occupation number n̄. The marginals of the
resulting state after the action of Υ are


ðX − hX θM iÞ2
;
[5]
hX M je−iθn Υρn̄ Υ† eiθn jX M i ∝ exp − M
2
2σ θ
where
hX θM i ¼
σ 2θ ¼

χPL
cosðθÞ − Ω sinðθÞ;
1
χ 2 þ 1þ2n̄
1 cos2 ðθÞ
1
þ ðχ 2 þ 1 þ 2n̄Þ sin2 ðθÞ
1
2 χ 2 þ 1þ2n̄
2

[6]

are the mean and variance of the resulting conditional state,
respectively. For large initial occupation (provided thermal fluctuations are negligible during the short interaction), the resultant
position quadrature of the mechanics has mean hX θ¼0
M i ≃ PL ∕χ
and width 2σ 2θ¼0 ≃ χ −2 . Thus, squeezing in the X M quadrature
below the ground state is obtained when χ > 1 and is independent
of the initial thermal occupation of the mechanics. We have thus
shown how the remarkable behavior of quantum measurement
(also used in refs. 18–20, 44–47) can be experimentally applied
to a mechanical resonator for quantum state preparation.

Fig. 3. Wigner functions of the mechanical state (above) at different times
(indicated by arrows) during the experimental protocol (below). From left:
Starting with an initial thermal state n̄ ¼ 10, (this is chosen to ensure the figure dimensions are reasonable,) a pulsed measurement is made with χ ¼ 1.5
ð1Þ
and outcome P L ¼ 4χ obtained, which yields an X M quadrature squeezed
state. The mechanical state evolves into a P M quadrature squeezed state following free harmonic evolution of 1∕4 of a mechanical period prior to a secð2Þ
ond pulse with outcome P L ¼ −3χ yielding the high-purity mechanical
squeezed state. The effective thermal occupation of the mechanical states
during the protocol is indicated. The final state’s occupation can be reduced
below unity even for large initial occupation, see Eq. 7 of the main text.
Dashed lines indicate the 2σ-widths and the dotted lines show the ground
state (n̄ ¼ 0) for comparative purposes. The displacement Ω is not shown.
16184 ∣
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There is currently significant interest in the preparation of
low entropy states of mechanical resonators as a starting point
for quantum experiments, e.g., refs. 22, 23, 27, 28. The two main
methods being pursued in optomechanics (11–13) are “passive
cooling” which requires the stable operation of a (usually cryogenically compatible) high-finesse cavity, and “active cooling”
which requires precision measurement and feedback. Closer in
spirit to the latter, our pulsed measurement scheme provides a
third method to realize high-purity states of the mechanical resonator. We quantify the state purity after measurement via an
effective mechanical q
thermal
occupation n̄eff , which we define
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

through 1 þ 2n̄eff ¼

4σ 2θ¼0 σ 2θ¼π∕2 . When acting on an initial

thermal state, the measurement dramatically reduces uncertainty
in the X M quadrature, but leaves the thermal noise in the PM
ð1Þ
quadrature unchanged: use of Eq. 6 for n̄ ≫ 1 yields n̄eff ≃
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
n̄∕2χ 2 . The purity can be further improved by a second pulse,
which is maximized for pulse separation θ ¼ ωM t ¼ π∕2, where
the initial uncertainty in the momentum becomes the uncertainty
in position. Such a sequence of pulses‡ is represented in Fig. 3,
where the resulting state was obtained akin to Eq. 5. The effective
occupation of the final state after two pulses is
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

1
1
ð2Þ
1þ 4−1 ;
n̄eff ≃
[7]
2
χ
ð2Þ

which is also independent of initial occupation. For χ > 1, n̄eff
is well below unity and therefore this scheme can be used as
an alternative to “cooling via damping” for mechanical state purification.
Following state preparation, one can use a subsequent “readout” pulse after an angle of mechanical free evolution θ to perform tomography. During state preparation however, the random
measurement outcomes will result in random mechanical means
Eq. 6. This randomness can be overcome by recording and utilizing the measurement outcomes. One can achieve unconditional
state preparation with use of appropriate displacement prior to
the read-out pulse. Or, use postselection to analyze states prepared within a certain window. Alternatively, one may compensate during data analysis by appropriately adjusting each
measurement outcome obtained during read-out. We now look
at the latter option and consider a Gaussian mechanical state prepared by a prior pulsed measurement. The position distribution
ðpÞ
has variance σ 2 to be characterized and has a known mean hX M i,
which is dependent upon the random measurement outcome.
The read-out pulse will then have the distribution PrðPL Þ ∝
ðpÞ
exp½ð−ðPL − χhX M iÞ2 Þ∕ð1 þ χ 2 2σ 2 Þ. For each read-out pulse,
ðpÞ
by taking PL jp ¼ PL − χhX M i one can obtain the conditional
variance σ 2PL jp for all θ to characterize the noise of the prepared
Gaussian state. We note that this concept of compensating for
a random but known mean can also be used to characterize
non-Gaussian states.
Experimental Feasibility
We now provide a route for experimental implementation, discussing potential limitations and an experimentally feasible parameter regime. To ensure that the interaction time be much less
than mechanical time scales the cavity decay rate κ must be much
larger than the mechanical frequency. To this end, we consider
the use of optical microcavities operating at λ ¼ 1;064 nm, length
4λ and finesse of 7,000, which have an amplitude decay rate
κ∕2π ≃ 2.5 GHz. Such short cavity devices incorporating a micro‡

We note that strong squeezing of an oscillator can also be achieved by using rapid
modifications to the potential at quarter period intervals (48). However, we would like
to emphasize that the squeezing we are discussing here does not arise from a parametric
process, see e.g., ref. 49, rather it is due to the nonunitary action of measurement.
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L

tional noise sources that do not affect the mechanical state, e.g.,
detector noise, can be subsumed into σ 2Pin . It is therefore necesL

sary to have an accurate experimental calibration of χ to quantify
the mechanical width. (Similarly, Ω must also be accurately
known to determine the conditional mean, see Eq. 6). This calibration can be performed in the laboratory as follows: For a fixed
length cavity and a given pulse intensity, the length of the cavity is
adjusted by a known amount (by a calibrated piezo for example)
and the proportionality between the homodyne measurement
outcomes and the cavity length is determined. The pulses are
then applied to a mechanical resonator and χ is determined with
knowledge of x0 of the resonator. With χ known Ω can then also
be measured by observing the displacement of the mechanical
state after one-quarter of a period.
Finally we discuss practical limitations. Firstly, finite mechanical evolution during the interaction decreases the back-actionevading nature of the measurement, which is described in the
Appendix. Such evolution is not expected to be a severe limitation
in the proposed implementation considered here as ωM ∕κ ≃
10−4 . Secondly, the optical measurement efficiency η, affected
by optical loss, inefficient detection, and mode mismatch, yields
pﬃﬃﬃ
a reduced measurement strength χ → ηχ. And thirdly, in many
situations coupling to other mechanical vibrational modes is
expected. This coupling contributes to the measurement out§

pﬃﬃﬃ
This momentum is comparable to the width of a thermal state, i.e., Ω∕ n̄ < 10 for room
temperature. Thus the mechanical motion remains harmonic.

A

B

F

C
D

G

E

H

Fig. 4. Our proposed design and fabrication procedure for high-finesse optomechanical microcavities: Using microcavities provides optomechanical
coupling rates many orders of magnitude larger than current millimeter
or centimeter length scale implementations of optomechanical Fabry-Pérot
cavities and can provide sufficient radiation-pressure interaction to resolve
the small scale quantum properties of the mechanical resonator. (A) Crosssectional view with a quarter of the device removed. Uppermost (colored
green) is the mechanical resonator supported by auxiliary beams as was considered in ref. 54. The optical field is injected into the device from below
through a transparent handle (colored blue) and the curved rigid input mirror (colored pink) and then resonates in the vacuum-gap between this and
the mechanical device before being retroreflected. The design is a layered
structure, fabricated in the following steps: (B) The base consists of a
high-reflectivity distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) and an etch stop layer deposited on a suitable handle substrate. (C) First, a sacrificial film is deposited
atop the DBR. (D) Next, a microlens pattern is transferred into the sacrificial
layer through a reflow and reactive ion etching process. The radius of curvature of this structure is designed to match the phase front of the optical
mode to minimize diffraction loss. (E) Following the microlens fabrication
process a high reflectivity dielectric DBR is deposited over the sample surface.
(F) The structure is then flipped and bonded to a transparent handle using a
suitable low-absorption adhesive (e.g., spin on glass or UV-curable epoxy). (G)
After mounting, the original growth substrate and etch stop are removed via
chemo-mechanical etching. (H) Finally, the mechanical resonator is patterned
and subsequently released via selective removal of the underlying sacrificial
film. We remark that these integrated structures provide a platform for
“on-chip” hybridization with other quantum systems.

comes and yields a spurious broadening of the tomographic
results for the mode of interest. In practice however, one can
minimize these contributions by engineering mechanical devices
with high effective masses for the undesired modes and tailoring
the intensity profile of the optical spot to have good overlap with
a particular vibrational profile (55).
Coupling to a Thermal Bath
For our tomography scheme the mechanical quantum state must
not be significantly perturbed during the time scale ω−1
M . To
estimate the effect of the thermal bath following state preparation we consider weak and linear coupling to a Markovian bath of
harmonic oscillators. For this model, assuming no initial correlations between the mechanics and the bath, the rethermalization
scales with n̄γ M , where γ M is the mechanical damping rate. It
follows that an initially squeezed variance ðχ > 1Þ will increase
to 1∕2 on a time scale


Q 1
1
[8]
1− 2 :
τ¼
n̄ωM 2
χ
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mechanical element as one of the cavity mirrors have previously
been fabricated for tunable optical filters, vertical-cavity surfaceemitting lasers and amplifiers (see for example ref. 50), but are
yet to be considered for quantum optomechanical applications.
Typically, these devices employ plane-parallel geometries, which
places a severe constraint on the minimum lateral dimensions of
the suspended mirror structure in order to minimize diffraction
losses (51). Geometries using curved mirrors are required to reduce diffraction losses for the practical realization of high-finesse
cavities. Presently, all realizations use a curved suspended mirror,
see e.g., refs. 52, 53. However, in order to allow for enhanced
freedom in the construction of the mechanical resonator, particularly with respect to the development of ultra-low loss mechanical devices (54), a flat suspended mirror is desired. In Fig. 4 our
proposed fabrication procedure for such a device is shown. The
small-mode-volume cavity considered here provides the bandwidth necessary to accommodate the short optical pulses and
additionally offers a large optomechanical coupling rate. One
technical challenge associated with these microcavities is fabrication with sufficient tolerance to achieve the desired optical resonance (under the assumption of a limited range of working
wavelength), however this can be overcome by incorporating
electrically controlled tunability of the cavity length (50, 52, 53).
For a mechanical resonator with eigenfrequency ωM ∕2π ¼
500 kHz and effective
mass m ¼ 10 ng, the mechanical groundpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
state size is x0 ¼ ℏ∕mωM ≃ 1.8 fm and optomechanical coupﬃﬃﬃ
pling proceeds at g0 ∕2π ¼ ωc ðx0 ∕ 2LÞ∕2π ≃ 86 kHz, where ωc
is the mean cavity frequency and L is the mean cavity length. The
primary limitation in measurement strength is the optical intensity that can be homodyned before photodetection begins to saturate. Using pulses of mean photon number N p ¼ 108 , which can
be homodyned, yields Ω ≃ 104 for the mean momentum transfer§
and χ ≃ 1.5. For this χ, the action of a single pulse on a large thermal state reduces the mechanical variance to σ 2X M ≃ 0.2, i.e., less
than half the width of the ground state. With a second pulse after
ð2Þ
mechanical evolution the effective occupation [7] is n̄eff ≃ 0.05.
2
In order to observe mechanical squeezing, i.e., σ X M < 1∕2, the
conditional variance must satisfy σ 2PL jp < σ 2Pin þ χ 2 ∕2, where addi-

Thus, for the parameters above and mechanical quality
Q ¼ ωM ∕γ M ≃ 105 a temperature T ≲ 1 K is required for the
observation of squeezing during one mechanical period.
The state purification protocol, as shown in Fig. 3, is affected
by rethermalization between the two pulsed measurements. This
thermal process increases the effective thermal occupation and
[7] is modified to
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

1
1
πn̄
ð2Þ
n̄eff ðTÞ ≃
1þ 4þ 2−1 :
[9]
2
χ
Qχ
ð2Þ

For the above system parameters n̄eff ðT ¼ 1 KÞ ≃ 0.15. Thus,
mechanical state purification by measurement is readily attainable even at a modest bath temperature.
Moreover, we note that the position measurements of this
scheme can be used to probe open system dynamics and thus
provide an empirical means to explore decoherence and bath
coupling models (56).
Conclusions
We have described a scheme to overcome the current challenge
of quantum state reconstruction of a mechanical resonator, which
provides a means to explore quantum mechanical phenomena on
a macroscopic scale. Our experimental protocol allows for state
purification, remote preparation of a mechanical squeezed state,
and direct measurements of the mechanical marginals for quantum state reconstruction, thus providing a complete experimental
framework. The experimental feasibility has been analyzed and
we have shown that with the use of optomechanical microcavities
this scheme can be readily implemented. The optomechanical
entanglement generated by the pulsed interaction may also be
a useful resource for quantum information processing. Moreover,
the framework we have introduced can be built upon for further
applications in quantum optomechanics and can be generalized
to other systems, such as nanoelectromechanics and superconducting resonators, or used with dispersive interaction to study
the motional state of mechanical membranes, trapped ions, or
particles in a cavity.
Appendix
Model. The intracavity optomechanical Hamiltonian in the
rotating frame at the cavity frequency is
H ¼ ℏωM b† b − ℏg0 a† aðb þ b† Þ;

[10]

where a (b) is the optical (mechanical) field operator. The cavity
field accumulates phase in proportion to the mechanical position
and is driven by resonant radiation via the equation of motion
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
da
¼ ig0 ðb þ b† Þa − κa þ 2κ ain ;
[11]
dt
where κ is the cavity decay rate and ain describes the optical
input including drive and vacuum. During a pulsed interaction
of time scale κ −1 ≪ ω−1
M the mechanical position is approximately
constant. This constancy allows decoupling of Eq. 11 from the
corresponding mechanical equation of motion and during the
short interaction we have db∕dt ≃ ig0 a† a, where we neglect
the mechanical harmonic motion,
mechanical damping, and noise
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
processes. We write ain ðtÞ ¼ N p αin ðtÞ þ a~ in ðtÞ, where αin ðtÞ is
the slowly varying envelope of the drive amplitude with
∫ dtα2in ¼ 1 and N p is the mean photon number per pulse and sipﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
milarly a ¼ N p αðtÞ þ a~ ðtÞ. Neglecting ig0 ðb þ b† Þ~a and approximating α as real, Eq. 11 becomes the pair of linear equations:
dα pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
[12]
¼ 2κ αin − κα;
dt
q
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
d~a
¼ ig0 N p ðb þ b† Þα þ 2κ a~ in − κ a~ :
[13]
dt
After solving for a~ ðtÞ, the output
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ field is then found by using the
input-output relation a~ out ¼ 2κ a~ − a~ in .
16186 ∣
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The mechanical
pﬃﬃﬃ position and momentum
pﬃﬃﬃ quadratures are
X M ¼ ðb þ b† Þ∕ 2 and PM ¼ iðb† − bÞ∕ 2, respectively, the
cavity (and its input/output) quadratures are similarly defined
via a~ (~ain ∕~aout ). The statistics of the optical amplitude quadrature
are unaffected by the interaction, however, the phase quadrature contains the phase dependent upon the mechanical position. The output
phase quadrature emerging from the cavity is
g0 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−κt t
0 κt0 in 0
in
N p φðtÞX in
Pout
M þ 2κe ∫ −∞ dt e P L ðt Þ − PL ðtÞ, where
L ðtÞ ¼ κ
3
0
φðtÞ ¼ ð2κÞ2 e−κt ∫ t−∞ dt0 eκt αðt0 Þ describes the accumulation of
phase, X in
M is the mechanical position prior to the interaction, and
the last two terms are the input phase noise contributions.
Pout
L is
pﬃﬃﬃ
measured via homodyne detection, i.e., PL ¼ 2∫ dtαLO ðtÞPout
L ðtÞ.
To maximize the measurement of the mechanical position the local oscillator envelope is chosen as αLO ðtÞ ¼ Nφ φðtÞ, where Nφ
ensures
The contribution of X in
M in PL scales with
pﬃﬃﬃ normalization.
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
χ ¼ 2 N1φ gκ0 N p , which quantifies the mechanical position
measurement strength. The mean and variance of PL are given
in Eq. 1 for pure Gaussian optical input and together with Ω
and Eq. 2 are used to determine Υ, as given in Eq. 3. We have
thus arrived, for our physical setting, at an operator which is
known from generalized linear measurement theory (see for
example ref. 57). Also, we note that Eq. 3 is equivalent to
Υ ¼ eiΩX M hPL jeiχX L X M j0i, though the nonunitary process of
cavity filling and decay is not explicit. We also remark that the
construction of Υ can be readily generalized to include nonGaussian operations.
pﬃﬃﬃ
The maximum χ is obtained for the input drive αin ðtÞ ¼ κ e−κjtj .
−2
This maximization can be seen by noting that Nφ ¼ ∫ dtφ2 ðtÞ,
2
2 −2
2
which in Fourier space is N−2
φ ∝ ∫ dωðω þ κ Þ jαin ðωÞj . Hence,
for such cavity-based measurement schemes, the optimal drive
has Lorentzian spectrum. This drive, αðtÞ obtained from Eq. 12
and the local oscillator are shown in Fig. 1B. The resulting
optimal measurement strength is given by
pﬃﬃﬃ g qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
[14]
χ ¼ 2 5 0 Np;
κ
and the mean momentum transfer due to α2 is Ω ¼ p3ﬃﬃ gκ0 N p .
2

We note that this optimization of the driving field may also
be applied to cavity-enhanced pulsed measurement of the spin
of an atomic ensemble (18, 19, 58) or the coordinate of a trapped
ion/particle (59–61). Particularly in the latter case, this approach
will broaden the repertoire of measurement techniques available
and may lead to some interesting applications.
Finite Mechanical Evolution During Interaction. In the model used
above we have assumed that the mechanical position remains
constant during the pulsed optomechanical interaction. Including
finite mechanical evolution, the intracavity field dynamics Eq. 13
must be determined simultaneously with the mechanical dynamics. In the mechanical rotating frame with the conjugate
quadratures X M ;PM these dynamics are solved to first order in
ωM ∕κ resulting in the input-output relations:
in
Pout
M ¼ PM þ Ω þ N1 χX C1 ;
ωM
ω
out
ξ Ω − M χN2 X C2 ;
X M ¼ X in
M −
κ 1
κ
ωM
ω
ω
in
ξ Pin Þ þ χ M ξ3 Ω þ χ 2 M N3 X C3 ;[15]
þ
χðX
þ
PL ¼ Pin
M
L
κ 2 M
κ
κ
where PL still represents the measurement outcome, N1;2;3 and
ξ1;2;3 are input drive-dependent dimensionless parameters of order unity, the former normalizing the nonorthogonal amplitude
quadrature temporal modes X C1;2;3 . The main effects of the finite
mechanical evolution can be seen in PL . (i) The mechanical quadrature measured has been rotated, which in terms of the nonroe M ≃ X M þ ωM ξ2 PM . Such a rotation poses
tating quadratures is X
κ
no principle limitation to our scheme however this must be taken
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into account for the measurement of a particular mechanical
quadrature. (ii) Each pulsed measurement now has a nonzero
mean proportional to Ω. This mean can be experimentally characterized and appropriately subtracted from the outcomes. (iii)
PL now includes a term proportional to the optical amplitude
noise. This term decreases the back-action evading quality of
the measurement and has arisen due to mechanical momentum
noise gained from the optical amplitude quadrature evolving into
position noise. The conditional variance of the rotated mechanical quadrature including these effects, for large initial occupation, is

 2 
1 1
ω
σ 2X~ ≃
;
[16]
þ ζ2 χ 2 M
M
2 χ2
κ
where ζ is another drive-dependent parameter of order unity.
The two competing terms here give rise to a minimum variance
of ζωM ∕κ when χ 2 ¼ κ∕ðζωM Þ. Experimentally reasonable values

of χ will lie much below this optimum point, however, as κ ≫ ωM
for the parameters we consider, the broadening due to finite
evolution is small and strong squeezing can be achieved.
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5.2

Probing Planck-scale physics with quantum optics

One of the main ideas and results developed in my PhD is to show that
the pulsed opto-mechanical scheme can be used for the study of quantum
gravity phenomenology. In collaboration with the group of M. Aspelmeyer
and M. S. Kim, we show that pulsed opto-mechanics provides a means to
probe possible deformations of the canonical commutator, predicted in some
models of quantum gravity phenomenology. The general argument for such
a deformation is that a possible minimal length-scale is inconsistent with
Heisenberg’s uncertainty relation, which allows for arbitrary precise position
measurements. Therefore the uncertainty relation is supplemented with an
additional restriction on position. Such a modified uncertainty is found in
many different models of quantum gravity, and can be phenomenologically
incorporated into current quantum theory by modifying the canonical commutator. The resulting effects that were studied so far, such as modified
spectra of atoms, were too small to be experimentally observable.
In our work we show that using pulsed opto-mechanics one can experimentally test such models for the center-of-mass of the resonator even if the
commutator deformation is merely on the Planck-scale. The scheme builds
upon the ability to precisely measure the phase of the light and utilizes a
specifically chosen sequence of interactions that enhances the effect. A single
pulse interacts with the mechanics four times, each interaction separated by
a quarter mechanical period. The resulting unitary is independent of the mechanics and implements an optical self-Kerr-nonlinearity. However, possible
commutator deformations of the mechanics are imprinted onto this operation
and cause higher order non-linearities of the light. A strong optical light field
can therefore enhance the small effect of the deformation, and the signal is
imprinted onto the phase of the light as an additional perturbation. Depending on the model of commutator deformations, a different effect on the phase
is expected, with a specific parameter-dependence that can be probed. It is
shown that such a setup can reach unprecedented sensitivity even with current opto-mechanical setups. It therefore opens the route for table-top tests
of some possible quantum gravitational predictions. Most importantly, the
work shows that quantum control of massive, novel quantum systems can be
very powerful in testing possible limits of our current physical theories.
I made leading contributions to all aspects of the research project.
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Probing Planck-scale physics with quantum optics
Igor Pikovski1,2 *, Michael R. Vanner1,2 , Markus Aspelmeyer1,2 , M. S. Kim3 * and Časlav Brukner2,4
One of the main challenges in physics today is to merge quantum theory and the theory of general relativity into a unified
framework. Researchers are developing various approaches towards such a theory of quantum gravity, but a major hindrance
is the lack of experimental evidence of quantum gravitational effects. Yet, the quantization of spacetime itself can have
experimental implications: the existence of a minimal length scale is widely expected to result in a modification of the
Heisenberg uncertainty relation. Here we introduce a scheme to experimentally test this conjecture by probing directly the
canonical commutation relation of the centre-of-mass mode of a mechanical oscillator with a mass close to the Planck mass.
Our protocol uses quantum optical control and readout of the mechanical system to probe possible deviations from the quantum
commutation relation even at the Planck scale. We show that the scheme is within reach of current technology. It thus opens a
feasible route for table-top experiments to explore possible quantum gravitational phenomena.

I

t is at present an open question whether our underlying concepts
of space–time are fully compatible with those of quantum
mechanics. The ongoing search for a quantum theory of gravity
is therefore one of the main challenges in modern physics. A
major difficulty in the development of such theories is the lack
of experimentally accessible phenomena that could shed light on
the possible route for quantum gravity. Such phenomena are
expected to become relevant near the Planck scale, that is, at
energies on the order of the Planck energy EP = 1.2 × 1019 GeV
or at length scales near the Planck length LP = 1.6 × 10−35 m,
where space–time itself is assumed to be quantized. However,
such a minimal length scale is not a feature of quantum theory.
The Heisenberg uncertainty relation, one of the cornerstones of
quantum mechanics1 , states that the position x and the momentum
p of an object cannot be simultaneously known to arbitrary
precision. Specifically, the indeterminacies of a joint measurement
of these canonical observables are always bound by 1x1p ≥ h̄/2.
Yet, the uncertainty principle still allows for an arbitrarily precise
measurement of only one of the two observables, say position,
at the cost of our knowledge about the other (momentum). In
stark contrast, in many proposals for quantum gravity the Planck
length constitutes a fundamental bound below which position
cannot be defined. It has therefore been suggested that the
uncertainty relation should be modified to take into account such
quantum gravitational effects2 . In fact, the concept of a generalized
uncertainty principle is found in many approaches to quantum
gravity, for example in string theory3,4 , in the theory of doubly
special relativity5,6 , within the principle of relative locality7 and
in studies of black holes8–10 . A generalized uncertainty relation
also follows from a deformation of the underlying canonical
commutator [x,p] ≡ xp − px (refs 11–15), as they are related via
1x1p ≥ (1/2)|h[x,p]i|.
Preparing and probing quantum states at the Planck scale
is beyond today’s experimental possibilities. Current approaches
to test quantum gravitational effects mainly focus on highenergy scattering experiments, which operate still 15 orders of
magnitude away from the Planck energy EP , or on astronomical
observations16,17 , which have not found any evidence of quantum

gravitational effects as of yet18,19 . Another route would be to
perform high-sensitivity measurements of the uncertainty relation,
as any deviations from standard quantum mechanics are, at least
in principle, experimentally testable13–15 . However, with the best
position measurements being of order 1x/Lp ∼ 1017 (refs 20,21), at
present sensitivities are still insufficient and quantum gravitational
corrections remain unexplored.
Here we propose a scheme that circumvents these limitations.
Our scheme allows one to test quantum gravitational modifications
of the canonical commutator in a novel parameter regime, thereby
reaching a hitherto unprecedented sensitivity in measuring Planckscale deformations. The main idea is to use a quantum optical
ancillary system that provides a direct measurement of the canonical
commutator of the centre of mass of a massive object. In this way
Planck-scale accuracy of position measurements is not required.
Specifically, the commutator of a very massive quantum oscillator
is probed by a sequence of interactions with a strong optical field
in an optomechanical setting, which uses radiation pressure inside
an optical cavity22,23 . The sequence of optomechanical interactions
is used to map the commutator of the mechanical resonator
onto the optical pulse. The optical field experiences a measurable
change that depends on the commutator of the mechanical
system and that is nonlinearly enhanced by the optical intensity.
Observing possible commutator deformations thus reduces to a
measurement of the mean of the optical field, which can be
performed with very high accuracy by optical interferometric
techniques. We show that, already with state-of-the art technology,
tests of Planck-scale deformations of the commutator are within
experimental reach.

Modified commutation relations
A common modification of the Heisenberg uncertainty relation that
appears in a vast range of approaches to quantum gravity2–4,24,25
is 1x1p ≥ h̄(1 + β0 (1p/(MP c))2 )/2. Here, β0 is a numerical
parameter that quantifies the modification strength, c is the speed
of light and MP ' 22 µg is the Planck mass. The minimal measurable
√
length scale appears as a natural consequence with 1xmin = LP β0
(Fig. 1). Such a modification alters the allowed state-space and can
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ΔxΔp = h
2
ΔxΔp = h
2

MPc

β0

1+

P

Forbidden by
quantum gravity
proposals

Δxmin = LP β 0

Table 1 | Current experimental bounds on quantum
gravitational commutator deformations.

β0
Δp2
M2c2

Δxmin
δ xδ p h

2

Δx

Figure 1 | The quantum uncertainty relation and a quantum gravitational
modification. The minimum Heisenberg uncertainty (red curve) is plotted
together with a modified uncertainty relation (dashed blue curve) with
modification strength β0 . MP and LP are the Planck mass and Planck length,
respectively. The shaded region represents states that are allowed in
regular quantum mechanics but are forbidden in theories of quantum
gravity that modify the uncertainty relation. The inset shows the two curves
far from the Planck scale at typical experimental position uncertainties
1x  1xmin . An experimental precision of δxδp is required to distinguish
the two curves, which is beyond experimental possibilities at present.
However, this can be overcome by our scheme, which allows one to probe
the underlying commutation relation in massive mechanical oscillators and
its quantum gravitational modifications.

be seen as a manifestation of a deformed canonical commutator, for
example of the form12

!
p 2
[x,p]β0 = ih̄ 1 + β0
(1)
MP c
So far, no effect of a modified canonical commutator has been
observed in experiments. At present the best available measurement
precision (Table 1) allows one to put an upper bound on the
magnitude of the deformation of β0 < 1033 (ref. 13). For theories
that modify the commutator this rules out the existence of an
intermediate fundamental length scale on the order of x ∼ 10−19 m.
Note that the Planck-scale modifications correspond to β0 ∼ 1 and
are therefore untested. Furthermore, the above modification of
the commutator is not unique and experiments can, in principle,
distinguish between the various theories. In particular, a generalized
version of the commutator deformation is11
s
(p/c)2 + m2
(2)
[x,p]µ0 = ih̄ 1 + 2µ0
MP2
Here, m is the rest mass of the particle and µ0 is again a free
numerical parameter. For small masses m  p/c <
∼ MP , and for
µ0 = β0 , the above modified commutator reduces to equation (1).
However, an important difference is that the commutation relation
in equation (2) depends directly on the rest mass of the particle.
In the limit p/c  m <
∼ MP , the commutator reduces to [x,p]µ0 ≈
ih̄(1+µ0 m2 /MP2 ), which can be seen as a mass-dependent rescaling
of h̄. It is worth noting that a modified, mass-dependent Planck
constant h̄ = h̄(m) also appears in other theories, some of
which predict that the value of Planck’s constant can decrease
with increasing mass (h̄ → 0 for m  MP ), in contrast to the
prediction above. Such a reduction would also account for a
transition to classicality in massive systems or at energies close to
the Planck energy6,10 .
394

β0,max

γ0,max

References

Position measurement
Hydrogen Lamb shift
Electron tunnelling

1034
1036
1033

1017
1010
1011

20,21
13,15
13,15

The parameters β0 and γ0 quantify the deformation strengths of the modification given in
equation (1) and of the modification given in equation (3), respectively. For electron tunnelling
an electric current measurement precision of δI ∼ 1 fA was taken.

Δx

1017LP

System/experiment

Among the various proposals for different commutator
deformations, we choose as a last example the recently proposed
commutator14 which also accounts for a maximum momentum
that is present in several approaches to quantum gravity5,6

!
p 2
p
+ γ02
[x,p]γ0 = ih̄ 1 − γ0
(3)
MP c
MP c
Here, γ0 is again a free numerical parameter that characterizes
the strength of the modification. Experimental bounds on γ0
are more stringent than in the case of equation (1) and were
considered in ref. 15. The best bound at present can be obtained
10
from Lamb shift measurements in hydrogen, which yield γ0 <
∼ 10
(Table 1).
The strength of the modifications in all the discussed examples
depends on the mass of the system. For a harmonic oscillator
in its ground √
state the minimum momentum uncertainty is
given by p0 = h̄mωm , where m is the mass of the oscillator
and ωm is its angular frequency. The deformations are therefore
enhanced in massive quantum systems. We note that theories of
deformed commutators have an intrinsic ambiguity as to which
degrees of freedom it should apply to for composite systems
(see Supplementary Information). For the centre of mass mode,
the mass dependence of the deformations suggests that using
massive quantum systems allows easier experimental access to the
possible deformations of the commutator, provided that precise
quantum control can be attained. Optomechanical systems, where
the oscillator mass can be around the Planck mass and even
larger, therefore offer a natural test-bed for probing commutator
deformations of its centre of mass mode.

Scheme to measure the deformations
In the following we will outline a quantum optical scheme
that allows one to measure deformations of the canonical
commutator of a mechanical oscillator with unprecedented
precision. For simplicity we use dimensionless quadrature operators
Xm and Pm . They are related to the position and momentum
√
operators√via x = x0 Xm and p = p0 Pm , where x0 = h̄/(mωm )
and p0 = h̄mωm .
The scheme relies on displacements of the massive mechanical
oscillator in phase
√ space, where the displacement operator is
given by26 D(z/ 2) = ei(Re[z]Xm −Im[z]Pm ) . The action of this operator
displaces the mean position and momentum of any state by Im[z]
and Re[z], respectively. In quantum mechanics, two subsequent
displacements provide an additional phase to the state, which
can be used to engineer quantum gates27–29 . Here we consider
displacements of the mechanical resonator that are induced by an
ancillary quantum system, the optical field, with an interaction
strength λ. A sequence of four optomechanical interactions is
chosen such that the mechanical state is displaced around a loop in
phase space, described by the four-displacement operator
ξ = eiλnL Pm e−iλnL Xm e−iλnL Pm eiλnL Xm

(4)
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In classical physics, after the whole sequence, neither of the two
systems would be affected because the four operations cancel
each other. However, for non-commuting Xm and Pm there is
a change in the optical field depending on the commutator
[Xm ,Pm ] = iC1 . We can rewrite
equation (4) using the well-known
P
k k
where iCk = [Xm ,Ck−1 ]
relation30 eaXm Pm e−aXm = ∞
k=0 (i a /k!)Ck ,P
and C0 = Pm . This yields ξ = exp(−iλnL k (λnL )k Ck /k!), which
depends explicitly on the commutation relation for the oscillator,
but not on the commutator of the optical field. For the quantum
2 2
mechanical commutator, that is C1 = 1, we obtain ξ = e−iλ nL . In
this case, the optical field experiences a self-Kerr nonlinearity, that
is an n2L operation, and the mechanical state remains unaffected.
However, any deformations of the commutator would show in ξ ,
resulting in an observable effect in the optical field.
As an example we consider the modification given by
equation (1). To first order in β ≡ β0 h̄ωm m/(MP c)2  1 one
obtains C1 = 1 + βPm2 , C2 ≈ β2Pm , C3 ≈2 2β and2 Ck ≈3 0 for k ≥4 4.
3
2
2 2
4
Equation (4) thus becomes ξβ = e−iλ nL e−iβ(λ nL Pm +λ nL Pm +(1/3)λ nL )
(this approximation has the physical meaning that one can neglect
contributions which are higher order in β for the observables
considered below). As one can see immediately, a deformed
commutator affects the optical field differently owing to nonvanishing nested commutators Ck , k > 1. In addition to a Kerr-type
nonlinearity the optical field experiences highly non-Gaussian n3L
and n4L operations. The additional effect scales with β and therefore
allows a direct measure of the deformations of the canonical
commutator of the mechanical system via the optical field. To see
that explicitly, let us denote the optical field by aL , with the real
and imaginary parts representing its measurable amplitude and
phase quadratures, respectively. Also, for simplicity, we restrict
the discussion to coherent states |αi with real amplitudes of the
optical input field and we neglect possible deformations in the
commutator of the optical field during read-out31,32 as those are
expected to be negligible compared with the deformations of the
massive mechanical oscillator (see refs 33,34 for schemes that can
probe the non-commutativity of the optical field). For a large
average photon number Np  1, and for a mechanical thermal state
with mean phonon occupation n̄  λNp , the mean of the optical
field becomes (for |2|  1):
haL i ' haL iqm e−i2

(5)

−i2λ2

where haL iqm = αe−iλ −Np (1−e ) is the quantum mechanical value
for the unmodified dynamics. The β-induced contribution causes
an additional displacement in phase space by
2

4
2
(6)
2(β) ' βNp3 λ4 e−i6λ
3
The resulting optical state is represented in Fig. 2. We note
that the magnitude of the effect is enhanced by the optical intensity and the interaction strength. For the µ- and the
γ -deformation of the commutator, referring to equations (2)
and (3), respectively, the effect on the optical field is similar, but shows a different scaling with the system parameters
(see Table 2 and Supplementary Information for the derivation).
Probing deviations from the quantum mechanical commutator of the massive oscillator thus boils down to a precision
measurement of the mean of the optical field, which can be
achieved with very high accuracy via interferometric means, such
as homodyne detection.

Experimental implementation
We now discuss a realistic experimental scenario that can attain
sufficient sensitivity to resolve the deformation-induced change
in the optical field even for small values of β0 , µ0 and γ0 ,
that is in a regime that can be relevant for quantum gravity.

Im [aL]
⏐α 〉

Re [aL]
〈aL〉qm
Θ

ξ ⏐α 〉

Φ

σout

Figure 2 | Changes to the optical field following the pulsed
optomechanical interactions. The effect of the four-displacement
operation ξ onto an optical state for the experimentally relevant case λ  1.
In this case, an initial optical coherent state |αi is rotated in phase-space
through an angle 8. A part 2 of the rotation is due to a possible quantum
gravitational deformation of the canonical commutator of the mechanical
resonator (see equation (6)). Measuring the mean of the optical field haL i
and extracting the 2-contribution allows one to probe deformations of the
canonical commutator. Optical interferometric schemes can provide a
measurement of the overall mean rotation with a fundamental imprecision
√
δh8i = σout / Np Nr , (Nr : number of measurement runs, Np : number of
photons, σout : quadrature width of the optical state, which remains very
close to the coherent state value 1/2). To resolve the 2-contribution, the
measurement imprecision must fulfill δh8i < 2, which we show can be
achieved in quantum optomechanical systems even for deformations on
the Planck scale.

The optomechanical scheme proposed here can achieve such a
regime: it combines the ability to coherently control large masses
with strong optical fields. From a more general perspective,
optomechanical systems provide a promising avenue for preparing
and investigating quantum states of massive objects ranging
from a few picograms up to several kilograms22,23 . Significant
experimental progress has been recently made towards this goal,
including laser cooling of nano- and micromechanical devices into
their quantum ground state35,36 , operation in the strong-coupling
regime37–39 and coherent interactions39,40 . Owing to their high
mass they have also been proposed for tests of so-called collapse
models41,42 , which predict a breakdown of the quantum mechanical
superposition principle for macroscopic objects. For our purpose
here, which is the high-precision measurement of the canonical
commutator of a massive oscillator, we focus on the pulsed regime
of quantum optomechanics43 .
We consider the set-up depicted in Fig. 3, where a mechanical
oscillator is coupled to the optical input pulse via radiation
pressure inside a high-finesse optical cavity. This is described
by the intra-cavity Hamiltonian44 H = h̄ωm nm − h̄g0 nL Xm , where
nm is the mechanical number operator and g0 = ωc (x0 /L) is the
optomechanical coupling rate with the mean cavity frequency
ωc and mean cavity length L. For sufficiently short optical
pulses the mechanical harmonic evolution can be neglected and
the intracavity dynamics can be approximated by the unitary
operation U = eiλnL Xm (ref. 43). Here, the effective interaction
strength is (see Supplementary Information) λ ' g0 /κ = 4F x0 /λL ,
where κ is the optical amplitude decay rate, F is the cavity
finesse and λL is the optical wavelength. To realize the desired
displacement operation in phase-space it is also required to achieve
a direct optomechanical coupling, with the same optical pulse,
to the mechanical momentum (equation (4)). Such a momentum
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Reference

Interferometric
measurement

Table 2 | Experimental parameters to measure quantum
gravitational deformations of the canonical commutator.
[Xm ,Pm ]

Equation (2)
32h̄F 2 mNp
M2P λ2L ωm

Equation (3)
96h̄2 F 3 N2p
MP cλ3L mωm

Equation (1)
1024h̄3 F 4 N3p
3M2P c2 λ4L mωm

|2|

µ0

F
m
ωm /2π

105

2 × 105

4 × 105

10−11 kg
105 Hz
1,064 nm
108
1
10−4

10−9 kg
105 Hz
1,064 nm
5 × 1010
105
10−8

10−7 kg
105 Hz
532 nm
1014
106
10−10

λL

Np
Nr
δh8i

γ0

β0

In H

EOM

H
H
V

V
Out

λ /4

aL
Xm

Delay line
[X m, Pm ] = ?

The parameters are chosen such that a precision of δµ0 ∼ 1, δγ0 ∼ 1 and δβ0 ∼ 1 can be achieved,
which amounts to measuring Planck-scale deformations.

coupling could be achieved for example via the Doppler effect
by using mirrors with a strongly wavelength-dependent optical
reflectivity45 . A more straightforward route is to use the harmonic
evolution of the mechanical resonator between pulse roundtrips (for example, ref. 43), which effectively allows Xm and Pm
to be interchanged after a quarter of the oscillator period. In
this case, the contribution from the commutator deformation
has a different pre-factor, but remains of the same form (see
Supplementary Information), and part of the phase-space rotation
in the optical field is of classical nature. This has no effect on
the ability to distinguish and observe the rotation due to the
deformed commutator. After the four-pulse interaction has taken
place the optical field can be analysed in an interferometric
measurement, which yields the phase information of the light with
very high precision.
As in previous approaches to measure possible modifications
of the canonical commutator13,15 , the relevant question is which
ultimate resolution δβ0 , δµ0 , δγ0 the experiments can provide. In
the case of a null result, these numbers would set an experimental
bound for β0 , µ0 , γ0 and hence provide an important empirical
feedback for theories of quantum gravity. We restrict our analysis
to the experimentally relevant case λ < 1, for which the effect of
a deformed commutator resembles a pure phase-space rotation
of the optical output state by angle 8 (Fig. 2). The inaccuracy
δ8 of the measurement outcome depends on the quantum
noise σout of the outgoing pulse along the relevant generalized
quadrature and can be further reduced by quantum estimation
protocols46 . For our purposes we only require to measure the mean
optical field, equation (5). The precision of this measurement is
not fundamentally limited and is enhanced by the strength of
the field
√ and the number of experimental runs Nr via δh8i =
σout / Np Nr , from which one directly obtains the fundamental
resolutions δβ0 , δµ0 , δγ0 . For each of the discussed deformations
it is possible to find a realistic parameter regime (Table 2) with
markedly improved performance compared with existing bounds.
In particular, we assume a mechanical oscillator of frequency
ωm /2π = 105 Hz and mass m = 10−11 kg, and an optical cavity
of finesse F = 105 at a wavelength of λL = 1,064 nm, which is
in the range of current experiments37,47–50 . To test a µ-modified
commutator (equation (2)), a pulse sequence of mean photonnumber Np = 108 is sufficient to obtain a resolution δµ0 ∼ 1
already in a single measurement run (Nr = 1). For the case
of a γ -modified commutator (equation (3)), the same sequence
would result in δγ0 ∼ 109 . By increasing the photon-number to
Np = 5 × 1010 , the finesse to F = 2 × 105 and the number of
measurement runs to Nr = 105 (this would require stabilizing the
experiment on a timescale of the order of seconds) one obtains
δγ0 ∼ 1. Note that this would improve the existing bounds for γ0
396

PBS

First: H
nth: V
Last: V

Figure 3 | Proposed experimental set-up to probe deformations of the
canonical commutator of a macroscopic mechanical resonator. An
incident pulse ‘In’ is transmitted through a polarizing beam splitter (PBS)
and an electro-optic modulator (EOM) and then interacts with a
mechanical resonator with position Xm via a cavity field aL . The optical field
is retro-reflected from the optomechanical system and then enters a delay
line, during which time the mechanical resonator evolves for one quarter of
a mechanical period. The optical pulse, now vertically polarized, is rotated
by the EOM to be horizontally polarized and interacts again with the
mechanical resonator. This is repeated for a total of four interactions, such
that the canonical commutator of the resonator is mapped onto the optical
field. Finally, the EOM does not rotate the polarization and the pulse exits in
the mode labelled ‘Out’, where it is then measured interferometrically with
respect to a reference field such that the commutator deformations can be
determined with very high accuracy.

(ref. 15) by ten orders of magnitude. To obtain similar bounds for
a β-modification is more challenging. The pulse sequence with the
previous parameters yields δβ0 ∼ 1012 , which already constitutes an
improvement by about 20 orders of magnitude compared with the
current bound for β0 (ref. 13). This can provide experimental access
to a possible intermediate length-scale or a meaningful feedback
to theories of quantum gravity in the case of a null result. By
further pushing the parameters to Np = 1014 , Nr = 106 , F = 4×105 ,
m = 10−7 kg and λL = 532 nm it is even possible to reach δβ0 ∼ 1, that
is, a regime where Planck-scale deformations are relevant and 33
orders of magnitude beyond current experiments. To achieve such
experimental parameters is challenging, but is well within the reach
of current technology.
The above considerations refer to the ideal case in which
experimental noise sources can be neglected. Effects such as
mechanical damping and distortions of the effective interaction
strength impose additional requirements on the experimental
parameters, which are discussed in detail in the Supplementary
Information. In summary, being able to neglect the effects of
pulse shape distortion and optical loss requires that the mechanical
mode is optically cooled close to a thermal occupation of about
n̄ < 30. Similarly, decoherence effects are negligible when the whole
mechanical system is in a bath of temperature T < 100 mK for
resonators with a quality factor of Q > 106 , which can be achieved
with dilution refrigeration. In general, the scheme is very robust
against many noise sources, as it relies on the measurement of the
mean of the optical field and the noise sources can be isolated by
independent measurements. We also note that contributions from
a modified commutator scale in a different way with the system
parameters as compared with deleterious effects. It is therefore
possible to distinguish these by varying the relevant parameters,
such as optical intensity and the oscillator mass. The proposed
scheme thus offers a feasible route to probe the possible effects
of quantum gravity in a table-top quantum optics experiment
and hence to provide important empirical feedback for theories
of quantum gravity.
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 (t) = X  (0) + 4 βω tP 3 . In the original frame, the result is thus
and Xm
m m
m
3

4
Xm (t) = Xm (0) cos(ωm t) − Pm (0) sin(ωm t) + βωm t (Pm (0) cos(ωm t) + Xm (0) sin(ωm t))3 .
3
(B.1)
Using four interactions separated by a quarter mechanical period, the four-displacement operator be3
3
3
comes ξ = eiλnL (Pm −2βπXm ) eiλnL (−Xm −4βπPm /3) eiλnL (−Pm +2βπXm /3) eiλnL Xm .This expression can
be simpliﬁed using the Zassenhaus formula [30] exp(X + Y ) = exp(X) exp(Y ) ∞
i=1 exp(Zi ), where
Z1 = − [A, B] /2, Z2 = [A, [A, B]] /6+[B, [A, B]] /3, Z3 = − ([B, [A, [A, B]]] + [B, [B, [A, B]]]) /8−
[A, [A, [A, B]]] /24 and Zk , k > 3 are functions of higher nested commutators. To leading order in nL ,
the four-displacement operator becomes
ξ  e−iλ

2 n2
L

5

eiβπ 3 λ

4 n4
L

(B.3)

.

The optical ﬁeld due to this operation is of the same form as in Eq. 5 with a modiﬁed numerical strength.
The modiﬁed dynamics therefore does not alter the main conclusions.

C Additional requirements due to deleterious effects
In the following we analyze the experimental parameters necessary to overcome some additional deleterious effects in the opto-mechanical system. We analyze the cavity dynamics and its inﬂuence on the
effective interaction, the effect of varying interaction strengths for each pulse round trip and the inﬂuence
of mechanical decoherence. We neglect additional contributions from a modiﬁed commutator since these
will be less prominent than that considered in the ideal case.
The Hamiltonian H = ωm nm − g0 nL Xm refers to the interaction between the optical ﬁeld and
the mechanics within the cavity [44]. To quantify the effects of cavity ﬁlling and decay for a short pulse
we solve the optical Langevin equation

√  (in) 
daL
(7)
= (ig0 Xm − κ)aL + 2κ aL + Np αin
dt
√
(in)
(out)
= 2κaL for the input and output optical ﬁelds and the
with the boundary condition aL + aL
2 = 1. Since
incident cavity drive αin that is normalized to the mean photon number per pulse, i.e. dt αin
the mechanical motion can be neglected in the short pulse regime the overall effect on both the optical
ﬁeld and the mechanical oscillator can be described by the effective unitary operator U = eiλnL Xm .
The coupling strength λ depends on the intra-cavity ﬁeld envelope and can be determined via the total
momentum transfer onto the mechanics by the optical pulse Pm  = g0 dt nL (t), where nL (t) is
t



2

obtained from Eq. 7. This yields λ = ζ g0 /κ with ζ = dte−2κt κ2 −∞dt eκt αin (t ) for the effective
unitary operator.
In general, the pulse shape of the output optical ﬁeld is altered by the cavity. When such a distorted
pulse is directed back for the i-th time into the cavity, the effective interaction time within the cavity
will be different and will give rise to a modiﬁed opto-mechanical interaction strength λi . To minimize
the distortion, one requires that the pulse duration τ is much longer than the intra-cavity lifetime, i.e.
τ −1
κ, where κ is the cavity bandwidth. This ensures that the optical pulses are short
ωm

2
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compared to the mechanical period and that the cavity is empty in between the pulsed interactions. In
this regime we have ζ  1 such that λ  g0 /κ.
An additional effect that distorts the interaction strength λ from pulse to pulse is the loss of light.
To include both loss and pulse shape change in the effective interaction, we deﬁne an overall distortion
parameter η. With this parameter, the opto-mechanical interaction strength λi for the i-th interaction is
approximately given by λi+1 = ηλi . We note that in the regime considered here the loss of light will be
dominant and we assume a value of η ∼ 0.9.
The effect of varying interaction strengths modiﬁes the four-displacement operator to ξη = eiλ4 nL Pm ×
e−iλ3 nL Xm e−iλ2 nL Pm eiλ1 nL Xm . Using λ = λ1 , it can be written as
ξη = ξ0 eiηλ(1−η

2 )n

L Pm

eiλ(1−η

2 )n

L Xm

,

(8)

where ξ0

is the four-displacement operator as considered previously, but with modiﬁed interaction strengths:
For the β-, γ- and μ-deformations, the interaction strength is reduced to λ4 → η 7 λ, λ3 → η 5 λ and
λ2 → η 3 λ, respectively. For η ∼ 0.9 the Θ−contribution to the optical mean by the β-modiﬁed commutator would therefore be reduced by a factor ∼ 0.5, the contribution by the γ-modiﬁed commutator
would be reduced by ∼ 0.6 and the contribution by a μ-modiﬁed commutator would be reduced by
∼ 0.7. Additionally, Eq. 8 contains a strong dependence of the outgoing optical ﬁeld on the mechanical
state. Given a thermal distribution of the mechanical center-of-mass mode with mean phonon occupation
2
2
4
n̄, the optical mean is reduced by e−n̄λ (1−η )(1−η )/2 . For η ∼ 0.9 and λ ∼ 1, the mechanics therefore
needs to be damped to n̄  30. This can be achieved by optical cooling of the mechanical mode, which
has recently been demonstrated in Refs. [35, 36].
Finally, we discuss mechanical decoherence in between pulse interactions due to coupling of the
mechanical mode to other degrees of freedom in the oscillator. We consider a linear coupling to an
inﬁnite bath of harmonic oscillators, which can be described by the interaction Hamiltonian


νi bi e−iωi t + b†i eiωi t Xm ,
(9)
Hint =
i

where bi are operators for the i-th bath mode with frequencyωi that interact with
 the mode of interest

with interaction strength νi . Using the notation B(t) = i νi bi e−iωi t + b†i eiωi t , the solutions for the
position and momentum operators become
(0)
Xm (t) = Xm
(t, t0 ) −

Pm (t) =
(0)

(0)
Pm
(t, t0 )

t

dtB(t ) sin(ωm (t − t ))

t0
t

+

(10)

dtB(t ) cos(ωm (t − t )) ,

t0
(0)

where Xm (t, t0 ) = Re[A(t0 )eiωm (t−t0 ) ] and Pm (t, t0 ) = Im[A(t0 )eiωm (t−t0 ) ] are the position and momentum operators without decoherence, respectively, with the initial value A(t0 ) = Xm (t0 ) + iPm (t0 ).
For a bath that is initially uncorrelated with the mechanical mode of interest, the ξ-operator changes to
ξB = ξ0 eiλnL B3 eiλnL B2 eiλnL B1

(11)

where ξ0 is the operator without decoherence as given in Eq. 4 and the bath degrees of freedom enπ/2ωm
π/ωm
ter through the operators B1 =
dtB(t ) cos(ωm t), B2 =
dtB(t ) sin(ωm t) and
0
0

3
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3π/2ω

m
B3 = − 0
dtB(t ) cos(ωm t). We consider a Markovian bath with negligible bath correlation
times such that B(t) = 0 and B(t)B(t ) = γm coth(ωm /2kB T )δ(t − t ), where the mechanical
damping can be written in terms of the mechanical quality factor as γm = ωm /Q. To ﬁrst order in T /Q
the mean of the optical ﬁeld becomes

aL B  aL 0 (1 − λ2

kB T
),
ωm Q

(12)

where aL 0 is the mean of the optical ﬁeld without decoherence. For Q = 106 one therefore requires
T  100 mK to keep the decoherence sufﬁciently weak. Such parameters can be achieved for kHzresonators with dilution refrigeration.

4
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5.3

Quantum interferometric visibility as a
witness of general relativistic proper time

In this work, we consider how time dilation affects low energy quantum systems and show that novel phenomena arise with no counterpart in classical
theory. Newtonian gravity has been shown to be fully consistent with quantum theory, as for example seen in observations of a quantum phase arising
from the Newtonian gravitational potential. In our work on time dilation,
conceived and conducted in collaboration with fellow PhD students M. Zych
and F. Costa and our supervisor Č. Brukner, we go beyond the Newtonian
limit and show how general relativistic time dilation affects quantum systems. Our results bring the interplay between quantum theory and classical
general relativity into an experimentally accessible regime. In our approach
we considered time dilation to lowest order as a perturbative correction to the
evolution of matter-waves in a gravitational field. Due to the mass-energy
equivalence, all energy contributes to the total weight of a system and gravity
therefore couples also to the internal energy of a system. This is gravitational
time dilation to lowest order and causes a position dependent internal evolution, also known as the redshift. Quantum mechanically, an additional
phenomenon arises, which has been entirely overlooked so far and which is
the core of the paper: internal oscillations entangle to the center-of-mass position of a particle. We consider matter waves with internal clocks, such as
atomic clocks in atomic fountains, and show that the entanglement between
the clock-states and the position causes suppression and revivals of the visibility of the interference pattern. This phenomenon can only be explained if
both, quantum theory and general relativity, are taken into account.
I contributed to all aspects of the research project.
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Quantum interferometric visibility as a witness
of general relativistic proper time
Magdalena Zych1, Fabio Costa1, Igor Pikovski1 & Časlav Brukner1,2

Current attempts to probe general relativistic effects in quantum mechanics focus on precision
measurements of phase shifts in matter–wave interferometry. Yet, phase shifts can always be
explained as arising because of an Aharonov–Bohm effect, where a particle in a flat space–time
is subject to an effective potential. Here we propose a quantum effect that cannot be explained
without the general relativistic notion of proper time. We consider interference of a ‘clock’—a
particle with evolving internal degrees of freedom—that will not only display a phase shift, but
also reduce the visibility of the interference pattern. According to general relativity, proper
time flows at different rates in different regions of space–time. Therefore, because of quantum
complementarity, the visibility will drop to the extent to which the path information becomes
available from reading out the proper time from the ‘clock’. Such a gravitationally induced
decoherence would provide the first test of the genuine general relativistic notion of proper
time in quantum mechanics.
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I

n the theory of general relativity, time is not a global background
parameter but flows at different rates depending on the space–
time geometry. Although verified to high precision in various
experiments1, this prediction (as well as any other general relativistic
effect) has never been tested in the regime where quantum effects
become relevant. There is, in general, a fundamental interest in
probing the interplay between gravity and quantum mechanics2. The
reason is that the two theories are grounded on seemingly different
premises and, although consistent predictions can be extrapolated
for a large range of phenomena, a unified framework is still missing
and fundamentally new physics is expected to appear at some scale.
One of the promising experimental directions is to reveal,
through interferometric measurements, the phase acquired by a particle moving in a gravitational potential3,4. Typically considered is
a Mach–Zehnder type interferometer (Fig. 1), placed in the Earth’s
gravitational field, where a particle travels in a coherent superposition along the two interferometric paths γ1, γ2 that have different
proper lengths. The two amplitudes in the superposition acquire different, trajectory-dependent phases Φi, i = 1, 2. In addition, the particle acquires a controllable relative phase shift ϕ. Taking into account
the action of the first beam splitter and denoting by |ri〉 the mode
associated with the respective path γi, the state inside the Mach–
Zehnder setup |ΨMZ〉, just before it is recombined, can be written as
| Ψ MZ 〉 =

(

)

1
ie −iΦ1 | r1 〉 + e −iΦ2 +ij | r2 〉 .
2

(1)

Finally, the particle can be registered by one of the two detectors
D ± with corresponding probabilities P ± :
1 1
P± = ± cos ( ∆Φ + j ) ,
2 2

(2)

where ∆Φ:= Φ1 − Φ2. The phase Φi is proportional to the action
along the corresponding (semiclassical) trajectory γi on which the
particle moves. For a free particle on an arbitrary space–time background, the action can be written in terms of the proper time τ that
elapsed during the travel, Si = −mc 2 ∫ g i dt . This might suggest that
the measurement of ∆Φ is an experimental demonstration of the
general relativistic time dilation.
There is, however, a conceptual issue in interpreting experiments
measuring a gravitationally induced phase shift as tests of the relativistic time dilation. The action Si above can be written in terms of
an effective gravitational potential on a flat space–time. Thus, all
the effects resulting from such an action are fully described by the
Schödinger equation with the corresponding gravitational potential
and where the time evolution is given with respect to the global time.
Note that a particle in a field of arbitrary nature is subject to a Hamiltonian where the potential energy is proportional to the field’s charge
and a position-dependent potential. Therefore, even in a homogeneous field, the particle acquires a trajectory-dependent phase although
the force acting on it is the same at any point—the phase arises only
because of the potential. For a homogeneous electric field, this relative phase is known as the electric Aharonov–Bohm effect5. The case
of Newtonian gravity is directly analogous—the role of the particle’s
electric charge and of the Coulomb potential are taken by the particle’s mass and the Newtonian gravitational potential, respectively 6.
All quantum interferometric experiments performed to date (see for
example, refs 7–9) are fully explainable by this gravitational analogue
of the electric Aharonov–Bohm effect. Moreover, even if one includes
non-Newtonian terms in the Hamiltonian, this dichotomy of interpretations is still present. Again, one can interpret the phase shift ∆Φ as
a type of an Aharanov–Bohm phase, which a particle moving in a flat
space–time acquires because of an effective, non-Newtonian, gravitational potential (at least for an effective gravitational potential arising
from the typically considered Kerr or Schwarzschild space–times).
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Figure 1 | Mach–Zehnder interferometer in the gravitational field.
The setup considered in this work consists of two beam splitters (BS), a
phase shifter (PS) and two detectors D ± . The PS gives a controllable phase
difference ϕ between the two trajectories γ1 and γ2, which both lie in the x − y
plane. A homogeneous gravitational field (g) is oriented antiparallel to the
x direction. The separation between the paths in the direction of the field is
∆h. General relativity predicts that the amount of the elapsed proper time is
different along the two paths. In our approach, we will consider interference
of a particle (which is not in free fall) that has an evolving internal degree
of freedom that acts as a ‘clock’. Such an interference experiment will
therefore not only display a phase shift, but also reduce the visibility of the
interference pattern to the extent to which the path information becomes
available from reading out the proper time of the ‘clock’.

Here we predict a quantum effect that cannot be explained without the general relativistic notion of proper time and thus show how
it is possible to unambiguously distinguish between the two interpretations discussed above. We consider a Mach–Zehnder interferometer placed in the gravitational potential and with a ‘clock’ used
as an interfering particle. By ‘clock’ we mean some evolving internal
degree of freedom of the particle. If there is a difference in proper
time elapsed along the two trajectories, the ‘clock’ will evolve into
different quantum states for the two paths of the interferometer.
Because of quantum complementarity between interference and
which-path information the interferometric visibility will decrease
by an amount given by the which-way information accessible from
the final state of the clock10–12. Such a reduction in the visibility is a
direct consequence of the general relativistic time dilation, which
follows from the Einstein equivalence principle. Seeing the Einstein equivalence principle as a corner stone of general relativity,
observation of the predicted loss of the interference contrast would
be the first confirmation of a genuine general relativistic effect in
quantum mechanics.
One might sustain the view that the interference observed with
particles without evolving degrees of freedom is a manifestation of
some intrinsic oscillations associated with the particle and that such
oscillations can still be seen as the ticking of a clock that keeps track
of the particle’s time. If any operational meaning was to be attributed
to this clock, it would imply that which-way information is, in principle, accessible. One should then either assume that proper time is
a quantum degree of freedom, in which case, there should be a drop
in the interferometric visibility, or that the quantum complementarity relation (between which-path information and interferometric
visibility) would be violated when general relativistic effects become
relevant. Our proposed experiment allows to test these possibilities.
The hypothesis that proper time is a degree of freedom has indeed
been considered in various works13–15.
The above considerations are also relevant in the context of
the debate over ref. 16 (determination of the gravitational redshift
by reinterpreting interferometric experiment9 that measured the
acceleration of free fall). It was pointed out in refs 17–20 that only
states non-trivially evolving in time can be referred to as ‘clocks’. In
ref. 18, the interference in such a case was discussed, however, the
role of the interferometric visibility as a witness of proper time in
quantum mechanics and as a tool to test new hypotheses has not
been previously considered.
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In the present paper, we discuss an interferometric experiment
in the gravitational field where the interfering particle can be operationally treated as a ‘clock’. We predict that as a result of the quantum complementarity between interference and which-path information the general relativistic time dilation will cause the decrease
in the interferometric visibility. The observation of such a reduction
in the visibility would be the first confirmation of a genuinely general relativistic effect in quantum mechanics, in particular, it would
unambiguously probe proper time as predicted by general relativity. The proposed experiment can also lead to a conclusive test of
theories in which proper time is treated as a quantum degree of
freedom.

Results
Which-way information from proper time. Consider an
interferometric experiment with the setup as in Fig. 1, but in a
situation where the particle in superposition has some internal
degree of freedom that can evolve in time. In such a case, state (1) is
no longer the full description of the system. Moreover, if this degree
of freedom can be considered as a ‘clock’, according to the general
relativistic notion of proper time it should evolve differently along
the two arms of the interferometer in the presence of gravity. For a
trajectory γi, let us call |τi〉 the corresponding state of the ‘clock’. The
superposition (1) inside the interferometer now reads
| Ψ MZ 〉 =

(

)

1
ie −iΦ1 | r1 〉 | t1 〉 + e −iΦ2 +ij | r2 〉 | t 2 〉 .
2

(3)

In general, the state (3) is entangled and according to quantum
mechanics interference in the path degrees of freedom should
correspondingly be washed away. The reason is that one could
measure the ‘clock’ degrees of freedom and in that way read out the
accessible which-path information. Tracing out the ‘clock’ states in
equation (3) gives the detection probabilities
1 1
P± = ± | 〈t1 | t 2 〉 | cos ( ∆Φ + a + j ) ,
2 2

(4)

where 〈τ1|τ2〉 = |〈τ1|τ2〉|eiα. When the ancillary phase shift ϕ is varied,
the probabilities P ± oscillate with the amplitude V , called the
visibility (contrast) of the interference pattern. Formally
Maxj P± − Minj P±
.
V :=
Maxj P± + Minj P±
Whereas without the ‘clock’ the expected contrast is always maximal
(equation (2) yields V = 1), in the case of equation (4) it reads
V =| 〈t1 | t 2 〉 | .

(5)

The distinguishability D of the trajectories is the probability to
correctly guess which path was taken in the two-way interferometer
by measuring the degrees of freedom that serve as a which-way
detector12 (in mathematical terms it is the trace norm distance
between the final states of the detectors associated with different
paths). In our case, these are the ‘clock’ degrees of freedom and
we obtain D = 1− | 〈t1 | t 2 〉 |2 . The amount of the which-way
information that is potentially available sets an absolute upper
bound on the fringe visibility and we recover the well-known duality
relation10–12 in the form V 2 + D 2 = 1 , as expected for pure states.
The above result demonstrates that general relativistic effects
in quantum interferometric experiments can go beyond previously
predicted corrections to the non-relativistic phase shift. When
proper time is treated operationally we anticipate the gravitational
time dilation to result in the reduction of the fringe contrast. This
drop in the visibility is expected independently of how the proper
time is measured and which system and interaction are used for

the ‘clock’. Moreover, when the information about the time elapsed
is not physically accessible, the drop in the visibility will not occur.
This indicates that the effect unambiguously arises because of the
proper time as predicted by general relativity, in contrast to measurements of the phase shift alone. The gravitational phase shift occurs
independently of whether the system can or cannot be operationally
treated as a ‘clock’, just as the phase shift acquired by a system in the
electromagnetic potential. Therefore, the notion of proper time is
not probed in such experiments.
Massive quantum ‘clock’ in an external gravitational field. In
the next paragraphs, we present how the above idea can be realized when the ‘clock’ degrees of freedom are implemented in internal states of a massive particle (neglecting the finite-size effects).
Let H be the Hamiltonian that describes the internal evolution.
In the rest reference frame, the time coordinate corresponds to the
proper time τ, and the evolution of the internal states is given by
i (∂ ∂t ) = H . Changing coordinates to the laboratory frame, the
evolution is given by i (∂ ∂t ) = t H , where t = dt dt describes
how fast the proper time flows with respect to the coordinate time.
For a general metric gµν, it is given by t = − g mn x m x n , where we
use the signature ( −  +  +  + ) and summation over repeated indices
is understood. The energy–momentum tensor of a massive particle
described by the action S can be defined as the functional derivative of S with respect to the metric, that is, T mn := d S d g mn (see,
for example, ref. 21). Since the particle’s energy E is defined as the
T00 component, it reads E = g0 µ g0νTµν. In the case of a free evolution
in a space–time with a stationary metric (in coordinates such that
g0j = 0 for j = 1, 2, 3), we have
E = mc 2

− g 00
− g mn x m x n

,

(6)

where m is the mass of the particle. Space–time geometry in the
vicinity of Earth can be described by the Schwarzschild metric.
In isotropic coordinates (x, θ, ϑ) and with dΩ2 ≡ dq 2 + sin2q dJ 2 it
takes the form21
c 2 dt 2 =

f(x ) 2
)
4
2c 2 c 2dt 2 −  1 − f(x )  dx 2 + x 2dΩ2

,
2 
f(x ) 2

2c
(1 − 2 )
2c

(1 +

(

)

where f(x ) = − GM x is the Earth’s gravitational potential (G
denotes the gravitational constant and M is the mass of Earth). We
consider the limit of a weak field and of slowly moving particles.
In the final result, we therefore keep up to quadratic terms in the
kinetic and potential energy. In this approximation, the metric
components read21

1 
f(x ) 
f(x )
f(x )2 
g 00  −  1 + 2 2 + 2 4  , g ij  2 d ij  1 − 2 2  ,

c
c 
c
c 


so that
t  1 + 2

f(x )
f(x )2
x 2 
f(x ) 
+ 2 4 −    1 − 2 2  .
2

c 
c
c
c 

The total Hamiltonian in the laboratory frame is given by
H Lab = H 0 + t H , where the operator H0 describes the dynamics
of the external degrees of freedom of the particle and is obtained
by canonically quantizing the energy (6), that is, the particle’s
coordinate x and kinematic momentum p = mx become operators
satisfying the canonical commutation relation ([x , p] = i ) . Thus,
approximating up to the second order also in the internal energy,
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HLab reads
H Lab  mc 2 + H + EkGR +

(

)

f(x )
GR
mc 2 + H + Ecorr
,
c2

P+ – P–
1

(7)

where

and

π

p2 
p 2 1

1 + 3
−
H 
 2mc  mc 2

2m 

EkGR =

1
p2 .
GR
Ecorr
= mf(x ) − 3
2
2m

–1

We consider a semiclassical approximation of the particle’s motion
in the interferometer. Therefore, all terms in HLab, apart from the
internal Hamiltonian H , appear as purely numerical functions
defined along the fixed trajectories.
In a setup as in Figure 1, the particle follows in superposition
two fixed non-geodesic paths γ1, γ2 in the homogeneous gravitational field. The acceleration and deceleration, which the particle
undergoes in the x direction, is assumed to be the same for both
trajectories, as well as the constant velocity along the y axis. This
assures that the trajectories have different proper length, but there
will be no time dilation between the paths stemming from special
relativistic effects. The particle inside the interferometer will thus
1
be described by the superposition | Ψ MZ 〉 =
i | Ψ1 〉 + eij | Ψ2 〉 ,
2
where the states |Ψi〉 associated with the two paths γi are given by
applying the Hamiltonian (7) to the initial state, which we denote by
|xin〉|τ in〉. Up to an overall phase, these states read

(

| Ψi 〉 = e

−

(

i
f(x )
GR
dt
mc 2 + H + Ecorr
 g i c2

∫

)

)

| x in 〉 | t in 〉.

(8)

For a small size of the interferometer, the central gravitational
potential φ(x) can be approximated to linear terms in the distance
∆h between the paths:
2

(9)

f(R + ∆h) = f(R) + g ∆h + O (∆h ),

Figure 2 | Visibility of the interference pattern and the phase shift in the
cases with and without the ‘clock.’ The plot of the difference between
the probabilities P ± (ϕ, m, ∆E, ∆V, ∆T), equation (12), to find the particle
in the output path of the Mach–Zehnder interferometer as a function
of the time ∆T for which the particle travels in a superposition of two
trajectories at constant heights (this corresponds to changing the length of
the interferometric arms). The term proportional to the particle’s mass is
the phase originating from the Newtonian potential energy m∆V. General
relativistic corrections stemming from external degrees of freedom are
GR
given by Ecorr
, see for example, ref. 3. Without the ‘clock’ degrees of
freedom, only these terms are present in the result (dashed, black line
in the plot). In the situation with the ‘clock’ (blue line), we expect two
new effects: the change of the interferometric visibility given by the
absolute value of the first cosine (thick red line) and an extra phase shift
proportional to the average internal energy of the ‘clock’. The values for the
energy gap ∆E and the gravitational potential difference ∆V between the
interferometric paths are chosen such that ∆E ∆V 2c2 = 1Hz . Whereas the
phase shift alone can always be understood as an Aharonov–Bohm phase
of an effective potential, the notion of general relativistic proper time is
necessary to explain the decrease of the visibility.

GR
the corrections Ecorr from equation (7) averaged over the two trajectories and ∆E: = E1 − E0. The expectation value 〈H 〉 is taken with
respect to the state (11). The corresponding visibility (5) is

2

where g = GM R denotes the value of the Earth’s gravitational
acceleration in the origin of the laboratory frame, which is at distance R from the centre of Earth.
For a particle having two internal states |0〉, |1〉 with corresponding energies E0, E1, the rest frame Hamiltonian of the internal
degrees of freedom can be written as
(10)

H = E0 | 0〉〈0 | + E1 |1〉〈1|

and if we choose the initial state of this internal degrees to be
| t in 〉 =

1
(| 0〉+ |1〉)
2

(11)

the detection probabilities read

1 1
 ∆E∆V ∆T 
P± (j , m, ∆E , ∆V , ∆T ) = ± cos 
cos  mc 2+ H
 2c 2 

2 2

(

)

GR
+ Ecorr
r +

∆V ∆T

+ j ,

c 2

(12)

where ∆T is the time (as measured in the laboratory frame) for
which the particle travels in the interferometer in a superposition
of two trajectories at constant heights, ∆V: = g∆h is the difference
GR
in the gravitational potential between the paths, Ecorr
represents


∆T (s)

 ∆E∆V ∆T 
V = cos 
.
 2c 2 

(13)

The introduction of the ‘clock’ degrees of freedom results in two
new quantum effects that cannot be explained without including
general relativity: the change of the interferometric visibility and the
extra phase shift proportional to the average internal energy (Fig. 2;
equation (12)). The drop in the visibility is a consequence of a direct
coupling of the particle’s internal degrees of freedom to the potential
in the effective Hamiltonian (7). Such a coupling is never found in
Newtonian gravity, and it is the mathematical expression of the prediction that the ‘clock’ ticks at different rates when placed in different
gravitational potentials. This coupling can directly be obtained from
the Einstein equivalence principle. Recall that the latter postulates
that accelerated reference frames are physically equivalent to those
in the gravitational field of massive objects. When applied within
special relativity, this exactly results in the prediction that initially
synchronized clocks subject to different gravitational potentials will
show different times when brought together. The proposed experiment probes the presence of such a gravitational time dilation effect
for a quantum system—it directly shows whether the ‘clock’ would
tick at different rates when taken along the two possible trajectories in the interferometer. On the other hand, to obtain the correct
phase shift, it is sufficient to consider a semiclassical coupling of
the average total energy of the system to the gravitational potential. With such a coupling, the time displayed by the ‘clock’ used in
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the experiment will not depend on the path taken. This means that
a gravitationally induced phase shift can probe general relativistic
corrections to the Newtonian gravitational potential but is always
consistent with having an operationally well-defined notion of
global time, that is, with a flat space–time.
The effect described in our work follows directly from the
Einstein equivalence principle, which is itself crucial for the formulation of general relativity as a metric theory22. Thus, the drop in the
fringe contrast is not only genuinely quantum mechanical but also a
genuine general relativistic effect that in particular unambiguously
probes the general relativistic notion of proper time.
General ‘clocks’ and gravitational fields. Let us call t the orthogonalization time of a quantum system, that is, the minimal time
needed for a quantum state to evolve under a given Hamiltonian
into an orthogonal one23,24. For the initial state (11) subject to the
rest frame Hamiltonian H given by equation (10) we obtain
p
(14)
t⊥ =
.
∆E
A system with finite t can be seen as a clock that ticks at a rate
proportional to t−1. Thus, the orthogonalization time gives also the
precision of a considered ‘clock’. From the expression for t in the
approximation (9), it follows that the total time dilation ∆τ between
the trajectories is
∆V ∆T
(15)
∆t =
.
c2
We can, therefore, phrase the interferometric visibility V solely in
terms of t and ∆τ:
 ∆t p 
V = cos 
.
 t ⊥ 2 

(16)

The total time dilation ∆τ is a parameter capturing the relevant information about the paths, and t grasps pertinent features of the ‘clock’.
It is only their ratio that matters for the fringe visibility. Equation (16)
is a generalization of the result (13) to the case of an arbitrary initial
state, ‘clock’ Hamiltonian and a non-homogeneous gravitational field:
whenever the time dilation ∆τ between the two trajectories through
the Mach–Zehnder interferometer is equal to the orthogonalization
time t of the quantum mechanical system that is sent through the
setup, the physically accessible proper time difference will result
in the full loss of fringe contrast. There are several bounds on the
orthogonalization time based on energy distribution moments23,25,26.
Such bounds can through equation (16) give some estimates on the
gravity-induced decoherence rates in more general situations. As an
example, for mixed states one generally has26:

1

1
1 2a
≤
〈(H − E gr )a 〉 a ,
t ⊥ p

α > 0 (provided the initial state is in the domain of (H − Egr)α)
where H denotes the internal Hamiltonian and Egr the energy of
its ground state.

Discussion
Current approaches to test general relativistic effects in quantum
mechanics mainly focus on high precision measurements of the
phase induced by the gravitational potential. Although such
experiments would probe the potential and thus could verify
non-Newtonian corrections in the Hamiltonian, they would not
constitute an unambiguous proof of the gravitational time dilation, because they are also explainable without this concept by the
Aharonov–Bohm effect: a trajectory-dependent phase acquired by
a particle moving in a flat space–time in the presence of a positiondependent potential.
In our proposed experiment, the effects arising from general
relativistic proper time can be separated and probed independently
from the Aharonov–Bohm type of effects. Unlike the phase shift,
which occurs independently of whether the interfering particle can
be treated as a ‘clock’, the change of the interferometric visibility
(equation (13)) is a quantum effect that arises if and only if general relativistic proper time has a well defined operational meaning. Indeed, if one prepares the initial state |τin〉 as an eigenstate of
the internal energy Hamiltonian H , only the phase of such a state
would change during the time evolution and, according to equation
(16), interferometric visibility would be maximal. This ‘clock’ would
not ‘tick’ (it has orthogonalization time t = ∞) so the concept of
proper time would have no operational meaning in this case. Moreover, reasoning that any (even just an abstract) frequency which
can be ascribed to the particle allows considering proper time as
a physical quantity would imply that interference should always be
lost, as the which-path information is stored ‘somewhere’. This once
again shows that, in quantum mechanics, it makes no sense to speak
about quantities without specifying how they are measured.
The interferometric experiment proposed in this work can also
be used to test whether proper time is a new quantum degree of
freedom. This idea was discussed in the context of, for example, the
equivalence principle in refs 13,14 and a mass–proper time uncertainty relation15. The equations of motion for proper time treated
dynamically, as put forward in refs 13–15, are in agreement with
general relativity. Therefore, the predictions of equation (5) would
also be valid, if the states |τi〉, introduced in equation (3), stand for
this new degree of freedom. Already performed experiments, like

Table 1 | Discussion of possible outcomes of the proposed interferometric experiment.
Experimental visibility

Possible explanation

Current experimental status

Vm = 0

Proper time: quantum d.o.f., sharply defined

Disproved in, for example, refs 7,9

0 < Vm < VQM

Proper time: quantum d.o.f. with uncertainty στ

Consistent with current data for

Vm = VQM

Proper time: not a quantum d.o.f. or has a very broad uncertainty

Consistent with current data

Vm > VQM

Quantum interferometric complementarity does not hold when
general relativistic effects become relevant

Not tested

s t > | ∆t |

−8ln(1 − ∆V )

The measured visibility Vm is compared with the quantum mechanical prediction VQM given by equation (13). Depending on their relation, different conclusions can be drawn regarding the possibility
that proper time is a quantum degree of freedom (d.o.f.). Assuming that the distribution of the proper time d.o.f. is a Gaussian of the width στ, current interferometric experiments give bounds on
possible στ in terms of the proper time difference ∆τ between the paths and the experimental error ∆V of the visibility measurement.
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Table 2 | Comparison of different systems for the experimental observation of the reduced interferometric visibility.
System
Atoms
Electrons
Molecules
Neutrons

‘Clock’

 (Hz)

DhDT (ms) achieved

DhDT (ms) required

1015
1013
1012
1010

10 − 5
10 − 6
10 − 8
10 − 6

10
103
104
106

Hyperfine states
Spin precession
Vibrational modes
Spin precession

Several possible systems are compared on the basis of theoretically required and already experimentally achieved parameters, which are relevant for our proposed experiment. For a ‘clock’ with a
frequency w = ∆E  , the required value of the parameter ∆h∆T (∆h being the separation between the interferometers arms and ∆T the time for which the particle travels in superposition at constant
2
heights) for the full loss of the fringe visibility (see equation (13)), is given in the rightmost column. In our estimations, we assumed a constant gravitational acceleration g = 10(m/s ) . See section
Methods for further discussion on possible experimental implementations.

in refs 7,16, which measured a gravitational phase shift, immediately rule out the possibility that the state of proper time was sharply
defined in those tests, in the sense of 〈τ1|τ2〉 = δ(τ1 − τ2). However,
such experiments can put a finite bound on the possible uncertainty in the state of proper time. The phase shift measured in those
experiments can be phrased in terms of the difference in the proper
time ∆τ between the paths. Denote by ∆V the experimental error
with which the visibility of the interference pattern was measured
in those tests. As a result, a Gaussian state of the proper time degree
of freedom of width στ such that s t >| ∆t | / −8 ln(1 − ∆V ) , is consistent with the experimental data. An estimate of the proper time
uncertainty can be based on the Heisenberg uncertainty principle
for canonical variables and the equation of motion for the proper
time. In such an analysis, the rest mass m can be considered as a
canonically conjugated momentum to the proper time variable τ,
that is, one assumes [t , mc 2 ] = i 13–15. In Table 1, we discuss what
can be inferred about proper time as a quantum degree of freedom
from an experiment in which the measured visibility would be Vm
and where VQM is the visibility predicted by quantum mechanics, as
given by equation (13).
In conclusion, we predicted a quantum effect in interferometric
experiments that, for the first time, allows probing general relativistic proper time in an unambiguous way. In the presence of a gravitational potential, we showed that a loss in the interferometric visibility
occurs, if the time dilation is physically accessible from the state
of the interfered particle. This requires that the particle is a ‘clock’
measuring proper time along the trajectories, therefore revealing
the which-way information. Our predictions can be experimentally verified by implementing the ‘clock’ in some internal degrees
of freedom of the particle (see Methods). The proposed experiment
can also lead to a conclusive test of theories in which proper time is
treated as a quantum degree of freedom. As a final remark, we note
that decoherence due to the gravitational time dilation may have
further importance in considering the quantum to classical transi
tion and in attempts to observe collective quantum phenomena in
extended, complex quantum systems because the orthogonalization time may become small enough in such situations to make the
predicted decoherence effect prominent.

Methods

Systems for the implementation of the interferometric setup. Here we briefly
discuss various systems for the possible implementation of the interferometric
setup. Interferometry with many different massive quantum systems has been
achieved, for example, with neutrons7,8, atoms16,27, electrons28,29 and molecules30,31. In
our framework, further access to an internal degree of freedom is paramount, as to
initialize the ‘clock’ which measures the proper time along the interferometric path.
Therefore, the experimental requirements are more challenging. To observe full loss
of the interferometric visibility, the proper time difference in the two interferometric arms needs to be ∆τ = t. For a two level system, the revival of the visibility due
to the indistinguishability of the proper time in the two arms occurs when ∆τ = 2t.
The best current atomic clocks operate at optical frequencies ω around 1015 Hz.
For such systems, we have t = π /ω, and one would therefore require an atomic
superposition with ∆h∆T~10 ms to see full disappearance of the interferometric
visibility. For example, the spatial separation would need to be of the order of 1 m,
maintained for about 10 s. Achieving and maintaining such large superpositions of


atoms still remains a challenge, but recent rapid experimental progress indicates
that this interferometric setup could be conceivable in the near future. For
neutrons, a separation of ∆h~10 − 2 m with a coherence time of t~10 − 4 s has been
achieved8. To implement our ‘clock’ in neutron interferometry, one can use spin
precession in a strong, homogeneous magnetic field. However, such a ‘clock’ could
reach frequencies up to ω~109 Hz (for a magnetic field strength of order of 10T
(ref. 32)), which is still a few orders of magnitude lower than necessary for the
observation of full decoherence owing to a proper time difference. Improvements
in the coherence time and the size of the interferometer would still be necessary.
Other systems, such as molecules, could be used as well and Table 2 summarizes
the requirements for various setups (note again that the particles are assumed to
travel at fixed height during the time ∆T).
The effect we predict can be measured even without achieving full orthogonalization of the ‘clocks’. Note that even for ∆τ  t the small reduction of visibility
can already be sufficient to prove the accessibility of which-path information due
to the proper time difference. With current parameters in atom interferometry,
an accuracy of the measurement of the visibility of ∆V = 10 − 6 would have to be
achieved for the experimental confirmation of our predictions. A very good
precision measurement of the interferometric visibility and a precise knowledge
about other decoherence effects would therefore make the requirements for the
other parameters less stringent.
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5.4

General relativistic effects in quantum interference of photons

This project was developed as a follow-up on the study of time dilation in
matter wave experiments, in collaboration with T. C. Ralph. We considered
photons and how they could be used to probe the metric nature of space-time.
Even though photons follow null geodesics, and therefore do not measure any
proper time along their paths, they can nevertheless be used to probe general relativistic phenomena. We show that general relativistic slow-down of
light, also known as Shapiro delay, can affect interference experiments with
single photons. If the interferometer is sufficiently large, a single photon in
superposition will experience a delay between the two arms such that no full
quantum interference can be obtained. Even though Shapiro delay is well
tested for classical electromagnetic radiation, a test of the delay for single
photons in superposition allows one to probe the interplay between quantum theory and general relativity. In the manuscript we also discuss under
what conditions an experiment of this kind is unambiguously of quantum
and general relativistic nature. To highlight the difference to tests of general
relativity with classical systems, we construct a simple model which would
be consistent with all current experiments but which would predict a different outcome for the Shapiro delay of a single photon in superposition. In
addition, it is shown that phase shift measurements on the light can reveal
the influence of gravity on photons even in a regime where the slow-down
along the different trajectories is vanishingly small.
I contributed to all aspects of the research project.
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Abstract
Quantum mechanics and general relativity have been extensively and
independently confirmed in many experiments. However, the interplay of the
two theories has never been tested: all experiments that measured the influence
of gravity on quantum systems are consistent with non-relativistic, Newtonian
gravity. On the other hand, all tests of general relativity can be described within
the framework of classical physics. Here we discuss a quantum interference
experiment with single photons that can probe quantum mechanics in curved
space-time. We consider a single photon traveling in superposition along two
paths in an interferometer, with each arm experiencing a different gravitational
time dilation. If the difference in the time dilations is comparable with the
photon’s coherence time, the visibility of the quantum interference is predicted
to drop, while for shorter time dilations the effect of gravity will result only
in a relative phase shift between the two arms. We discuss what aspects of the
interplay between quantum mechanics and general relativity are probed in such
experiments and analyze the experimental feasibility.
PACS numbers: 03.65.−w, 04.20.−q, 42.50.−p, 04.62.+v
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction
Quantum mechanics and Einstein’s theory of gravity are the two pillars of modern physics.
Since there are conceptual differences between the foundational principles of the two theories,
new physics is expected to appear from their interplay at some scale [1]. However, even the
regime in which quantum systems evolve on classical, curved space-time has never been
0264-9381/12/224010+18$33.00 © 2012 IOP Publishing Ltd
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accessed experimentally: all experiments performed so far can be explained either by classical
physics in curved background or by quantum mechanics in flat space-time. It is of fundamental
interest to verify whether gravitational time dilation applies to single particles in quantum
superposition. Likewise, it is important to probe quantum phenomena in regimes where general
relativistic effects are present, for example, where time is not a common parameter for different
amplitudes of a single quantum system in superposition. In this work we address such a regime
and present a scheme which opens a feasible experimental route in this direction.
General relativity (GR) predicts that the flow of the time is altered by gravity. This yields
several effects that have been independently tested. The gravitational redshift was first observed
by Pound and Rebka [2], who verified that the frequency of electromagnetic radiation depends
on the altitude difference between the emitter and the receiver. In a later experiment, Hafele
and Keating [3] directly tested both the special and the general relativistic time dilation by
comparing actual clocks at different heights moving at different speeds. Another classical test
of GR was first proposed and performed by Shapiro [4]: the speed of light, as perceived by a
laboratory observer, reduces for electromagnetic waves that travel across regions subject to a
gravitational potential [5]. In these experiments, as well as for all other tests of GR, the degrees
of freedom relevant for the observation of general relativistic effects can be fully described
by the laws of classical physics: the Shapiro effect and the Pound–Rebka experiment can
be modeled using classical electrodynamics in curved space-time, while the Hafele–Keating
experiment can be described in terms of clocks measuring time along their classical (localized)
trajectories.
The first experiment measuring the effect of gravity on the quantum wavefunction of
a single particle was performed by Colella, Overhauser, and Werner (COW) [6]. In this
experiment single neutrons travel in a superposition of two different heights. The different
gravitational potential acting on the two paths induces a relative phase to the neutron
wavefunction, which is observed from the quantum interference when the two superposed
beams are recombined. Today, analogous experiments with atomic fountains are used to
perform high-precision measurements of the gravitational acceleration g [7]. The phaseshifts observed in these interferometric experiments are fully compatible with non-relativistic
quantum mechanics in the presence of the Newtonian gravitational potential. It is perhaps
striking that the measurements of gravitationally induced phase-shifts are the only experiments
performed to date where both quantum mechanics and gravity are relevant and still they cannot
falsify non-metric, Newtonian gravity, which has so thoroughly been disproved for classical
systems.
In a recent work [8], an experiment was proposed that allows probing general relativistic
time dilation in conjunction with the quantum complementarity principle (which states that
quantum interference is lost once which-way information becomes available). As in the COW
experiment, one considers interference of matter waves. The novelty of the scheme is to
use additionally some controllable time-evolving degree of freedom of the mater-wave as a
clock [8, 9]. The system is brought in a coherent superposition of two locations at different
gravitational potentials (e.g. at different heights above the earth). As a result of the general
relativistic time dilation the rate of the time evolution of the clock will be different for each
of the amplitudes of the superposition, depending on its location. Thus, according to quantum
complementarity the coherence of such a spatial superposition will drop to the extent to which
the information on the position becomes accessible from the state of the clock. In this setup
one can therefore probe the general relativistic time dilation by observing the reduction of
the visibility of quantum interference, in addition to the observation of the phase shift. The
measurement of such a gravitationally induced decoherence (and revivals—for a periodic
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clock) would be the first confirmation of a genuinely general relativistic effect in quantum
mechanics.
Here we discuss a quantum-optics variation of this proposal where the function of the
‘clock’ is taken by the position of a single photon along the interferometer’s arm. Because of
general relativistic time dilation, the arrival time of the photon should depend on the altitude
of its trajectory above the earth (consistently with the Shapiro delay). Thus, in an experiment
with a single photon traveling in a superposition along two paths of an interferometer, each
located at a different height above the earth, a reduction of the interferometric visibility is
expected for relative time dilations larger than the photon’s coherence time. This again can be
understood in terms of quantum complementarity: if the which-path information of the photon
can be read from its time of arrival, interference is lost.
The proposed effect depends simultaneously on GR and on quantum mechanics and
therefore goes beyond previous experiments that probed the two theories independently. The
experiment can distinguish between a semi-classical and a quantum extension of the mass–
energy equivalence. To illustrate the differences between these two we present a toy model
(appendix B) which incorporates such a semi-classical version of the mass–energy equivalence.
The model is different than quantum mechanics in curved space-time, yet still in agreement
with all current observations of either classical systems in curved space-time or quantum
systems in Newtonian gravity.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review the quantum interferometry
of clocks aimed at testing the general relativistic time dilation; in section 3 we derive the
predicted outcomes for a photonic version of such an experiment; in section 4 the feasibility of
the scheme is discussed; in section 5 we analyze which aspects of GR and quantum mechanics
are tested in our proposal and in other experiments and address possible related interpretational
issues; we conclude in section 6.
2. Quantum interference of clocks
2.1. The setup
In this section we briefly review the proposal given in [8]. A Mach–Zehnder interferometric
setup for matter-waves is placed in the earth’s gravitational field (see figure 1), and the massive
particle is put in a coherent superposition of traveling along the two paths γ1 and γ2 . The particle
has additional internal degrees of freedom that can serve as a clock (e.g. a spin precessing
in a magnetic field), which evolve into states |τi , i = 1, 2 on the respective trajectories γi .
Additionally, the particle acquires a trajectory dependent phase i and a controllable relative
phase shift ϕ. The external modes associated with the paths are denoted by |ri . After the
superposition is recombined, the particle can be registered in one of the two detectors D± . The
state of the particle inside the interferometer reads
√1 (ie−i1 |r1 |τ1 
2

| =

+ e−i2 +iϕ |r2 |τ2 ).

(1)

According to GR, time is not absolute but flows at different rates depending on the geometry
of space-time. This means that the clock will evolve into different quantum states, depending
on the path taken. The state (1) is then entangled and, according to quantum mechanics,
interference in the path degrees of freedom should correspondingly be washed away. The
reason is that one could measure the clock degrees of freedom and in that way access the
which-path information. Indeed, tracing out the clock states in equation (1) gives the detection
probabilities P± associated with the two detectors D± :
P± =

1
2

± 12 |τ1 |τ2 | cos( + α + ϕ),

(2)
3
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Figure 1. A Mach–Zehnder interferometer to measure the effect of general relativistic time dilation
on a wavefunction of a single quantum system. The setup is placed in a homogeneous gravitational
field (g) and it consists of two beam splitters (BS), two detectors D± and the phase shifter
(PS) which gives a controllable phase difference ϕ between the two trajectories γ1 and γ2 . The
separation between the paths in the direction of the field is h. If the quantum particle that travels in
superposition keeps track of time along its path, the visibility of the interference will be reduced
since the which-way information becomes accessible due to the time dilation between the paths.

where τ1 |τ2  = |τ1 |τ2 | eiα and  := 1 − 2 . When the ancillary phase shift ϕ is varied,
the probabilities P± oscillate with the amplitude V, called the visibility of the interference
Max P −Min P
pattern. Formally V := Maxϕϕ P±± +Minϕϕ P±± and for the case of equation (2) it reads
V = |τ1 |τ2 |.

(3)

The visibility of the interference pattern depends on the distinguishability of the clock states
that followed different interferometric paths. If we quantify the amount of the which-way
information D (distinguishability of the trajectories) as the probabilityto correctly guess
which path was taken in the two-way interferometer [10], we obtain D = 1 − |τ1 |τ2 |2 . The
complementarity principle can then be phrased in the form of the well-known duality relation
V 2 + D2 = 1, see [10, 12, 11].
In Newtonian gravity the expected visibility is (ideally) always maximal (V = 1) because
the rate of the time evolution of the clock is the same along both paths, i.e. |τ1  = |τ2 . In this
limit the relative phase shift between the two amplitudes is the only effect of gravity and the
internal clock is irrelevant. The phase i is proportional to the action along the corresponding
(semiclassical) trajectory γi on which the particle moves. In the presence
 of the position
dependent potential V (x) this phase becomes trajectory dependent: i = m γi V (x(t )) dt for a
particle of mass m (assuming that contributions from the kinetic energy cancel out). Therefore,
even in a homogeneous field the particle acquires a trajectory dependent phase although the
force acting on it is the same at all points—the phase arises only due to the potential. For
a homogeneous electric field such a relative phase is sometimes referred to as the electric
Aharonov–Bohm effect [13]. The case of Newtonian gravity is directly analogous—the role
of the particle’s electric charge and of the Coulomb potential are taken by the particle’s mass
and the Newtonian gravitational potential, respectively [14].
Note that Newtonian gravity is a limiting case of Einstein’s theory of gravity. Any
Newtonian effect can therefore be equivalently described in the general relativistic framework.
Within this framework, the action of a particle only subject to gravity
is proportional to

the proper time elapsed along the particle’s trajectory: Si = −mc2 γi dτ . The low-energy
limit of this expression is the action of a non-relativistic massive particle subject to the
4
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Newtonian gravitational potential. Thus, even the Newtonian interferometric phase shift can
2
be equivalently expressed as  = mc τ where τ is the proper time difference between
the trajectories. Some authors interpret therefore the gravitational phase shift as the effect of
gravitational time dilation [15]. Even though such an interpretation is consistent with GR, it
cannot distinguish Newtonian (i.e. non-metric) gravity from genuine general relativistic effects
as long as only the Newtonian limit of the phase shift,  = mght/, is measured (as in the
experiments performed so far). Similarly, any experiment that probes the acceleration of free
fall, like Galilei’s leaning tower experiment, cannot distinguish the effects of Newtonian gravity
from general relativistic effects, although it can be interpreted as arising from gravitational
time dilation when formulated within the general relativistic framework. An interpretation of
these experiments as measuring the time dilation can only be sustained if the very existence
of the time dilation is pre-assumed, i.e. by pre-assuming that the observed Newtonian effects
are the low-energy limit of general relativistic effects.
Additionally, to sustain the general relativistic viewpoint it has been argued that, differently
from classical free fall experiments, a massive quantum particle constitutes a ‘clock’ ticking
at the Compton frequency, which causes the interference. The notion of such a ‘Compton
clock’, however, is purely formal: no measurement on the particle within the interferometer
can reveal the time of such a clock4. The phase shift observed is always just a relative phase
between the two trajectories. In order to measure the frequency of the ‘Compton clock’, it
would be necessary to measure the number of oscillations per unit time of the global phase
of the wavefunction, in contradiction to the basic tenets of quantum mechanics. Moreover,
any relative phase shift can be explained as arising due to an effective (possibly even nonNewtonian) gravitational potential within a non-metric theory, which does not predict the effect
of time dilation. To conclude, such measurements can be used to test possible deviations from
general relativity in the Newtonian limit [15, 16] but not to distinguish GR from Newtonian
theory. When performed with higher precision, phase shift measurements alone can also reveal
possible deviations from the Newtonian gravitational potential [17, 18], but will always be
compatible with an absolute time (flat space-time). In contrast, the drop in the interferometric
visibility (only observable when using physical clocks), cannot be explained without the
general relativistic notion of proper time.
2.2. Interferometric visibility and which way-information
In order to explain the reduction in the interferometric visibility both quantum complementarity
and the general relativistic time dilation are necessary. Here the which-way information
becomes available only due to the gravitational time dilation. The time evolution of the upper
amplitude of the clock precedes the lower one by τ —the time dilation between the paths
of the interferometer. The distinguishability, however, depends on how τ compares with the
precision t⊥ of the clock—i.e. the time that the quantum system needs to evolve between two
distinguishable states. The expected visibility will thus depend only on the ratio of these two
parameters and equation (3) will generally take the form:


τ
,
(4)
V=F
t⊥
where the function F has the following properties: F : R+ → [0, 1] such that F (0) = 1 and
F (1)  1. Note that this conclusion is not limited to any particular physical implementation of
the clock. The fact that the time dilation necessary to cause a loss of quantum interference only
4

The claim that the measurement of the phase shift itself, being proportional to the Compton frequency, is a
measurement of the latter is untenable: any measurement of the mass m is likewise proportional to the Compton
frequency.
5
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depends on the precision of the clock and not on its realization can be seen as a consequence
of the universality of general relativistic time dilation: rates of all clocks are equally affected
by gravity. Only the explicit form of the function F depends on the specific realization of
the clock. For example, a clock with a finite dimensional Hilbert space has a periodic time
evolution and thus one expects periodic modulations of the visibility with increasing time
dilation between the two arms of the interferometer. For a clock implemented in a two-level
quantum system the visibility reads [8]
 


τ π 

.
(5)
V = cos
t⊥ 2 
For such a periodic clock, consecutive states at multiples of t⊥ are mutually orthogonal (and
in this case the parameter t⊥ is known as the orthogonalization time), so the full loss of the
visibility is expected for τ = t⊥ . The period of a two-state clock is twice t⊥ , which explains
the full revival of the visibility for τ = 2t⊥ . Such a clock may be realized in hyperfine energy
levels of an atom or with the spin of a neutron.
3. Testing general relativistic effects with single photons
We now consider a variation of the interferometric experiment that can be performed with single
photons. In this case, the clock is implemented in the position degree of freedom of the photon
(which has an infinite dimensional Hilbert space). We first consider the light-like geodesics
within an interferometric setup as in figure 1 and then consider a single photon traveling in
superposition along these geodesics. The interferometer is placed, vertically oriented, on the
surface of the earth and the space-time is modeled by the Schwarzschild metric [19]. For a
small size of the interferometer as compared to its radial coordinate r, all points on each of the
horizontal paths are approximately at the same radial distance and the vertical distance h can be
adjusted whilst keeping the horizontal path length l constant. We therefore restrict our attention
to horizontal propagation in the x direction and describe the motion in an approximately flat
2D metric
1
(6)
ds2 = dτr2 − 2 dxr2 ,
c
where


2V (r)
dt 2 , dxr2 = r2 dθ 2 .
(7)
dτr2 = 1 +
c2
is the gravitational potential, G is the universal gravitational constant and M is
V (r) = − GM
r
the earth’s mass. The coordinates are defined as follows: dt is an infinitesimal time interval
as measured by an observer far from the earth, θ is a polar coordinate that remains the
same for the observer on earth and the far away observer, τr and xr are the local time and
the local cartesian coordinate, respectively, for an observer at radial coordinate r. We first
focus on the coordinate time tr of the photon’s path along a horizontal trajectory at the radial
distance
the trajectory
in this case is light-like, i.e. ds2 = 0, equation (6) results in
 r. Since


2V (r) −1/2
1 l
. By definition of the metric, the locally measured spatial intervals
tr = c 0 dxr 1 + c2
l
are independent of r and 0 dxr = l, so that
tr =

l
c 1+

2V (r)
c2

.

(8)

According to equation (8), the time of the photon’s flight along the horizontal path can be seen
as a clock, which is subject to the gravitational time dilation as predicted by GR (which is
6
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the Shapiro effect). Depending on the radial distance r of the path from the earth, the photon
will arrive at the second beam splitter at different coordinate times. From the symmetry of
the setup, the coordinate time of the photon’s flight in the radial direction is the same for
both trajectories γi . The total difference in photon arrival times as measured by the far away
observer is therefore tr − tr+h . For the local observer at the upper path (at the radial distance
r + h) this time dilation is given by
2V (r + h)
lgh
(9)
(tr − tr+h ) ≈ 3 ,
c2
c
with g = GM
. The approximation in equation (9) is valid for a small size of the interferometer,
r2
i.e. h  r, and when second order terms in the potential are neglected.
To probe quantum mechanics in curved space-time, we consider the above effect on single
photons in superposition. The state of a photon moving in the +x direction at the radial distance
r in the space-time given by the metric (6) can be written as
τ =

1+

|1 f = a†f |0 =

ν

dν f (ν) ei c (xr −cτr ) a†ν |0,

(10)

where f (ν) is the mode function with ν being the angular frequency defined with respect to a
local observer at radial distance r and a†ν being a single frequency bosonic creation operator.
According to equation (9) the wave packet moves along each of the trajectories with a different
group velocity with respect to a fixed observer.
Therefore,
the superposition states

 reaching the
 ν
ν
two detectors D± take the form |1 f ± ∝ dν f (ν) ei c (xr −cτr ) ± ei c (xr −c(τr +τ )) a†ν |0, with τ
as given by equation (9). The probabilities of detecting the particle in D± read (see appendix A
for a supplementary calculation)


1
1 ± dν| f (ν)|2 cos(ντ ) .
(11)
Pf ± =
2

The mode function is normalized such that dν| f (ν)|2 = 1. We can identify two limits
of this expression, which in turn correspond to tests of two different physical effects.
(i) For τ small with respect to the frequency-width of the mode function f (ν) the
cosine term will be approximately constant over the relevant range of ν and so can be taken
outside the integral giving a phase shift term cos(ν0 τ ), (where ν0 is central frequency of
the mode function) and the visibility remains maximal. Note that such a phase shift can be
explained as arising from the coupling of the average energy of the photon to the Newtonian
gravitational potential in the Euclidean space-time, where the time is absolute and no time
dilation occurs—analogously to the case of a massive particle. The gravitational phase shift
for a photon is also of the same form as the phase shift for a massive particle, with the photon’s
energy (divided by c2 ) substituting the particle’s mass. It thus constitutes an interesting test
of the mass–energy equivalence and the resulting coupling to gravity, one of the conceptual
pillars of GR. Although the measurement of a gravitational phase shift cannot be considered
as a test of the time dilation, its observation with a single photon differs from a corresponding
test for a massive particle because in the Newtonian limit of gravity no effect on a massless
system would be expected (see table 2). In this sense in such an experiment both quantum
and general relativistic effects could simultaneously be tested. Furthermore this proposal is
particularly interesting as it seems feasible with current technology5.
(ii) In the other limit, when the time dilation dominates over the pulse width, the oscillatory
cosine term averages out the whole integrand, resulting in no interference. More precisely, the
5 A similar experiment, where the gravitationally induced phase shift of classical light was considered, was first
proposed in 1983 [20], but has not been performed yet.
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amplitude of the phase shift term is given by the overlap between the modes associated with
the two paths. For τ much larger than the coherence time of the photon wave packet (the
pulse width) the interferometric visibility is lost as the two modes arrive at the second beam
splitter at distinctly different times. Note that the slow-down of light is a direct consequence of
the gravitational time dilation, and is absent in the non-metric Newtonian theory (see section 5
and appendix B for further discussion). The drop in the interferometric visibility is therefore
probing a regime beyond the Newtonian limit. In this parameter regime the experiment directly
tests the gravitational time dilation for superpositions of single photons.
The two limits can be clearly seen when considering the specific case of a Gaussian wave
packet fσν0 (ν) = ( πσ )1/4 exp − σ2 (ν − ν0 )2 :
√

Pfσν0 ± = 12 (1 ± e−(τ /2

σ )2

cos(ν0 τ )).

(12)

The width σ of the gaussian mode function gives the precision t⊥ of this clock. Defining
distinguishable gaussian wave packets as such√that their overlap is not larger than e−1 ,
the precision of the clock is given by t⊥ = 2 σ and the visibility of the interference in
equation (12) reads
2
−( τ
t )

V=e

⊥

.

(13)

The clock implemented in the position degree of freedom of a photon is thus analogous
to the clock implemented in an internal degree of freedom of a massive particle [8]: the
interferometric visibility depends only on the ratio of the time dilation to the precision of the
used clock6 and the phase shift depends on the average energy of the clock, which is the mean
frequency for the case of a photon.
4. Quantitative predictions
For a single photon in superposition, a full loss of the visibility can be obtained in a sufficiently
large interferometer, such that τ > t⊥ . Assuming the gravitational field to be homogeneous
the corresponding area of the interferometer obtained from the equation (9) reads
c3
.
(14)
g
For a clock of the same frequency but moving at a subluminal velocity v, the corresponding
area of the interferometer necessary to observe the loss of the interferometric visibility is by
v/c smaller than the area needed for the clock moving at velocity c. Thus, the size of the
interferometer necessary for realizing the proposed experiment with the clock implemented in
a photon is orders of magnitude larger than the setup needed for a massive clock. However, such
an implementation can still be a feasible route for the observation of time dilation in a quantum
system as an implementation with photons may provide some advantages. For example, the
control over the exact length and separation between the interferometric paths would be easier
with a photon clock since it could be confined in an optical fiber. Moreover, experiments were
already performed confirming the high-fidelity transmission of polarization-encoded qubits
from entangled photon pair sources over 100 km in a fiber [21]. For the preparation of a
clock with a fixed precision one needs to control only the width of the photon’s wave packet.
The preparation of light pulses with duration on the order of 10 femtoseconds has already
been achieved [22] and recent rapid progress in the preparation of attosecond optical pulses
A⊥ ≈ t⊥

6 In general, demanding that the two wave packets are distinguishable when the absolute value of the amplitude
√
2
between them is 1/n yields Vn = n−(τ /tn⊥ ) where tn⊥ = 2 log(n) σ is the corresponding clock’s precision.
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Figure 2. Probing the general relativistic slowdown of light in the proposed single photon
interference experiments. The probabilities Pf ν0 − (equation (12)) to find the photon in the detector
σ
D− are shown as a function of the area A [km2 ] of the interferometer in the vertical plane. The
single-photon pulse has mean angular frequency ν0 ≈ 4 × 1015 Hz. The four graphs correspond
√
to different widths σ of the wave packet and thus to different coherence times t⊥ = 2 σ :
t⊥ = 0.05 fs (thick green line), t⊥ = 1 fs (red dashed line), t⊥ = 5 fs (blue dotted line) and
t⊥ = ∞ fs (black line), which is a limiting case of an infinitely long pulse (and thus with the
clock effectively switched off). Observing a gravitational phase shift of a photon is within reach of
current experimental capabilities.

Table 1. The size of the interferometer necessary to observe a loss of visibility due to the
gravitational time dilation and to observe the gravitational phase shift. For the realization of
the clock in the position degree of freedom of a photon the precision is given by the coherence
time of the photon’s wave packet. For the clock implemented in the internal degree of freedom
of a massive particle—by the orthogonalization time (the shortest time after which the final state
becomes orthogonal to the initial one). In both cases only the total energy of the system is relevant
for the observation of the gravitational phase shift.

Time dilation
Phase shift

System Clock
Photon
position
Atom
hyperfine states
Photon frequency [Hz]
1015

t ⊥ [s]
10−15
10−15

A⊥ [km2 ]
103
10−7
A ps [km2 ]
10−3

may provide a feasible route to such high-precision clocks [23, 24]. Finally, using slow light
materials (e.g. with a suitable frequency dependent index of refraction) may allow reducing
the necessary size of the interferometer.
The experimental parameters necessary to measure the gravitational phase shift for single
photons are much less demanding than those required for full orthogonalization. (See table 1
for a comparison of the experimental parameters necessary to observe those effects and figure 2
for a plot of the detection probability P− , equation (12), as a function of the interferometer’s
area.) For a photon with a central frequency ν0 , the gravitational phase shift in the considered
. Taking the angular frequency ν0 = 1015 Hz, and the time
interferometer is  ≈ ν0 lgh
c3
dilation as used above (τ = 10−15 s) we get the phase shift of order of one radian. Since
phase shifts that are at least six orders of magnitude smaller can be experimentally resolved
[25], the area enclosed by the interferometer that would suffice to result in the measurable
phase shift effect is correspondingly smaller: A ps = 103 m2 . Such a size is feasible with
9
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Table 2. Summary of the key interpretational aspects of our proposed experiments and of already
performed experiments. In order to test the overlap between quantum mechanics and general
relativity, the observed effect cannot be compatible neither with classical mechanics nor with the
Newtonian limit of gravity. An experiment in a given entry of the table and the indicated coupling
are compatible with both theories that label the entry’s row and column. The coupling of the
gravitational potential V (r̂) to: mass m, average energy Ĥs , and the energy operator Ĥs can be
interpreted as testing the gravitational coupling due to: Newton gravity, the semi-classical extension
of the mass–energy equivalence, and the full quantum extension of the latter, respectively. Note
that some of the experiments have more than one possible interpretation, and thus fit in several
different slots of the table. In contrast, our proposed clock interferometry experiment can only be
placed in the slot of the table at the intersection of general relativity and quantum mechanics. Its
successful realization would thus probe general relativity and quantum mechanics in a hitherto
untested regime.

Gravity
non-metric,
Newtonian +
semi-classical
mass–energy
equivalence

Mechanics

non-metric,
Newtonian

classical

quantum

general relativity
(time dilation)

wave

well-tested

Pound–Rebka [2],
Shapiro delay [5]

particle

well-tested

Pound–Rebka [2]

Shapiro delay [5]

phase-shift of a
matter wave [6, 7]

phase-shift of a
single photon
(not yet tested)
(probes: Ĥs  Vc(r̂)
2 )

quantum interference
of clocks
(not yet tested)
(probes: Ĥs Vc(r̂)
2 )

(probes: mV (r̂))

current technology. One could also introduce some improvements to the proposed realization
of the experiment. For example, by using multi-photon states or different interference schemes
[26, 27] not only would it be possible to enhance the precision of the measured phase but,
by observing an interference with no classical analogue, the interpretation of the experiment
as testing the mass–energy equivalence in conjunction with quantum mechanics would be
unambiguous.
5. Interpretation of photon experiments
The aim of the proposed experiment is to access a physical regime where the effects stemming
from both quantum mechanics and GR cannot be neglected. To this end, experimental results
should simultaneously falsify a model of quantum fields or particles evolving in a Newtonian
potential and a model of classical fields or particles in curved space-time. Below we analyze in
which sense and how this can be achieved. Finally, we show how with a modified experimental
setup more general local realistic models of light in curved space-time can be ruled out.
5.1. General relativistic and quantum aspects of the proposal
In the absence of relativistic effects, clocks run at the same rate independently of their
position with respect to a gravitational field. In the presently proposed experiment, the clock is
implemented in the position of the photon in the direction parallel to the earth’s surface. Since
the gravitational field is constant in that direction, Newtonian gravity would not provide any
measurable effect on the time evolution of the clock, i.e. on the displacement of the photon. A
10
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difference in the arrival time for the two superposed wave packets of the photon is inconsistent
with such a non-relativistic model and can therefore be considered as a genuine generalrelativistic effect. Since in our current proposal the difference in the arrival time is measured
by the drop in the interferometric visibility, the experiment needs to be able to discriminate
between this effect and other sources of decoherence, which could also lead to the loss of
interference. This can be done by rotating the interferometer from a vertical to a horizontal
position, which should lead to a corresponding recovery of the interference; a correlation
between the rotation angle and the visibility would imply that gravity is responsible for the
effect. Another possibility is to use wave packets with a modulated profile in the time domain
(e.g. with a double or multiple peak): by increasing the time delay the visibility should be
partially recovered, as the two superposed wave packets start overlapping again. Since a revival
of visibility cannot be attributed to decoherence, this possibility would be ruled out by the
experiment.
As discussed above, the effect of gravity can also be detected by observing a shift in
the relative phase between the superposed wave packets traveling along the two arms. The
observation of the phase shift alone could not be directly interpreted as a test of the time dilation,
since it can be understood in terms of a coupling between photons and a potential in a flat spacetime, which would yield the same phase shift without the time dilation. The formal analogy
of a massive particle in the Newtonian limit of gravity with a charged particle in a Coulomb
electrostatic potential (where notions of proper time or space-time curvature unquestionably
never enter) suggests that only those gravitational effects that have no electrostatic analogues
can be seen as genuinely general relativistic. The gravitational phase shift effect does have an
electrostatic counterpart (experimentally verified with electrons in a Coulomb potential, see
e.g. [28]) and thus its measurements (such as in [6, 7]) do not contradict non-metric, Newtonian
gravity and cannot be seen as tests of GR. The interaction of photons with the Newton potential,
however, requires an additional ingredient: it is necessary to assign an effective gravitational
mass to each photon, whereas massless particles or electromagnetic waves do not interact
with gravity in non-relativistic mechanics. Such an interaction is a direct consequence of the
mass–energy equivalence. More precisely, the interaction necessary to obtain the gravitational
phase shift follows from postulating the equivalence between the system’s mass and its average
total energy, mc2 → mc2 + Ĥs , where Ĥs is the non-gravitational Hamiltonian of the system.
This would yield an interaction of the form
V (r̂)
(15)
Ĥphase = Ĥs  2 ,
c
which reduces to the Newtonian gravitational potential energy, mV (r̂), in the non-relativistic
limit. In this sense, observation of a gravitationally induced phase shift for a photon (m = 0)
can already be considered as a test of GR. In particular, it probes a semi-classical version
of the mass–energy equivalence, which endows photons with an effective gravitational
. The interaction (15) results in a relative phase between the
mass parameter7: Ĥc2s  = ν
c2
amplitudes of a wavefunction at different gravitational potentials, but it predicts no drop in
7 Note that the Pound–Rebka experiment [2] probed the same aspect of GR: the redshift can be explained as each
photon having a gravitational potential energy of ghE/c2 , with E = ν. The redshift is then a consequence of the
(semi-classical) mass–energy equivalence and energy conservation. However, the quantum nature of the photons was
not probed directly in the Pound–Rebka experiment, which is thus still consistent with a classical description of light
(more precisely, the experiment is consistent with classical waves on a curved background or with classical particles
in a Newtonian potential, see table 2). Measuring the gravitational phase shift in single photon interference would
allow probing this aspect of GR in a quantum regime. In simple terms, it would provide a quantum extension of the
Pound–Rebka experiment in the same way as the COW experiment was a quantum extension of Galilei’s free fall
experiments.
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the interferometric visibility (see appendix B). The latter effect is only present if the total
Hamiltonian includes a direct coupling between the energy operator and the potential, a term
of the form
Ĥvis = Ĥs

V (r̂)
.
c2

(16)

Such a term follows from postulating the equivalence between mass and the energy operator
mc2 → mc2 + Ĥs , which can be seen as a full quantum implementation of the mass–energy
equivalence. Both couplings, (15) and (16), predict the same phase shift. In fact, all current
observations are in agreement with effective theories, in which gravitational interactions of
quantum particles do not include Ĥvis , and which still correctly predict general relativistic
effects in the classical limit and quantum effects in the Newtonian limit (see appendix B for
such toy models and further discussion for their motivation). On the other hand, the experiment
proposed in this work can distinguish the two couplings (15) and (16), which cannot be done
through (even arbitrary precise) measurements of the phase shift alone. The physical motivation
of making such a distinction is to answer how the mass–energy equivalence extends to quantum
mechanics and in particular how it applies to superpositions of different energy eigenstates.
A summary of the concepts that are tested in different experimental setups is given in
table 2.
The proposed quantum optics experiment may also allow testing some other nonstandard theories of quantum fields [31]. Some of these alternative models predict a
difference in the time evolution of entangled states in a curved background as compared
to predictions of standard quantum filed theory in the same space-time (for flat space-time,
such models reduce to the standard quantum field theory and are thus only distinguishable
in a curved background). For example, the model proposed in [31] predicts a decorrelation
of entangled photons, which can have a measurable effect on the expected visibility in our
setup.
In order to qualify as a genuine test of quantum mechanics, the results of the experiment
should be incompatible with a classical model of light. It is not sufficient that an arbitrary part
of the experiment shows some quantum property (in fact, quantum mechanics is necessary to
explain the atomic transitions of the clocks used in already performed tests of GR). What should
be stressed is that the experiments performed so far are still compatible with models where
classical, localized degrees of freedom ‘keep track of time’ (see appendix B). Accessing
the ‘quantum domain’ means showing experimentally that the degree of freedom keeping
track of time was in a genuine quantum superposition, with each part of the superposition
evolving at a different rate due to GR. In our case an analogous interference with a modulation
in the visibility could also be observed in the intensity of classical electromagnetic wave
packets following the paths of the interferometer. However, within such a picture the phase
at each point of the electromagnetic wave is a classical degree of freedom that keeps
track of time. An interference experiment in which a single photon source is utilized and
single photons are detected is incompatible with this picture and thus would rule out an
explanation of the experiment in terms of classical electromagnetic waves. The observation
of quantum interference also rules out the model of photons as classical particles. As already
noted, in the current proposal the signature of the general-relativistic time dilation is the
lack of interference. Implementation of an additional, controllable delay in the upper arm
compensating the general relativistic time dilation would result in a recovery of the interference,
which would prove the quantum nature of the photons affected by general-relativistic time
dilation.
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Figure 3. A Franson-type interferometer modified to test a local realistic description of photons
undergoing gravitational time dilation. It consists of a source of photon pairs and two Mach–
Zehnder setups with arms of different optical lengths S, L. On the right-hand side this difference is
due to the general relativistic time dilation. This can be realized by utilizing a Mach–Zehnder setup
as in figure 1, where the two paths of equal length are at different gravitational potentials, so that
there will be a time dilation τ between them. The Mach–Zehnder interferometer on the left-hand
side is placed such that both arms feel the same gravitational potential and the difference in their
lengths is L − S = cτ . In each of the interferometers a controllable phase shift ϕ1 , ϕ2 is induced
in the optically longer arm. By varying those phases it is possible to violate Bell’s inequalities on
a subensamble of coincident detected photons.

5.2. Disproving local-realistic description of the experiment
The experimental scheme discussed so far can rule out models where light is described by
classical electromagnetic waves or by classical particles evolving on a curved space-time8.
However, as any single photon experiment, it can still be described with a local realistic model.
In order to rule out all local realistic models of photons in a curved background, a modified
version of the experiment can be used. The idea is to use a Franson-type interferometer
[29], where the difference in the optical length between the two arms on one side of the
interferometer is produced by the general relativistic time dilation (see figure 3). In this
version of the experiment, pairs of time-correlated photons are emitted by a source and fed
into two separated Mach–Zehnder interferometers. The right-hand side interferometer has
arms of equal length and is positioned vertically with respect to the surface of the earth, thus
the arrival time of the lower arm is delayed by an amount τ , as given by equation (9). The
left-hand side interferometer is horizontal, thus insensitive to gravity, but the two arms differ
in their optical lengths by an amount l = cτ ; in this way both interferometers effectively
consist of a shorter and a longer arm, labelled by L and S respectively, which pairwise have the
same optical length. Two additional, controllable phases, ϕ1 and ϕ2 , are added to the longer
arms of the right and left interferometer, respectively. The emission time of the two photons is
correlated (to within their coherence time), but the specific emission time is unknown. For the
coherence time of photons shorter than the time delay τ , coincident photons will have the
same time of flight. As a result, the state of the post-selected fraction of coincident photons
(just before the beam splitter) is entangled:
|ψ =

√1 (ei(ϕ1 +ϕ2 ) |L1 |L2
2

+ |S1 |S2 ).

(17)

8 Note that classical models of light have already been extensively disproved experimentally, but only in regimes
where no effect of GR is present.
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By varying the phases ϕ1 and ϕ2 , it is possible to violate Bell’s inequalities (even when taking
into account the post-selection procedure [30]). Thus, the scheme can provide a conclusive
refutation of any model in which photons are described by local-realistic variables. At the
same time, the violation of the inequalities is only possible if a photon traveling in the lower
arm of the right-hand side interferometer is delayed by a time τ = l/c. Since l (the
length difference in the left arm) can be controlled independently, it can be used to measure
the time dilation on the right-hand side and verify the prediction of GR.
6. Conclusion
Probing the effect of gravitational time dilation on quantum interfering particles is a promising
path towards fundamental tests of the overlap between quantum mechanics and general
relativity. Here we discussed a quantum optics realization of this general idea, where a single
photon travels in a superposition along the two paths of a Mach–Zehnder interferometer placed
in the gravitational field. The gravitational time dilation between the two paths will cause the
lower part of the superposition to be delayed as compared to the upper one, leading to a
loss of interference. For a total loss of interference a large-scale interferometer is required,
which can be within reach in the near future. Already within reach of present-day technology
is, however, the measurement of the gravitationally induced phase shift for single photons.
Such an effect cannot be seen as a genuine test of gravitational time dilation, but it would
probe a semi-classical extension of the mass–energy equivalence in which the mean energy
couples to gravity, see equation (15). This feature was already observed in the Pound–Rebka
experiment [2], here, however, we propose to use single photons that travel in superposition
to probe this effect in a regime where no classical description of light is possible. In addition,
observing the loss of quantum interference would corresponds to probing the full quantum
extension of the mass–energy equivalence in which the energy operator couples to gravity,
see equation (16). The observation of general relativistic time dilation for quantum interfering
photons would represent an experimental test of the overlap between general relativity and
quantum mechanics and would constitute a first step towards more advanced tests of the
interplay between the two theories.
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Appendix A. Evaluation of the expected photon number
Consider the light source for the interferometer to be an ideal single photon source, which
produces pulses propagating in the +x (horizontal) direction each containing only one photon.
In the local shell-frame on the earth’s surface this can be represented by the quantum state
(10). The use of plane-wave propagation is assumed justified by the paraxial approximation
of a Gaussian spatial mode.
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Detection of the horizontal output mode of the interferometer is assumed to be broadband
(i.e. a frequency band-width much greater than the source) and time integrated (detection time
is much longer than the pulse width) and thus can be described by an operator
dτr
ν
ν
a†o ao =
(A.1)
dν ei c (xr −cτr ) b†ν dν e−i c (xr −cτr ) bν = dν b†ν bν ,
2π
where bν are single wave-number boson annihilation operators for the output mode. We
proceed by calculating the expectation value a†o ao against the initial state (10) by finding
the Heisenberg evolution of the detection operators. Quite generally the evolved single wavenumber operators are of the form
bν = 12 aν (e−iνφ1 − e−iνφ2 ) + 12 vν (e−iνφ1 + e−iνφ2 ),

(A.2)

where vν are single wave-number boson annihilation operators from which the unoccupied
input modes of the interferometer are constructed. Because they are initially in their vacuum
state they will not contribute to the expectation value. The phases φi , i = 1, 2 are acquired
propagating along the corresponding paths γi of the interferometer. We also require continuity
at the mirror boundaries between the mode operator expressions along the different paths.
By symmetry, the contribution to the phases φi coming from the propagation along the
radial part of the path is the same for both trajectories, as they are both evaluated over an equal
time-interval and have the same lengths as measured by a distant observer. Because they are
common they will be eliminated since only the phase difference φ := φ1 −φ2 will contribute
to the final expression. From equation (10) and the metric equation (6) follows that the phases
read φ1 = 1c (l − cτr+h ), φ2 = 1c (l − cτr ) and thus
φ = τ ,

(A.3)

with τ given by the equation (9). Moreover, the locally measured radial distance h between
the paths is found via
r+h

hr =
r

dr
1−

2M
r

.

(A.4)


ν
Evaluating the photon number expectation value for the state |1 f = dν f (ν) ei c (xr −cτr ) a†ν |0,
equation (10), yields
1
a†o ao = 1| f dν b†ν bν |1 f = dν| f (ν)|2 |1 − eiντ |2 ,
(A.5)
4
which is the same result as that of equation (11) for a single photon normalized wave packet.
Appendix B. Toy models
Both experimental proposals discussed in this work are formulated within the framework
of quantum mechanics in curved space-time. No effects specific to this theory have been
experimentally verified so far—bridging this gap remains the principal motivation behind our
work. Quite generally, new physics is expected only at the scale where gravity itself could
no longer be described within a classical theory. However, the tension between quantum
mechanics and general relativity is of conceptual nature. Both theories stress that only
operationally well defined notions may have physical meaning and this concerns also the
notion of time (or proper time in general relativity). However, in contrast to general relativity,
in quantum mechanics any degree of freedom of a physical system can be in a superposition and
thus becomes undefined (beyond the classical probabilistic uncertainty). More generally—the
theory allows for physical states that cannot be described within any local realistic model. If this
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applies to the degrees of freedom on which our operational treatment of time relies—the latter
becomes classically undefined. This can be the case even when space-time itself can still be
described classically, like in the proposals discussed in this paper. One could, however, take an
opposite view and assume that whenever space-time itself is classical, the time for any system,
that constitutes an operationally defined clock, should admit a classical description as well.
The tension between these two views motivates the investigation of theoretical frameworks
alternative to quantum mechanics in curved space time. Here we sketch an explicit example of
such an alternative toy theory, which can be tested by the experiment proposed in this work.
Relevant for the present problem is how the physical degrees of freedom evolve on a curved
background. In the standard approach such evolution results in entanglement between the
spatial mode of the wavefunction and other degrees of freedom. There is no well-defined time
that such degrees of freedom experience and even a Bell-type experiment can be designed in
which any local realistic model of time can be refuted (the details of this study will be published
elsewhere). This entanglement results from the coupling Ĥvis = Ĥs Vc(r̂)
2 , see equation (16), and
is the reason for the drop in the interferometric visibility (for both massive and massless cases
of the experimental proposal discussed in this work). All so far observed gravitational effects
can, however, be explained with one of two possible effective forms of such an interaction,
which reproduce only specific features of (16) and correspond to different physical effects.
The effective coupling Ĥphase = Ĥs  Vc(r̂)
2 , see equation (15), reproduces correctly the
gravitational phase shift effect of the standard theory, but not the time dilation. Applying the
operator (15) to the state of the clock degree of freedom |τ  in a spatial superposition of two
locations r1 and r2 , | = √12 (|r1  + |r2 ) |τ , we get


Ĥs  V (r1 )
V (r2 )
|r1  +
|r2  |τ ,
Ĥphase | = √
c2
c2
2
where Ĥs  = τ |Ĥs |τ . The full evolution in such a toy model is given by the Hamiltonian
Ĥs + Ĥps , which yields
V (r1 )
V (r2 )
i
i
1
i
(B.1)
|(t ) = e− h (Ĥs +Ĥphase )t | = √ e− h (Ĥs  c2 )t |r1  + e− h (Ĥs  c2 )t |r2  |τ (t ),
2
i
where |τ (t ) = e− h Ĥs t |τ  and thus the evolution of the clock degree of freedom |τ  does
not depend on the position r. Hence, the coupling (15) predicts no general relativistic time
dilation and no drop in the interferometric visibility—the clock degree of the freedom remains
factorized from the spatial modes. However, each mode acquires a phase proportional to the
gravitational potential and an effective mass defined by Ĥs , hence this effective coupling
reproduces the relative phase shift measured in interference experiments. For a particle of
mass m, Ĥs = mc2 + Ĥint (to first order in 1/c2 ), where Ĥint is the Hamiltonian of the internal
degrees of freedom and thus one obtains m + Ĥcint2  for the effective mass. The first term is
simply the Newtonian mass, while the second is a relativistic correction. For a single photon
mode with a frequency ω, Ĥs = ωa† a and therefore the whole contribution to the phase shift
comes from Ĥc2s  = ω
. Thus, any measurement of the gravitational phase shift for photons
c2
would represent a signature of a non-Newtonian effective mass. However, no measurement
of the phase shift (in the massive or massless case) could represent a measurement of the
time dilation, since the phase shifts are explainable by the coupling (15) which does not cause
clocks at different potentials to tick at different rates.
A different effective coupling can explain all classical general relativistic effects observed
so far. It includes an effective gravitational potential V (r̂)—gravitational potential smeared
over the support of the wavefunction of a single physical system. Such a coupling reads
V (r̂)
(B.2)
Ĥloc = Ĥs
c2
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and it accounts for gravitational experiments in which the relevant degrees of freedom are
sufficiently well localized. These include not only classical tests of general relativity [2–5],
but also experiments measuring the time dilation between two localized atomic clocks, each
at a different gravitational potential.
More generally, one can construct a toy model by combining the above effective couplings
Ĥphase and Ĥloc , for example




V (r̂)
Ni
V (r̂)
V (r̂)
eff
Ĥs  2 − Ĥs
+
,
(B.3)
Ĥi = Ĥs 1 +
c2
c
c2
N̂i 
which governs the evolution of the ith mode of a quantum state (one can associate different
modes to e.g., different paths of a Mach–Zehnder interferometer). N̂i is the number operator in
i
quantifies how well the quantum
mode i and Ni is its standard deviation. The parameter N
N̂i 
state is localized. It vanishes for Fock states (e.g. for a pair of atoms or photons, each in one,
localized mode), and in the limit of large coherent states (for a coherent state |α in mode
1
i
i we have N
= |α|
→ 0 for α → ∞), which for photons corresponds to classical light.
N̂ 
i

). In the other limit, when the
In both cases the Hamiltonian (B.3) reduces to Ĥs (1 + Vc(r̂)
2
i
parameter N
=
1,
which
is
the
case
for
a
single
particle
in
a superposition of two modes,
N̂ 
i

the effective Hamiltonian reduces to Ĥs + Ĥs  Vc(r̂)
2 . The toy model (B.3) predicts no drop
in the interferometric visibility for a particle in a spatial superposition (since in the relevant
limit the energy operator Ĥs does not couple to the potential) but is still consistent with the
experiments carried out so far. (Moreover, it can be generalized beyond the above weak energy
limit.)
The difference between the standard extension of quantum mechanics to curved spacetime and the toy model (B.3) can only be tested with a quantum system from which the time
can be read out and which is put in a coherent spatial superposition at different gravitational
potentials. Even though this model is artificial (e.g., it shares the difficulties of all quantum
nonlinear models) it highlights the conceptual difference between gravitational phase shift
experiments and measurements of the visibility loss. (While the former only probe the semiclassical coupling of energy to the gravitational potential, the latter directly test the full
quantum form of such a coupling.) Most importantly, the toy model emphasizes the necessity
of probing quantum mechanics in curved space-time: the results of current experiments cannot
necessarily be extrapolated to this regime.
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5.5

Universal decoherence due to gravitational
time dilation

This work describes one of the major results that I obtained during my PhD
on the interplay between time dilation and quantum theory. It is shown that
time dilation causes universal decoherence of all composite quantum systems.
In contrast to our previous works, here we considered arbitrary composite
systems with no internal clocks. Surprisingly, time dilation has a profound
impact on sufficiently large quantum systems: all coherence is destroyed due
to thermal internal oscillations. Time dilation induces a universal coupling
between internal degrees-of-freedom and the centre-of-mass of a composite
particle and we show that the resulting entanglement causes the particle’s
position to decohere. We derive the decoherence timescale and show that
the weak time dilation on Earth is already sufficient to decohere micro-scale
objects. The analysis includes a full master equation that describes any
dynamic evolution of a composite system in the presence of gravity in the
weak field limit. Completely isolated composite systems decohere in the
presence of time dilation, since no coupling to an external environment is
necessary and only the internal structure is responsible for the decoherence
effect. In contrast to so-called gravitational collapse models, no modification
of quantum theory is assumed and the decoherence arises entirely within the
framework of quantum theory and weak gravity. General relativity therefore
can account for the emergence of classicality. We show that it is challenging
to experimentally isolate the effect but that it can in principle be tested in
future matter wave interference experiments with large molecules or with
microspheres.
Our overall results on time dilation, discussed in the three manuscripts,
show that the interplay between quantum theory and general relativity affects
even low-energy quantum systems and that it offers novel phenomena. Our
works also pave the way for novel ways to explore this interplay in quantum
optical experiments.
I made leading contributions to all aspects of the research project.
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Phenomena inherent to quantum theory on curved space-time, such as Hawking radiation [1],
are typically assumed to be only relevant at extreme physical conditions: at high energies and
in strong gravitational fields. Here we consider low-energy quantum mechanics in the presence of
weak gravitational time dilation and show that the latter leads to universal decoherence of quantum
superpositions. Time dilation induces a universal coupling between internal degrees of freedom
and the centre-of-mass of a composite particle and we show that the resulting entanglement causes
the particle’s position to decohere. We derive the decoherence timescale and show that the weak
time dilation on Earth is already sufficient to decohere micro-scale objects. No coupling to an
external environment is necessary, thus even completely isolated composite systems will decohere in
the presence of time dilation. In contrast to gravitational collapse models [2, 3], no modification of
quantum theory is assumed. General relativity therefore can account for the emergence of classicality
and the effect can in principle be tested in future matter wave experiments with large molecules
[4, 5] or with trapped microspheres [6–8].

The superposition principle is a major cornerstone of
quantum mechanics. Quantum interference experiments
have demonstrated superpositions of neutrons [9], atoms
[10] and even large molecules [4, 5], however, quantum
superpositions are not accessible on human scales. The
origin of the quantum-to-classical transition is still an active field of research and a prominent role in this transition is commonly attributed to decoherence [11, 12]: due
to interaction with an external environment, a particle
loses its quantum coherence. Many specific models have
been studied in which a particle interacts with its environment, such as for example scattering with surrounding phonons [13], photons [14] and gravitational waves
[15–17]. A different approach in explaining classicality
is taken in so-called “collapse models”, in which macroscopic superpositions are prohibited without any external environment [2, 3]. Such models are often inspired by
general relativity but they all rely on a postulated breakdown of quantum mechanics. In contrast, here we show
the existence of decoherence due to general relativistic
time dilation without any modification of quantum mechanics and which takes place even for isolated composite systems. We show that even the weak time dilation
on Earth is already sufficient to decohere the position of
micro-scale composite quantum systems.
To derive the decoherence we consider standard quantum mechanics in the presence of general-relativistic time
dilation, which causes clocks to run slower near a massive object. A derivation of the quantum dynamics of
a composite system on an arbitrary background spacetime can be found in Appendix A. Here we consider
weak gravitational fields (i.e. to lowest order in c−2 ),
in which case the results follow directly from the massenergy equivalence [18]: any internal energy contributes
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to the total weight of a system and gravity couples to
the total mass mtot = m + H0 /c2 , where the Hamiltonian H0 generates the time evolution of the internal
degrees of freedom of this particle and m is the remaining static rest mass. The interaction with the gravitational field is therefore mtot Φ(x) = mΦ(x) + Hint , where
Hint = Φ(x)H0 /c2 . For example, if the particle is a simple harmonic oscillator with frequency ω, the above interaction with gravity effectively changes the frequency
according to ω → ω(1 + Φ(x)/c2 ). This is the wellknown gravitational redshift to lowest order in c−2 . Classically, the time-dilation-induced interaction Hint yields
only this frequency shift. On the other hand, in quantum
mechanics the internal energy H0 and the position x are
quantized operators, thus time dilation causes an additional, purely quantum mechanical effect: entanglement
between the internal degrees of freedom and the centreof-mass position of the particle[19]. Even though the time
dilation on Earth is very weak, the induced entanglement
leads to a significant effect for composite quantum systems, as we will show below.
We consider composite particles subject to gravitational time dilation and model them by having N/3 constituents that are independent three dimensional harmonic oscillators. Such a model equivalently describes
N internal harmonic modes of the particle. The interPN
nal Hamiltonian for this system is H0 =
i=1 ~ωi ni ,
where ni are the number operators for the i-th mode
with frequency ωi . The centre-of-mass (with x and p being its vertical position and momentum, respectively) of
the whole system is subject to the gravitational potential Φ(x). For a homogeneous gravitational field in the
x-direction we can approximate Φ(x) = gx, where g =
9.81 m/s2 is the gravitational acceleration on earth. The
total Hamiltonian is therefore H = Hcm + H0 + Hint ,
where Hcm is the Hamiltonian for the centre-of-mass of
the particle and the time-dilation-induced interaction (to

2
lowest order in c−2 ) between position and internal energy
is
!
N
gx X
H0
Hint = Φ(x) 2 = ~ 2
ωi ni .
(1)
c
c
i=1
Before deriving the resulting master equation that governs the full time evolution of the centre-of-mass of the
particle, we first discuss a simplified case which already
captures the time-dilation-induced decoherence: a particle at rest in superposition of two vertically distinct positions x1 and x2 and a height difference ∆x = x2 −x1 . The
centre-of-mass is in the state | ψcm (0)i = √12 (| x1 i+| x2 i).
The internal degrees of freedom are in thermal equilibrium at temperature RT , thus the i-th constituent
is in the state ρi = π1n̄i d2 αi exp(−|αi |2 /n̄i )| αi ihαi |,
where we used the coherent state representation, n̄i =
(e~ωi /kB T − 1)−1 is the average excitation and kB is the
Boltzmann constant. The total initial state is thus given
QN
by ρ(0) = | ψcm (0)ihψcm (0) |⊗ i=1 ρi . General relativistic time dilation now couples the centre-of-mass position
of the system to the internal degrees of freedom ρi via the
Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) (for now we consider the particle stationary in a Newtonian gravitational potential and
neglect any additional dynamics of the centre-of-mass).
The off-diagonal elements ρ12 = hx1 |ρ| x2 i = ρ∗21 , responsible for quantum interference, therefore evolve in time
as
N Z
2
1 img∆xt Y
(1)
(2)
e
d2 αi e−|αi | /n̄i | αi ihαi |
2πn̄i
i=1
(2)
gx1
gx2
(1)
(2)
where αi = αi e−iωi t(1+ c2 ) and αi = αi e−iωi t(1+ c2 ) .
The individual internal states can be seen as clocks (discussed in more detail in the Methods Section) and evolve
at different frequencies according to gravitational time
dilation (see also Fig. 1). To see decoherence of the
centre-of-mass position, we trace out the internal degrees of freedom. The quantum coherence, quantified
(12)
by the visibility V (t) = 2|ρcm (t)| = 2|ΠN
i=1 Tri [ρ12 (t)]|,
h

i−1
QN
−iωi tg∆x/c2
becomes V (t) =
.
i=1 1 + n̄i 1 − e

ρ12 (t) =

This expression can be simplified for the typical case
ωi tg∆x/c2  1. In the high temperature limit we also
BT
have n̄i ≈ k~ω
, so that the frequency-dependence comi
pletely drops out from the visibility. In this case, the
reduction of quantum interference is given by
V (t) ≈

1+



kB T g∆xt
~c2

2 !−N/2

2

≈ e−(t/τdec ) ,

(3)

2
where we used t2  N τdec
and defined the decoherence
time
r
2
~c2
τdec =
.
(4)
N kB T g∆x
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FIG. 1. Gravitational time dilation causes decoherence of
composite quantum systems. a) Illustration of a TPPF20
molecule which has recently been used for matter-wave interference [5]. Here we illustrate a vertical superposition of size
∆x in Earth’s gravitational potential Φ(x) = gx. b) The frequencies ωi of internal oscillations get red-shifted in the gravitational field, i.e. ωi → ωi (1 + gx/c2 ). The internal oscillations entangle to the centre-of-mass position of the molecule.
c) Phase-space representation of the i-th constituent which is
in a thermal state with average occupation n̄i ≈ kB T /~ωi . In
the coherent state representation, the frequency of each coherent state depends on the position of the molecule and the
internal states corresponding to the two superposition amplitudes evolve differently by an amount ωi ∆τ . Even for small
time-dilations, this causes decoherence of the molecule with
N constituents after a time τdec , given in eq. (4).

The above equation shows that gravitational time dilation causes superpositions of composite systems to decohere. The decoherence rate derived here scales linearly
with the superposition size ∆x, in contrast to other decoherence mechanisms that typically show a quadratic
scaling [20]. Also, decoherence due to gravitational time
dilation depends on the number of oscillating internal
states of the system, N . Thus the suppression of quantum effects takes place even for completely isolated systems, provided that the superposition amplitudes acquire
a proper time difference. In the high temperature limit
the frequencies of the internal oscillations drop out entirely from the final expression, therefore it is not necessary to have fast-evolving internal states. Note that the
decoherence derived here depends on the constants ~, c,
kB and the gravitational acceleration g: it can therefore
be considered a relativistic, thermodynamic and quantum mechanical effect.
The arguments presented above can be made more rigorous by considering the full time evolution in the presence of relativistic time dilation. To this end, we derive
in the Methods Section a master equation that describes
the quantum dynamics of a composite system on a background space-time to lowest non-vanishing order in c−2 .
The derivation is fully general and captures special and
general relativistic time dilation for any space-time and
any internal Hamiltonian H0 . The overall time-dilationinduced coupling between the internal Hamiltonian and
the centre-of-mass is given by Hint = H0 Γ(x, p)/c2 ,
where Γ(x, p) = Φ(x) − p2 /2m2 . For the composite par-

3
ticle as modelled here the master equation becomes


2

kB T
N kB T
i
×
Γ(x,
p),
ρ
(t)
−N
ρ̇cm (t) = − Hcm +
cm
~
c2
~c2
Z t h
i
× ds Γ(x, p), e−iHcm s/~ [Γ(x, p), ρcm (t − s)] eiHcm s/~ .
0

(5)

This equation describes the time evolution of the centreof-mass of a composite particle in the presence of time
dilation. The first term describes the unitary evolution
of the centre-of-mass due to an arbitrary Hamiltonian
Hcm , which is completely general and can also include
external interactions (as for example those necessary for
keeping the particle in superposition or realizing an interference experiment) as well as relativistic corrections to
the centre-of-mass dynamics. The second term causes the
suppression of off-diagonal elements of the density matrix
and is responsible for the decoherence. The integral captures the fact that decoherence depends on the overall
acquired proper time difference during a particle’s evolution. For a stationary system, and if the centre-of-mass
Hamiltonian Hcm does not induce significant changes to
the off-diagonal elements on the decoherence time scale,
the above equation can be approximated by




i
N kB T
ρ̇cm (t) ≈ − H̃cm + m +
gx,
ρ
(t)
−
cm
~
c2
(6)

2
kB T g
− Nt
[x, [x, ρcm (t)]] .
~c2

In the unitary part we have separated for clarity the Newtonian gravitational potential (i.e. Hcm = H̃cm + mgx):
It is evident that the potential couples to an effective total mass mtot = m + Ē/c2 that includes the average internal energy Ē = hH0 i = N kB T . This is in accordance
with the notion of heat in general relativity (in Einstein’s
words [21]: “a piece of iron weighs more when red-hot
than when cool”). The non-unitary part now depends
only on the stationary x-contributions (see also Fig. 2a).
The decoherence time scale is found from the solution to
(12)
eq. (6), which for the off-diagonal terms ρcm is approx2
(12)
(12)
−2
imately (to order O(~ )): ρcm (t) ∼ ρcm (0) e−(t/τdec ) ,
with τdec as in eq. (4). The reduction of visibility is
Gaussian and agrees with eq. (3). The master equation due to gravitational time dilation, eq. (6), is similar in form to other master equations typically studied
in the field of decoherence [11, 20] but does not include
any dissipative term. Thus time dilation provides naturally an “ideal” master equation for decoherence that
suppresses off-diagonal terms in the position basis for stationary particles. For non-stationary systems, decoherence is governed by eq. (5) and the pointer basis derives
from a combination of x and p. The master equation for
gravitational time dilation differs from other decoherence
mechanisms mainly by being inherently non-Markovian,
since the overall acquired proper time difference is crucial. It causes a Gaussian decay (rather than an exponential decay in Markovian models) of the off-diagonal
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FIG. 2. A composite particle in superposition will decohere
due to time dilation. The figure shows two superposed trajectories in different situations and space-times (here c=1). a) A
particle in superposition at two different fixed heights above
the earth, as considered in the main text (the dashed lines
represent arbitrary small non-stationary contributions that
would be necessary if one performs an interferometric experiment). The centre-of-mass will decohere after a time τdec as
given in eq. (4). In general, the full evolution of the centreof-mass is given by eq. (5). b) A particle undergoing uniform
acceleration g in flat space-time will experience the same time
dilation and thus the same decoherence. Equivalently, the diagram describes the previous situation from the point of view
of a freely-falling observer. c) A composite particle with internal Hamiltonian H0 in an arbitrary space-time will decohere
if the two superposed trajectories differ in proper time (V is
the interferometric visibility).

elements and yields a very specific form and parameter
dependence of the decoherence time scale, eq. (4).
To estimate the strength of the decoherence due to
time dilation, we consider a human-scale macroscopic
system at room temperature. Assuming that the system
has Avogadro’s number of constituent particles which oscillate, we set N ∼ 1023 , which amounts to a gram-scale
system. For a superposition size of ∆x = 10−3 m, the
decoherence time (4) becomes
τdec ≈ 10−6 s .

(7)

Remarkably, even though the gravitational time dilation
is very weak, its resulting decoherence is already substantial on human scales and not just for astrophysical objects. Macroscopic objects completely decohere
on Earth on a short timescale due to gravitational time
dilation. In contrast to other decoherence mechanisms,
this effect cannot be shielded and decoherence will occur whenever there is time dilation between superposed
amplitudes. Therefore future ground-based quantum interference experiments with large, complex systems can
operate only if the superposed amplitudes have exactly
vanishing proper time difference. In astrophysical settings, the decoherence can even be substantially stronger:
the time scale (4) can be rewritten in terms of the
2
Schwarzschild-radius R
ps = 2GM/c of the background
space-time as τdec = 8/N (~R2 /kB T Rs ∆x), where R
is the distance between the particle and the centre of
the gravitating object (since the nature of the effect is
gravitational, quantum mechanical and thermodynamic,

4
the decoherence time may also be written in terms of
the Hawking-temperature [1] TH = ~c3 /8πkB GM of the
body with mass M , but the decoherence is not related to
any horizon and the appearance of the Hawking temperature is solely a reformulation of the fundamental constants involved). The decoherence is stronger for high
masses M and for small distances R to the mass, i.e. for
stronger time dilation. At the horizon of a black hole with
5 solar masses, a nm-size superposition of a gram-scale
object at T = 1 K would decohere after about τdec ≈ 1 ns.
The effect predicted here is completely general and affects arbitrary quantum states on all space-time metrics:
a composite quantum system in superposition between
two arbitrary trajectories with proper time difference ∆τ
will decohere (see Fig. 2). For example, for a particle in
superposition of semi-classical (i.e. well-localised) trajectories, the state of the centre-of-mass can easily be
calculated as in the derivation of eq. (3) above: the visibility of the off diagonal elements will drop according to
V = e−iH0 ∆τ /~ , where the mean is taken with respect
to all internal states ρi . This holds for arbitrary internal states and proper time-differences ∆τ , so long as the
individual trajectories are well-localised. Since time dilation is universal, all composite quantum systems are
affected, independently of the nature and kind of their
internal energy. The transition to classicality can only
be avoided experimentally if paths with no time dilation
are chosen or all internal degrees of freedom are frozen
out.
We stress that the decoherence effect described here is
not related to previously considered general relativistic
models of decoherence [2, 3, 15–17, 22]. The mechanism
here is time dilation, which arises already in stationary
space-times and decoheres composite systems into the position basis, even if they are isolated from any external
environment. This is conceptually different than previously considered scattering of gravitational waves [15–
17], which causes decoherence into the energy basis. Our
treatment, based on a Hamiltonian formulation of lowenergy quantum systems on a fixed background spacetime, allows for a direct description of composite quantum systems in weak, static gravitational fields and no
assumptions about the matter field distribution or about
a gravitational wave background are necessary. We also
stress that the time-dilation-induced decoherence is entirely within the framework of quantum mechanics and
classical general relativity. This is in stark contrast to
hypothetical models where gravity leads to spontaneous
collapse of the wave function and that require a breakdown of unitarity [2, 3] or include stochastic fluctuations
of the metric [22]. Thus we show that general relativity
can account for the suppression of quantum behavior for
macroscopic objects without introducing any modifications to quantum mechanics or to general relativity.
We now discuss a possible direct experimental verification of the derived decoherence mechanism. The gravitational time dilation is well tested in classical physics
but the quantized Hamiltonian has not yet been studied
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FIG. 3. Decoherence due to gravitational time dilation as
compared to decoherence due to emission of thermal radiation
for sapphire microspheres. In the green region time dilation
is the dominant decoherence mechanism. The left axis shows
various sphere radii r (corresponding to particle numbers N =
107 to N = 1018 ) for a fixed superposition size ∆x, whereas
the right axis shows various superposition sizes for a fixed
particle radius. The dashed lines correspond to the respective
time dilation decoherence timescales. Sapphire was chosen for
its low emission at microwave frequencies.

experimentally. In particular, an experiment to study
the induced quantum entanglement of internal degrees
of freedom with the centre-of-mass mode, first proposed
in Ref. [19], has not yet been realised. To confirm this
quantum mechanical interaction one can use controllable
internal states in matter wave interferometry [19], or use
Shapiro-delay in single photon interference [23]. Such
an experimental verification of the quantum Hamiltonian (1) would be a strong indication for the presence
of the decoherence described here. To test the decoherence due to time dilation directly it is necessary to
bring relatively complex systems into superposition. This
can in principle be achieved with molecule interferometry [4, 5], trapped microspheres [6–8] or with micromechanical mirrors [24, 25]. The latter, however, is currently restricted to very small separations only [25] (on
the order of 1 pm) and is therefore less suitable. To see
decoherence caused by time dilation, other decoherence
mechanisms will need to be suppressed: The scattering
with surrounding molecules and with thermal radiation
requires such an experiment to be performed at liquid Helium temperatures and in ultra-high vacuum [14], which
has no direct effect on the decoherence due to time dilation. However, the emission of thermal radiation by the
system will be a directly competing decoherence source.
The decoherence time Rdue to photon emission is found
to be [14, 26] τem = ( dkk 2 c g(k)σeff (k)∆x2 )−1 , where
g(k) is the mode density of the wave vectors k and σeff (k)
the effective scattering cross section. To see the timedilation-induced decoherence, we require that the decoherence due to emission of radiation is weaker than due
to time dilation, i.e. τdec . τem . In Fig. 3 we show the
parameter regime where time-dilation-induced decoherence can in principle be distinguished from decoherence

5
due to thermal emission, focussing on micro-scale particles at cryogenic temperatures (sapphire was chosen due
to its low microwave emission at low temperatures [27]).
The emission of radiation can be further suppressed if the
mode density is reduced, which can ease the restrictions
on temperature. Although an experiment to measure decoherence due to proper time is challenging, the rapid
developments in controlling large quantum systems [5–8]
for quantum metrology and for testing collapse-theories
[24, 25, 28–30] will inevitably come to the regime where
the time-dilation-induced decoherence predicted here will
be of importance. In the long run, experiments on Earth
will have to be specifically designed to avoid this decoherence mechanism.

and additional mechanisms, such as nuclear processes,
may contribute to the decoherence effect. Additionally,
special relativistic time dilation and the decoherence during the build-up of the superposition were neglected. We
therefore expect that the actual decoherence due to time
dilation is even stronger than predicted here.
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APPENDIX
A.

Hamiltonian for gravitational time dilation

We consider the time evolution of a composite quantum system in the low-energy limit on a generic spacetime, described by a static metric gµν with signature
(− + ++). For simplicity, we restrict the treatment to
stationary metrics with ∂0 g0µ = 0 and g0i = 0, where
latin indices refer to the 3-component. The rest energy
Erest of a system is invariant and is related to the momentum pi and to the total energy cp0 = E by
pµ pµ = g µν pµ pν = −(Erest /c)2 .

(8)

For a static observer the 4-momentum has only the p0
contribution
√ and thus the energy of the particle is given
by cp0 = −g00 Erest . This
√ expression corresponds to
the red-shift, the factor −g00 captures the change in
energy as compared to the rest frame of the particle.
In other (primed) coordinates with a different metric
0
gµν
(x0 ), in which in general p0i 6= 0, a different energy
cp00 will be ascribed to the particle. However, what remains invariant is the scalar pµ dxµ = p0ν dx0ν . Choosing
the unprimed coordinates to be the particles proper coordinates, we therefore have the very general expression
Erest dτ = p00 dx00 + p0i dx0i . We stress again that since
Erest and the proper time τ are invariant, the energy
cp00 = E ascribed to the particle and the time evolution
with respect to coordinate time are metric-dependent
(the notions of time and energy in general relativity are
observer-dependent).
Quantization on a curved space-time is achieved by replacing the 4-momenta with co-variant derivatives. For
energies small compared to Erest (such that particle
creation is negligible), this yields directly a modified
Schrödinger equation with the internal energy operator
Erest → H0 and total Hamiltonian cp0 → H, effectively replacing the time derivative ∂/∂t by the covariant
derivative D/Dτ . Equivalently, one can first quantize the
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expression (8) to obtain a modified Klein-Gordon equation and derive (perturbatively in c−2 ) the low energy
limit of the dynamics of a scalar particle. For a point
particle with rest energy mc2 on a post-Newtonian background metric with g00 = −(1 + 2Φ(x)/c2 + 2Φ2 (x)/c4 )
and gij = δij (1 − 2Φ(x)/c2 ), this yields [32]:
p2
mΦ2 (x)
p4
+
+
+ mΦ(x) −
3
2
2m
8m c
2c2

 (9)

3
1 2
2
+
Φ(x)p
+
[pΦ(x)]
p
+
p
Φ(x)
,
2mc2
2

H = mc2 +

where [pΦ] acts only on the potential. For clarity, the
rest mass contribution of the point particle is explicitly
kept in the expression. For our purposes, we consider a
composite system with an additional internal Hamiltonian that contributes to the rest energy. Since in general
relativity there is no distinction between “rest mass” and
“rest energy” (in fact, the largest contribution to the rest
mass m of the systems we consider, e.g. a molecule, is
already given by binding energies between atoms, nucleons, quarks, etc.), the dynamics of an internal degree of
freedom can straightforwardly be incorporated into eq.
(9): an eigenstate | Ei i of the internal dynamics with energy Ei will contribute to the rest energy, which becomes
mc2 + Ei . The composite particle will still obey eq. (9),
but with m → m + Ei /c2 . This is valid for arbitrary
energy eigenstates of the internal Hamiltonian. Due to
the linearity of quantum mechanics the full dynamics of
the system is therefore given by the above Hamiltonian
with the replacement m → m + H0 /c2 , which holds for
any arbitrary internal Hamiltonian H0 (this can be seen
as an extension of the mass-energy equivalence to quantum mechanics, discussed in more detail in Ref. [23]).
Expanding the result to second order in 1/c2 , we find


Γ(x, p)
H = Hcm + H0 1 +
c2

(10)

where Hcm includes all terms acting on the centre-ofmass to this order of approximation (and can also include any other interaction, such as the electromagnetic
interaction [31]) and Γ(x, p) = Φ(x) − p2 /2m2 . Eq. (10)
describes in full generality the special and general relativistic corrections to the dynamics of a composite quantum system. Note that the coupling between internal
and external degrees of freedom is completely independent of the nature of and kinds of interactions involved
in the internal dynamics H0 . This is an expression of
the universality of time dilation (or red-shift), which affects all kinds of clocks, irrespectively of their specific
construction. The presented formalism allows the study
of composite low-energy quantum systems on any fixed
background space-time.

7
B.

Master equation due to gravitational time
dilation

Here we derive an equation of motion for a composite
quantum system in the presence of time dilation. We
keep the composition, the centre-of-mass Hamiltonian
Hcm and the relativistic time dilation completely general. The overall Hamiltonian of the system is Htot =
Hcm + H0 + Hint , where H0 governs the evolution of the
internal constituents and Hint = H0 Γ(x, p)/c2 captures
the time-dilation-induced coupling between internal degrees of freedom and the centre-of-mass to lowest order in
c−2 . Γ is a function of the centre-of-mass position x and
momentum p to which the internal states couple due to
special relativistic and general relativistic time dilation
(for the Schwarzschild metric in the weak-field limit we
have Γ(x, p) = Φ(x) − p2 /2m2 ). We start with the von
Neumann equation for the full state ρ̇ = −i/~ [Htot , ρ]
and write Htot = H + Hint , where H = Hcm + H0 .
We change frame to primed coordinates, which we define through ρ0 (t) = eit(H+h)/~ ρ(t)e−it(H+h)/~ , where
2
h = h(x, p) = ΠN
i=1 Tri [Hint ρi (0)] = Γ(x, p)Ē0 /c with
the average internal energy Ē0 . The resulting vonNeumann equation is
i
i
0
[H 0 (t) + h0 (t), ρ0 (t)] − [H 0 (t) + Hint
(t), ρ0 (t)]
~
~
i
0
= − [Hint
(t) − h0 (t), ρ0 (t)] ,
~
(11)

Here
used o the
notation
∆E02
=
nwe
2
2
N
2
Πi=1 Tri H0 − Ē0
=
H0 − hH0 i for the
energy fluctuations of the internal states and
Γ0 (s) = Γ(x0 (s), p0 (s)). Changing back to the original picture, and introducing s → t − s we obtain the
integro-differential equation:


Ē0
i
ρ̇cm (t) = − Hcm + Γ(x, p) 2 , ρcm (t) −
~
c
(14)

2 Z t


∆E0
ds
Γ(x,
p),
[Γ(x,
p),
ρ
(t
−
s)]
−
,
cm
s
~c2
0

where [Γ, ρcm ] s = e−isHcm /~ [Γ, ρcm ] eisHcm /~ . This is
the general equation of motion for a composite particle of
arbitrary composition that undergoes time dilation. The
decoherence of its off-diagonal elements is governed by its
internal energy spread ∆E0 and by the metric-dependent
coupling Γ. The former is ∆E02 ≈ N (kB T )2 in the hightemperature limit for N/3 non-interacting internal harmonic oscillators and the latter is Γ = Φ(x) ≈ gx for
stationary particles in the homogeneous weak-field limit
of the Schwarzschild metric.
C.

Internal degrees of freedom as clocks

ρ̇0 (t) =

The time dilation induced coupling between internal
degrees of freedom and the centre-of-mass causes decoherence of the latter. The complementarity principle between the visibility V of interference and the which-path
information D is given by the inequality V 2 + D2 ≤ 1.
where h0 (t) = h(x0 (t), p0 (t)). The formal solution ρ0 (t) =
Rt
The equal sign holds for pure states, i.e. for well-defined
0
ρ0 (0) − ~i 0 ds [Hint
(s) − h0 (s), ρ0 (s)] is used in the equaclocks as considered in Ref. [19]. For mixed states,
tion above, which yields the integro-differential equation
it is possible to have loss of visibility with no accessifor the density matrix
ble which-path information, as is the case here (as well
as in most other decoherence models such as in quani
0
ρ̇0 (t) = − [Hint
(t) − h0 (t), ρ0 (0)] −
tum Brownian motion [13, 20]). The thermal state of
~
Z t
the internal degrees of freedom can be seen as a mix1
0
0
ture of clock-states that each measure the proper time
− 2
ds [Hint
(t) − h0 (t), [Hint
(s) − h0 (s), ρ0 (s)]] .
~ 0
along their path. To highlight this, consider for exam(12)
ple a particle with a single 2-level internal degree of
freedom which is in a clock-state, i.e. in a superposiWe can now trace over the internal degrees of freetion of the ground and excited state with transition fredom. The state is initially uncorrelated ρ(0) = ρcm (0) ⊗
quency ω and an
N
 arbitrary relative phase φ: | Eφ i =
Πi ρi (0) and we take the Born approximation, keeping
√1
| gi + eiφ | ei . If the particle moves along a path
2
only terms to second order in Hint . In this case ρ0 (s) can
with overall proper time τ , the internal
state will evolve

be replaced under the integral by ρ0cm (s) ⊗ ρi (0) and the
to | Eφ (τ )i = √12 | gi + eiφ+ωτ | ei . For the particle in
master equation for the centre-of-mass becomes
superposition along two paths with proper time differ0
ence ∆τ , the internal clock state will therefore acquire
ρ̇0cm (t) = ΠN
i=1 Tri [ρ̇ (t)]
Z t
which-path information, thus leading to a loss in visin
o
−1
0
0
≈ 2 Πi ds Tri [Hint
(t) − h0 (t), [Hint
(s) − h0 (s), ρ0 (s)]] bility given by |hEφ (τ1 ) | Eφ (τ2 )i| = | cos(ω∆τ /2)|, inde~
0
pendent of the phase φ. For a fully mixed internal state

2 Z t
n
o (analogous to a thermal state),
2 0
1
0
0
Πi ds Tri H0 − Ē0 [Γ (t), [Γ (s), ρ (s)]]
=−
~c2
1
0
ρ = (| Eφ ihEφ | + | Eφ+π ihEφ+π |) ,
(15)

2 Z t
2
∆E0
0
0
0
=−
ds
[Γ
(t),
[Γ
(s),
ρ
(s)]]
.
cm
the relative phase between | gi and | ei is unknown and
~c2
0
thus no which-path information is available, but it still
(13)
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8
results in a drop in visibility. The above state can be
equivalently written in the basis

ρ=

1
(| gihg | + | eihe |) .
2

(16)

Since it represents the same state, it will cause the same
loss of visibility, the two situations (15) and (16) cannot
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be discriminated. The states | gi and | ei individually,
however, are not clock-states, thus no time dilation can
be read out directly. The interpretation of the visibility
drop in this representation is the phase scrambling between | gi and | ei due to the red shift, since the states
| ei acquire a different phase than the states | gi. Irrespective of the state representation, time dilation will cause
decoherence of composite particles with internal degrees
of freedom.
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